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ABSTRACT 
THE 'l'BANSFIGURATION OF JESUS AND THE EARLY CHURCH 
R.P.MARSHALL 
This thesis is concerned with the theological significance of the 
Transfiguration of Jesus. It is an attempt to put into a true perspective 
an event in the earthly life of Jesus which is too often ignored and 
misunderstood. It seeks to establish the importance of the Transfiguration 
in the ministry of J esus0 within the Early Church0 and in the general 
framework of New Testament expectation. 
As well as the three0 synoptic accounts of the Tra.nsfigura tion 0 the 
account recorded in 2 Peter is also analysed. Here0 we argue0 lies a 
reference to the Transfiguration which is authentically Pettine (though 
--·--- -~~----- -- ---- ·--
used in this Epistle by a pseudonymous author) and which may well have 
influenced the Evangelists when they r~o:rded the same event. 'l'he context 
of the Tl:ansfigura.tion in 2 Peter lol6=18 is that of an apology for the 
delay of the Parousia0 which the Early Clhurcho it would seemo had 
expected immediately after the ascei'l.siono 
We argue that the 2 Peter account could 0 therefore0 be the prlmi tive0 
Pettine reminiscence of the Apostle Peter 0 recorded by an unknown author to 
make his work appear more authentic. The context of the Transfigur&tion 
within 2 Peter and 0 the:refore 0 in the Early Churoh0 would seem to be that 
of a. prefiguration of all that will take place when Christ appea.:rs again 
in glory. Each of the synoptic wri tars were undoubtedly a.m:re of this 
unders~ding of the Transfiguration tradition as they 0 in tu:m 0 moulded 
the na.r:ra.tive into their Gospel na:n'B.tives. In all three synoptic a.ceounts 0 
(and parallels) 0 points to a simple and yet crucial development wi thira the 
Gospels of the \llfiderstanding of the Early Church conce:ming the 'fransfiguration 
of Jesus.The Transfiguration was a prefigu~tion of the Farousia. of Jesus. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Transfiguration of Jesus is one of the most profound theological 
mysteries of the New Testamento It is recorded in all three Synoptic 
Gospels (Mark 9s2=8~ Matthew 1781=8~ Luke 9g28=36) and referred to in 
only one Epistle (2 Peter 1s16=18)o In the New Testament the Transfigur= 
ation does not fit into any of the accepted categories 9 such as 9miraclev 
or vparable 9 and it is unparalleled as an event in the terrestrial life 
of Jesus in the Gospelso In nearly all aspects of religious and theO= 
logical discussion the Transfiguration of Jesus remains relatively obscureo 
In New Testament studies 9 the event is relatively ignared when a comparison 
is made between the treatment of other significant events (Ego Baptism~ 
Crucifixion9 Resurrection 9 Ascension) in the life of Jesus and the Trans= 
figuraticino Similarly9 in Systematic Theology9 especially the debate 
concerning the humanity and divinity of Jesus9 there is a distinct famine 
of references to an event which would seem to embody much of \.fuat it means 
to conceive of the person of Jesus as- 9 God 0 and 0Man 9 o Also 9 in the 
liturgy of the Church (with the notable exception of the Eastern Orthodox 
tradition) the Transfiguration remains an outsider9 finding no place in 
either the Nicene or the Apostles 9 Creed and only in the 1928 revision 
of the Book of Common Prayer \·ras it accepted as l:rorthy of a Collect 9 
Epistle and Gospel in an Anglican Prayer Booko 
This paucity of references both in theological and biblical studies 9 
as woll as the relative unimportance of the Transfiguration in tho lifo 
of the worshipping Church in the \'Test 9 suggests that either the Transfig= 
uration is an event of small signj.ficance in the life of Jesus or that the 
episode remains so much of a myster-y to those \·rho have attempted to unravel 
it that scholarly debat0 a.11d progress have been thwarted by the ver;J nature 
of the evento Of these t1:10 suggesUons 9 the second would seem to be the 
most likely to explain the relative famine of references to the 
2o 
Transfigurationo It is abundantly clear 0 to any serious reader of ai ther 
of the synoptic accounts 0 that the Transfiguration plays a very important 
role in the life of Jesus and in his growing awareness of his identity as 
the Son of God and Messiah in glory o '.Ih® problem 9 ! t would aeem9 lies 
with those l'Jho ha:v~ attempted to unravel the mystery of the Transfiguration 
only to discover that it remains an enigma0 
The aim of this thesis is quite simpleo In the light of discussion 
which has already taken plaee this century11 we will examine afresh the 
evidcmce available to us and essay to come to an acceptable conclusion as 
to the theological significance of the Transfiguration in the ministry of 
Jesus and in the New Testament era as a wholeo This invol vas not only a 
reappraisal of the biblical narratives themselves but also a consideration 
of the limited scholarly opinion which has already expressed itself and 
the various li~es of interpretation open for us to pursue0 
In our opening chapter our intention is to briefly put the debate 
into its proper contexto We will outline not only the obvious differences 
in detail that exist in the biblical accounts of the Transfiguration but 
also summarise briefly the four main explanations that have been offered 
as attempts to unravel the theological puzzle of the Transfigurationo 
This tdll lead us on to examine the various sources and influences that 
played a part in the fo:rmation and emergence of the Gospel of Marko Here 9 
our particular concem will be the role. played by the Early Church in the 
fo~ation of the Gospels as we now have them and to establish the influence 
of the Epistles upon the Gospels rather than vice=versao 
Chapter III uill th<m deal with the referenc® to the Transfiguration 
in 2 Potero1~ 16=18o Tho question as to the role played by th0 apostle 
Peter in the formation of this account \dll be asked because of Peter 9 s 
obvious role in the emergence of the Gospel of Harl\.o A short summary of 
the present climate of opinion concerning the authorship and content of 
3o 
2 Pater as a t-!hole will also be providedo We will than progress to see 
if the use of the Transfiguration of Jesus in 2 Peter11 and its context 
within the Epistle as a t4hole 0 assists us in our attempt to discover the 
theological tmderstanding of the Evangelists in their use of the Trana= 
figuration narrativeo 
Chapter IV will take the form of a short exegesis of the account as 
it is recorded in the Gospel of Marko The aim of this chapter will be 
to establish the theological IJIUl>OS® of Mark in his use of the Trans= 
figura.tiono Particularly important is the context of na.rra.ti ve in Mtl.rko 
AoMoRamsey sugges~s that the Transfiguration 1along with Peter0s confession 
of fa.i th at Caesarea Philippi l fo:rms "a. watershed in the ministry of Jesus" 1 
and this point must be explored furthero Similarly9 the role of the 
d.isciples2 11 the mountain 11 the voice 0 the cloud11 the glory and presence of 
Moses and Elijah will need to be explain®d.o Once a satisfactory theo= 
logical explanation of the narrative itself and the various motifs employed 
by the Evangelists has been obtained9 our final chapter must develop the 
arguments and suggest mcy-s in l:Jhich the theological understanding of the 
Transfiguration narrative can be further explainedo 
Slloh an exploola.tion of the material and ideas surrounding and concern= 
ing the Transfiguration of Jesus may lead us to a ranet-r®d understanding as 
to the significance of the evsnt in the life of Jesus and in the Church 
today o He shall bl:l dealing "td th areas of Net'! Testament study (Ego Gospel 
of Maxk 11 2 Peter11 the Parousia in the New Testament) which could demand a 
thesis in their o'I:Jl'l right and therefore 11 the road.er is asked to bear in 
mind the subject "tvb.ich is our chief conce:ml) h©w do ue e:l&};)lain the Trans= 
figuration of Jesus? He begin by summarising tho state of Transfiguration = 
cri tic1Bm at the present time and0 before that 0 rooll.nding oursol ves of 
the chief charactoristics of each of the Gospel aocountso 
AoMoRamseyo Tha alory of God and the Transfiguration of Christo (1947) Po101o= - . . . 
A Farrero A Stm~y in _Marko (1951) 1uth0 calling of the throe Apogtolic 
wi tnoases to the -ru:O~exerci£JG of. their funcrtionrao Polll 
4o 
CHAPTER Io THE TRANSFICIDRATIONg THE DEBATE IN CONTEXT 
Any serious consideration of the Transfiguration narrative demands an 
unde:-cstanding of the present debate surrounding both its role and its 
significance in biblical criticismo In the Gospels themselves 9 all three 
synoptic accounts follow a similar pattern of narrative though there are 
important differences in minor detail which we will consider throughout 
this studyo Jesus takes his three closest disciples (Peter9 James and 
John) to a high and lonely mountain where he is transfigured before them., 
and glows with the presence of the glory of Godo It is Peter who acts as 
spokesman for the disciples and he becomes afraid at the sight of the two 
heavenly figures who are reported to be Moses and Elijaho Then a voice 
is heard to come from a cloud which calls those present to listen to what 
Jesus is saying to themo This outline is common to all three synoptic 
accounts a In each of the three accounts t~ere are variants in detail which 
suggests that each of the Evangelists is pursuing his otm theological 
interests and 9 also 9 the theological emphasis in each account varies accord= 
ing to the authorvs interestso There is no direct reference to the Trans= 
figuration in the Fourth Gospelo 
We ~ill assume Marean priority for no reason other than that the 
Transfiguration seems to be an excellent example of a narrative wh€/re 
Matthew and Luke seem to have adapted what is basically Mark 0 s acoounto 1 
There is nothing in the three accounts that is peculiar to Marko Both 
Ho Riesenfeld 2 and Ao Kenny 3 ag:roe that the central thome of the Marean 
1 o The::ee is no point in pursuing hero a. p:rolong®d discussion concerning 
the Synoptic Problema It :lo qui to clea.r9 on my uncl.srstandingD that 
Mark is almost co~tainly the first Evangelist io hsvG ~itten down his 
account a 
Cfo ~~Ro~ero The §rQORtic Pr9glsm (Ne~ York 9 1964)o 
HoGov!oodo 19The Priority of 1!J:ark99 o ~ 65 (1953=54) Po17=19o 
2o Ho Riosonfeldo J®'sus Trano.figur2 ( 1947;) Po 281 o 
3 o Ao Kanny o r~ The TnmE~figu.Z'li!l. tion and tho Agony in th~ Gaxtion 10 o ill!l 19 
(1957) Po444=452o 
account of the Transfiguration is the importance and significance of 
discipleship~ the glory is revealed for the sake of the disciples that 
they might see Jssus in his true relationship with the God who speaks to 
himo Kenny believes that this is especially clear when a comparison is 
ma.d.e bet't!een the Transfiguration of Jesus and the Garden of Gtrthsemane 
episodoso The same three disciples 0 Peterp James and John are present 
in the gardena Also 0 the phrase Ov )/~f ~f£1.. -rl: ArA"~o-tl . 2\U'et\J ~~f 
EKfo~oL appears in both Mark 9z6 and Mark 14g40 which, in Kenny's view9 
underlines the central theme of discipleship in both events; "they are 
two of the most significant episodes of our Lord's revelation of himself to 
his disciples11 o1 Thus it would seem likely that Mark has used the Trans= 
figuration narrative within his Gospel framework to establish the import= 
ance of discipleship to those who were with Jesus and followed himo It 
was essential that the divine glory was revealed to those Who had begun to 
understand the significance of Jesus 9 coming into the worldo 
Bishop Michael Ramsey believes that the Matthean account is obviously 
based upon that provided by Mark 17 but he suggests that there is a heighten= 
ing of the comparison between Moses and Jesus in Matthew. 2 The strongest 
9 evidence v to support such an explanation lies in the reversal of the order 
9Elijah with Moses 9 tihich is to be found in Marko3 In Matthew we are told 
that it was Mwi.icr1.s K"'-~ \t\;el~ who appeared 1;1i th Jesuso In a later chapter 
we will discover the close parallels that exist between the Transfiguration 
and some of the various Exodus narratives where similar events including 
clouds 9 voices and mountains are describedo One such reference is Exo40g35 
1o A Konnyo ~oc~t Po449 9 though ~to9g6/14g40 adopt different Greeko 
2o From a personal conversation on the Transfig~ation ~ith Bishop 
Ramsey in Durham0 (1981)o 
3o Cf o DoHillo The Gospel According to St_oMatthe~'lo ( 1972)o 
which Feuillet suggests is strongly reminiscent of MattheW' 17859 this is 
also taken to be a hint that Matthew sees a closer significance between 
Jesus and Moses than does either Mark or Lukeo 1 
likely that the themes of new exodus and of Jesus as the new Moses played 
at least some role in Matthew 0s understanding of this narrativeo In most 
~ays 9 however9 the function of the narrative within the Gospel of Matthew 
is very similar to that of Marko 
The Lucan account of the Transfiguration story has attracted most 
attentiona 2 It is the most independent of the three accounts and in some 
parts has been partially a1 tered to fit in with Luke v s scheme of thought 
c.. ,.. '-'E. 
and his Gospel as a wholeo Thus 11 tbe 1rEfot.S E. of Mark and Mattbe1r1 
c. \ (_. , ) ;" 
becomes WCTtL M,V£(-'<ll otc.'Tw for no particular or obvi.oua reasono Godet 
wggests that the most simple explmtaticm for this change 1rrould. be that 
.) / 
Luke 11 in using o tc.lw was guessing the ehronology9 whil~t Matthew and 
Mark had a more a.uth®tic and accurate sou.rceo Godet also suggests that 
Holtzman may be correct in pointing out that Luke "affects to be a better 
chronologist than the othersn o 3 A major and much more important detail 
which is added by Luke is that Jesus (and preeJUJnBbly his disciples) tJent 
Up the mOl.IDtain TTfOCT"f ... ~Sx.a-9ctL 6 The activity Of prayer iS InUCh ID0r6 
directly associated td th Jesus in Luke and 9 as at other important momants 
in his ministr.v11 it is not uncharacteristic of Luke to suggest that Jesus 
t-Tas praying when he 1rras transfigured before his discipleso 4 
Apart from the chronological discrepancy and the referenco to pra.yer 
thoro are bro other f'oatures of Luke~s account t·rhich Ere highly individualo 
1 a Cfo . Ao Feullloto 11Les pe:rsp~ctives propres a chaque Eva:ngeli-~te dans 
les rocits de la. Transfigu.:ration'0 o.Bib~39 (1958) Pa281=301o 
2a AaMoRamsoy 9 opacito IaHaMarshalla The GoS~el According to Luke (1978) 
la.y groat emphasi B on Luke 0 8 ac.coun t ~ --
FoGod0to Comm0nt~n StoLuks 9s GosRel(1890)po423a 
3o OoHoltzmano Das N~e Testament (1926) Po861o 
4o Cfo Lwte )821 which links th0 ]?ptism and tho Transfiguration diroctlyo 
,, 
7o 
Luke does not refer to a 0 transfiguredq Jesuso Rathsr11 along with Moses 
and Elijah we are told that ot 6~Bivi£..{ Ev J'~t"d and it is only in the 
third Gospel that an explicit reference is made to ths ~ which we must 
presume was a direct result of Jesue' transfigured statoQ In Matthew and 
Mark we are simply told that Jesus was transfigured and no mention is made 
of his doxa; in Luke we are not told that Jesus was transfigured but we 
are told that his glory was revealed., Explanations for this are investigated 
at a. later stage in this worke For the moment it must suffice for us to 
state that the verb __ f1"...-.,;.fof~6w was probably not adopted by Luke 
because of its Pagan overtoneso In other religions and cu.l ts, especially 
in the Greek world, magicians \'Tare frequently lmown to 0 transfo:rm' them= 
selves from men to animals by use of magic., 1 
states that the verb •transfigured v was deeply rooted in Apocalyptic 
Judaism {Cfo Dan~12:3~P II BarQ 51:3o 9 51:5op 51g10op 51g12., 9 Enoch 38:4o 9 
. --
104g 2a 9 IV Esra 7~97) rather than in the Pagan \'rorldo 2 Either wa;y we 
must conclude that Luke9 in attempting to underline the importance of the 
revelation of the glo:cy of God made manifest in Jesusjl has used the \'rord. 
~in a similar way to that used in other parts of the Gospel (CfoLko1g35o 11 
The final 11 significant difference in the Lucan account 
of the Transfiguration narrative is his revelation of the subj0ct of the 
conversation which took place between Jesus 9 Moses and Elijaho Luke 
) -!>(VIOl,) ••. 0 The reference to 
Jesus v exodus connects the Transfiguration with tho eventn ihat tako place 
later in the Gospel in Jerusalem and this suggests a change that will take 
place in Jesus~ ministry) and in the tone and direction of the Gospel of 
Lukeo 
1o Ego This is mentioned by AoEoJo Rawlinsono The Gospel Accordin~ ~o 
~o Mar_!:o (1936)o 
20 CoEoBo Cranfieldo The Go!m_Ol Accordi,!l_g to 'stoMarko (1959) Po290o 
Bo 
IoHoMarshall suggests that there are four possible interprstations 
of the "rord exodus g 
a) simply the death of Christ 
b) the resurrection and ascension of Jesus after his death 
c) the death9 resurrection and ascension of Christ 
d) 10 the whole life of Jesus that was coming to an endno 1 
The Lucan account of the Transfiguration is crucial to the Gospel of Luke 
as a whole and it is more distinctive than either of the ~to other synoptic 
accounts& ntuJke is relating the event to the inner life of Jesus10 0 2 In 
all three Gosp0ls the Transfiguration narrative plays a dual role in each 
case~ first 0 the narrative acts as a visible demonstration of Jesus' 
pre=erlstent glory> but it is also used to enrich our understanding and 
colour tho particular portrait that each Evangelist is painting of Jesus 
the Messiaho 
Apart from the three synoptic accounts 9 the Tranafiguration of Jesus 
is given little prominence either 0lsewhere in the New Testament or in 
the writings of the Early Church and the Fatherso As we have already 
stated9 there is no direct reference to the story in the Fourth Gospelo 
The only other direct reference to the Transfiguration is to be foun d 
in 2 Peter 1 g 16=20 9 tmere a much more concise summary of the event is 
given and we shall analyse this in g?eater detail at a later stageo 
Paul uses the verb 0 transfigu:red 0 t'lhen he tiTrl tes fE..IoLfcfo/o0;vt-&c~... d.rr~ f;£"1-t 
E~s J.;toL\13 which might auggGst that he was 9 at least 9 acquainted with the 
synoptic tra.di tiono But this is only an iBola ted reference end Paul 
never mentions tho event directlyo Much the aame is truo of other early 
Chriotian docum0nts 9 although there io an extonsive roferenc0 to the 
1o IoHoMershallo The GosJ)el Aoco:x;din_g to StnLukoo(1978)o 
2o Ramsey~~ Po122o 
3o 2 COro 38 18o 
examine following our consideration of the 2 Peter account. It is quite 
clear9 however9 that there is scant reference to the Transfiguration 
story either in the New Testament outside of the Synoptic Gospels or in 
the traditions and doc·aments of the Early Church as they have been passed 
down. 
Even amongst biblical scholars the Transfiguration remains an enigmao 
In commentaries on the various Synoptic Gospels and in books relating to 
christology and the person of Jesus Christ 9 there is little attention 
given to the Transfiguration of Jesuso Possibly this is because of the 
nature of the event itself9 in that commentators find it difficult to 
explain with any certainty the theological significance and christo= 
logical function of tho narrative. Novorthcloss 9 four clear areao of 
interpretation have emerged as a result of the work of those scholars 
who have pursued the significance of the Transfiguration and these may 
be summarised as followsg 
(i) Those who believe that the Transfiguration 1:1as originally 
a resurrection account which has been misplaced by its 
location in a pre=resurrection context. 1 
(ii) Those who see the Old Testament as essential to our 
understanding of the event because of its reliance on Old 
2 Testament motifs and imagery and 9 in particular9 the cult • 
. -
1. Eg. R.Bultmann. The HistorJ of the Synoptic Tradition. (1963) Pa259fD 
C.E.Carlston. "Transfiguration and Resurrection" JBL 80 
(1961) Po233=240o 
2a Eg. H.Riesenfoldo ~.ci~o 
(iii) Those who interpret the Trllmsfiguration as a pre figuration 
of the Parousia in which the glory of Jesus is futuristic yet 
t presento 
(iv) Those who see the Transfiguration as a vision of the disciples 
and, possibly9 arpa.rt of Jesus' self=disclosure as the Son 
of God9 2 
These four explanations summarise the present options available to ua if 
we are to analyse the Transfiguration from the point of any accepted 9 
contemporary theorye It is important that we look at eaoh of these 
options and briefly outline their arguments more fully., 
Those who hold that the Transfiguration is a mis-placed resurrection 
account \.fuich has been placed into the terrestrial life of Christ (i) 
include Rudolph RultmannG In the 1960 9 s this view commanded much supporto 
Bultmann insisted that "the Transfiguration story~ originally a resurrection 
acoount 9 dates his Messiaship from the resurrection onwards" o 3 Carlston 
also believed that both the denials of Peter that he knew Jesus (Mark 14g66f9 
Matthew 26:69=75~ LuKe'22g56=62) and the fear of the disciples after the 
crucifixion (Ego Matthew 28:17 9 Luke 24:37) suggest that the disciples 
could hardly have witnessed the Transfiguration of Jesus and then responded 
in this wayo 4 In a sense9 Carlston°s argument is very plausible but the 
disciples 0 behaviour is hardly surprlsing9 even if they had witnessed the 
Transfiguration9 since the human memory is short and individuals placed 
in such danger as Peter was when he was accused of belonging to Jesus' 
immediate circle are prone to forget even extraordinary situations and 
eventso Indeed9 many of these criticisms have been included in a very 
~·---'·========================== 
1 o Ego GoHoBoobyero §tQJIIa~k and the 'Jlrap.sfiguration Story (1942) o 
2o Ego Ho Co KeG "The Transfigu:ro.tion in Markg Epiphany or Apocalyptic 
Vision 11 in 1J.n.4.e;ostanQJ.n~l5'._~1_!_~ S~c:I"e"d Tox~o (JoReumann edo1972)o 
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important article written by RoHoStein 1 whose work has succeeded in 
seriously undermining the credibility not only of Bultmann 9s arguments 
but of any possibility of the Transfiguration being a mia=plaoed 
resurrection accounto Stein analyses in great detail the arguments 
expounded by Carleton and Bultmann and shows how nearly all of the theo= 
logical motifs in all three synoptic accounts of the Transfiguration are 
incompatible with a resurrection understanding of the evento His most 
persuasive argument is his estimation of the role of glory in which he 
ata.tes that 11 the glory of the Transfigur®d Jesus is a strong srgument 
againstp rather than for~ the view that the Transfiguration is a mis= 
placed resurrection a.ccount"o 2 
so~e of those who have rejected the possibility that the Tra.nsfigw? 
ation is a IDis=placed resurrection account hav~ turned to the Old T0st= 
ament as a possible backgronnd to our undarstanding of the event (ii)o 
Cen:..tral to this debatep and with partiCl.!l.ar reference to the importance 
of the Israelite oultp is the work of the Scandanavian scholar Ha.ra.ld 
Riesenfeldp 't7Jhose extensive work J(sus Transfi~ has had an important 
influence upon Transfiguration studies since its publication in 1947 o 
Riesanfeld uses the ~ork of SoMoYinckel 3 and other Old Testament 
scholars to establish the existence of an Israelite cul to In a somewhat 
systematic treatment of the various synoptic accounts Riesenfeld then 
analyses eight c0ntral motifs 4 which h® sees as essential to his ou.n 
undl':n:."standing of the nar.ratiwo His conclusion is very cloar9 the Trl:ms= 
figuration acts as the Enthronement of J®sus a.s Messi~mic King in tho same 
1o RoHoSteino 11Is the Tremofigu.ratitm (Mark 9&2=8) a mig=placod 
R®~oction .Acoount? 0~ JBL 95 ( 1969) J9o305=317 o 
2o Stein ~oCi~o Po92o 
3 o Sof·Imrlnckol Psalm£Jtu~ ( 1922) o 
4o The 0ight motifs arc }tl((}untain9 Clo1ad9 Voico 9 Glory 9 Taboma.clo9 Passion9 
Rest and Moaeg @Dd Elij&ho 
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way that the Israelites celebratsd the :Ehthronem®nt of God as King in 
the Old Testenuanto He belisv0s that thil§ background would have besn at 
thQ forefront of the Evangelists 0 minds \"!hen thoy recorded the story o 
The cloud and the voice denote God 0 s preaence8 the mountron is the throne 
whereupon the oothronement takes place~ Peter 0s suggestion to build tab®J:b 
nacles is an attempt to enter into a perpetual rest to preserve Jesus a.s 
Kingo All of his argument depends upon a presumption of Riosenfsld that 
the Israelite ou1 t actually existed in the 'I:Ja;y that he suggests it dido 
JoAoZiesler is one of the many recent scholars who have dismissed Riesenfeld 9 s 
approach because "it is not at all certain that there was auoh an en thronG= 
ment festival" o 1 Jmy aerious critique of Riesenfeld 8 s l;fOrk will reveal 
a thesis much is based upon supposition and unfounded arguments to a very 
great ®xtent9 and this seriously undermines any positive approach to hl.s 
theoryo It is my ot1.0 belief9 after a briof analysis of Riesenfeld 0 s work 9
2 
that the key to our understanding of the Transfiguration narra.ti ve does 
not lie hereo 
Much of Riesenfeld 0 s \II'Ork deals with the implications of an oarliEJr 
attempt to explain the significance of the Transfiguration narrative 
which is summarised as point (iii)o The main exponent of the notion that 
the Transfiguration is a prefiguration of a Parousia scene is GoHoBoobyer 3 
Whose book bas had an important influence on the approach of scholars to 
the Transfigu:;.:ation sinc€1 1942o Throughout his work~ Riesenfeld constantly 
retums to Boobyer 9 s arguments and essays to disprove themo 4 It is 9 how~Sver9 
1 o J oAo Zieslero 11The Transfiguration and Markan Soteriology10 ExT 81 
(1969) Po263=268o === 
2o RoPoMarshallo The Transfiguration of Jesuso SUbmitted to the University 
of Sheffield as an undergraduate thesi8 in 1981o 
3o GoHo:Boobye:ro 9~Uo 
4o Ego Bioeenf0ld ,2R_o___gl Po 298=9· 
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Boobyer 1 s approach to the narrative that has commanded most respect 
amongst commentators and to t:rhich we shall be devoting a. great deal of 
attention throughout our consideration of the Transfigurationo Although 0 
as we Shall diecover0 Boobyer1s final conclusion is far from perfect or 
indeed satisfactory 0 it is in his !PJ?roaoh to the theological significance 
of the narrative that his chief merit lieso A broad outline of Boobyervs 
work may be summarised as followso 
In Chapter I Boobyer attempts to explain the original na:tur® of the 
Transfiguration pericopeo Ea.eh of the three explanations which he offere 
contain certain christologieal and historical pre=supposition~o His first 
suggestion is that the Transfigu~tion is a symbolic piece of writing 
'Which attempts to illustrate the messianic status of Jesuso 1 Without 
®xpending further 9 Boobyer beli®ves uui t is unnocesse,ry to suppose that 
any historical incident happenoo at all'1 if we accept that tho Evangelist 
simply wanted to portra;r Jssus as M!Sssiaho Obviously0 w.ch an explanation 
suggests that the historicity of the story is ®i ther unimportant or 
secondary to thiS Evangeliat 1 s attempt to convey a theological mess~o 
Such a view has 9 however9 been explained quite forcefully in a convincing 
article by EoLobmoyer9 2 who argued that the story originated from a. Jewish 
group and perfectly illuetrates the Je'lrl.Bh expectation of the Messiaho 
In order to suggest a. plausible al t~Srnativel 9 :SOobyei? argues that the 
story may indeOO. have beM an historioa.l event but of a visionm_ natur®o 
Such a. view has mo~ recently received attsntion and is the fourth 
suggestion (iv) stated on a. previous pagea Ws \rl.ll consider Rot-rland 9 s ) 
1 a Boobyer a .Q)?~o= Po 4 
2o EoLohmeyGro Die VorklMrtmg na.ch J0su 00'[ 21 (1922) Po 185=215 
Jo CoRO'ti'laxldo .QR_oCi,io 
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more recent attempt to explain exactly what is meant by the word 
0viaionary 0 at a later stage in the soosa that his s.rguments are very 
much in the context of a debate as to what we mean \'Jhen we use the words 
~tic and eschatolo~calo Rowland 9 s basic point is that the two 
are not necessarily the same and m~ indeed be completely differento 
This would necessarily involve a close analysis of the presumption that~ 
at the Transfigura.tion0 it is the glory of God which is made manifest 
either in a vision or in some other W9.Yo TO view the Transfiguration in 
this way necessarily involves dispensing with the mis=placed resurrection 
accGUnt theocy o 
Boobyervs third suggestion is very much connected m th his previous 
al temati ve in that he suggssts that the Transfiguration could 'lrrell be a 
"Visionary Forecast of the Resurrection of Jesus" 1 o In simple te:rms 9 
Boobyer suggests that rather than it being a prefiguration of the Parousis9 
the Transfiguration may well be a vision of the resurrected Jesus once his 
suffering is completed but before his ascension and final vindicationo 
He is0 however9 not content with such a theory and issues two wamingsg
2 
a) that when we are dealing 'With the thought of the Gospels 0 we must 
not spa~ of Christ 0s resurrection and exaltation as though they 
were two stages of one evanto 
b) that we must not attribute to the Evangelists a conception of 
Christ 0s resur.roction body as a [;£cG bodyo 
Boobyer is convinced that there io no relationship at all bet\1®00 Trans= 
figuration and resurreotiono 
In Chapter III Boobyor turns to tho Interprotations of the Trans= 
figuration in thG Early Churcho This involves a brlof OOn$1ide:ratioo of 
the ApooGlypao of Peter0 thea Pist.is Sophia and of 2 Petor 1 g 16=18 0 HiB 
basic conclusion hrare is that thor® hs an obviou13 ccmno©tion bet-vreen th0 
1 o .:s.?oby®r .QRo o:l. to Po 20o 
2o :Boobyer ~o.ill,o Po26o 
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Parousia and the Transfiguration which w® must ~xplore latero Boobysr 
then moves on to a re=axamination of the Marean account of the TranS= 
figuration in Chapter IVB this will be important in c>ur own consider= 
ation of the narrativeo Boobyer0s final conclusion is that there is a 
definite connection betwG0n the Transfiguration and the P®r@usiao 
The context of the debate we are about to pursue is r®latively 
straigbtfort~o We ha~ established that the biblical evidence conEimts 
of three accounts of the Transfiguration in the Synoptic Gospels and one 
direct rsferance to the event outaide of the Gospels in 2 Peter 1s16=18e 
The variations in the detail of each of tha sy.noptic accounts can easily 
be explained as a result of the Evangelists 0 redactional activity which 
is common in many other perlcopes in the Gospelso 1 The Transfiguration 
narratives in the Synoptic Gospels are based upon a source which was 
obviously common to all thrse Evangelists() and upon which they all agreed 9 
as well as theological motifs and various details mrlch are individual= 
istic traits of each of the Gospel wri terso This explains the na.rra.ti ve= 
fram®~10rk which i~ common to all thre® account~ as well as the differences 
~mich we have summarised aboveo 
much ignored by biblical scholarship 11 is obviously the shortoot and 51 there= 
.fore 9 most simple account of the Transfigu.re.tion in the New Testamsnto We 
will argue shortly9 that it is thG context of thia narrative in 2 Peter9 
as well as the narrative itself9 which is of gr0at importanceo 
Based upon these fourr, New Testament accounts of the Transfiguration 
of Jesus)we have also established that there are four cloar lines of int®~ 
pretation "t.ffiich have b0en pursu~Sd by Bcholare ci!.u.ring this century o During 
our ~~o~nation of th0 Transfiguration narrativesp th0so four att0mpte 
-- ----- -~~~=~====== === 
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to explain the theological and christologioal significance of the event 
in the life of J~sus will be frequently referred too We begin 9 howevsr0 
by turning our attention to the account ~.Jhich 0 in our opinion0 uas the 
first of the Synoptic Gospels to be actually written do\mo An examin= 
ation of the narrative in the Gospel of Mark must ba preceadad by a 
consideration of the various influences and sources which affected the 
Evangelist Mark in the \".Tri ting dow of his Gospel since this may revQal 
to us something more of the understanding of the Evangelist in his record= 
ing of the evento Our aim is to answer an obvious questiong what was 
the aim and intention of the Evangelist in his use of the Transfiguration 
within hiS! Gospel as a \mole? \ve begin by looking at the sources used by 
Mark and the influences upon him in th0 Early Churcho 
17o 
CHAPTER IIo THE ORIGIN OF THE MARCAN ACCOUNT 
The purpose of Mark in the writing do't-m of his t.~otd<t e ~~o v 
>T4<roG Xp,cr-ro\J 1 is of great importance to O'IU' overall unde:tb 
atand_ing of the way in which Mark has fashioned his matarial 11 and the 
sources handed on to him0 in order to present us with the portrait of 
Jesus as we now have ito Whilst the ~~ting of several of the Epiatles 9 
included in tho New Testament Canon9 was obviously as a result of a 
particular need, heresy or problem (Ege Galatians, Colossians) it is 
not as clear why Mark wrote down hie account of Jesus 9 the Son of God; 
in the way that he dido In that we are concemed about the theological 
significance of the Transfiguration in Mark9 we can devote little attention 
to the purpose of the Evangeli~t in the writing down of his whole Gospelo 
Novortheless 9 a summary of some of tho views put forward ie essontia.l 9 
and of importance 9 to our understanding of the Transfiguration within the 
Gospel of Mark as a wholeo 
So Schulz has argued that flfark \'T.rote his Goopel in order to instruct 
the early Christian community in the basic features of Jesus 0 ministry 
and the christological importance of his coming into the \'Torldo 2 Some 
scholars believe that the earliest Christians were subject to false 
teachings about the t1ork of Christ and his divine nature 9 so that9 as 
Perrin suggests 9 l\1ark wrote his Gospel 11to teach Christians of his day 
a true christology in place of the false christology that he felt they 
1.1ere in danger of acceptingn o 3 Perrin is not alone in his opinion0 
1o Mark 181o 
2o So Schulzo 10 DiG Bedeutung des Markus fUr die ThoologiGgoschichte 
des Uzohristsntumsno 
Stud0 Evang;o2 (1964}~ Po134=145o 
3o NoPer:dno _11The Croative Use of the Son of MEm Traditions in Mark11 o 
Union Scmin~ Q,~Revieu 23 (1968) Po357=365o 
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ToJoWeeden strongly believes that there was general confusion amongst 
the early Christians 9 not only concerning the ministry of Christ and 
his divine nature but 9 mGst particularly9 concerning Jesue 0 expectant 
return at his Parousiao 1 There are various references in Maxk 2 which 
suggest that the community expected Jesus to return immediately 9 in glory 9 
and that his delay in coming may have been the cause of the confusion 
td. thin the community of early Christians a 
It is to establish tha relevance of the proclaililed 
by Jesue 9 as something which is ongoing and relevant to the community 9 as 
baptised believers in Christ 9 that Mark proceeds to write hie Go!flpE>lo 
Th® purpose of !•lark would se0ID 9 above all 9 to be the dispelling of any 
anxiety that Christ had not returned immediately and the reminder to 
tho~® who proclaimed Josue as Lord. 9 that tho incarnation (Marko 1 g 1 ) A PX H 
IDU f 3olt!d" e..>- to\) J I~tro0 Xf t<rroJ, u~o\) 'lo"J ew0meant other thingo 
apart from a future glorious appearance at the Pa:rouEliao Mark achieves 
this in the way ill '!:lhioh his Gospel is oonstru.ctedo In order to amphasise 
other aspects of the significance of tho person of Jesus 9 Mark not only 
makes reference to the Second Coming (Ego Mark 13g11) but presmte Jesus 
as a figure m th a prssont relevance to the community awaiting his returno 
Jesu~::~ is therefore presented as a suffering figure (Ego 8&31 and much of 
the t"assion narrative) and as not only the proolaimer of the £0o~..~~£A;ou 
but as the Son of God W1o is directly Gquated m th it (Ego Mark 1 g 159 
138 9=10}? Jesus is tho Gosp0l 'i:Jhich he ®seays to proclaimo Th® &nphasis 
upon Jesus as one wo "tm.a to EJU.ff0r is aeen most clearly whoo fE!Y soriou.s 
0xamination of tho coot<mtSJ of tho Gospel itl mad.eo Idililer has suggested 
1o ToJot'IG0dGno 19Tb.o Horasy that Noc0ssitated MarkUs GtH3pOl11 0 ~_!¥[ 59 
'{1968) Po145=158o 
2o Eg 0 E:lo l\1ark 9818 Mark 13g30o 
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that the Gospels are "passion narrati vee with extended introductions" 1 
which is true of Mark in the sense that the suffering of Jesus is the 
predominant theme of the Gospel from 8g27fo In an analysis of each 
verse of the Gospel of Mark 9 J oBo'Wlllan suggests that at least three=eighths 
of the Gospel are concerned with the passion narrativeso 2 This amphasis 
upon the events in Jerusalem suggests that Mark is concemed. in his Gospel 
with the necessity of establishing Jesus not only as one who "Was to return 
in glory 0 but also 0 of establishing Jesus as the suffering Son of Mano 3 
The Epistles provide us with a great deal of the theological undeJP 
standing of the Early Church though they tell us surprisingly little about 
the person of Jesuso They are almost totally lacld.ng in biographical 
detail 4 and do not seek to explain Jesus 9 position as the Mes:riab. 0 Son 
of God J despi tG their insistence on placing Jasus within an Old Testamoot 
contaxto 5 The purpose of Mark would eaem to be to suppl®men t the 
'Writings of the apostles by providing thG Early Church with a ~nder 
of Jesus 9 significance and 0 most particularly9 of the significance of 
Jesusv terrestrial ministryo The post=raeurrection Gra.0 in tlhich the 
imminent return of Jesus a.t his Pa.rousia was e:gpset0d0 'tra.S obviously 
losing sight of Jesus 0 teachings 0 commands and oa.rthly aignificanc® 0 and 
Mark 0 s Gospel is to be seen as the first attGIDpt to correct the balance 
1 o MoK£hl.ero ·The ae=callad Historical Jesus rmd the Historic Biblical 
Chrle9t'·o (1964) PoBOo 
2o JoBoumano The Gospel of Mark (1965) Po312o 
3o JoMoRobimllono "The Pr\!)blom of History in Mark Rraconsidereol11 o .!!§9.li 20 
(1956) Po131=147o 
CoFoEvallBo ThG B~ginning of the Goopolo (1968)o 
Both 8cholare arG kcon to 8troag that Mark io not onl~ con©ornod vith 
the :pBBEJiOn na.rrati VO but tUOO "t-Ji th tiD ElEl)lBnBtion l[)f ~ thiEJ lllfZm is 
\IDCil is to ouff0ra Thio 0 thoy suggeet 0 iG achiovod through tho long 
introduotiono (181 = 8s27)o 
4o Tho noa:r:eot thoy como to providing us 't1i th biographio& ma te:.da,l ie in 
Ego Rcm~s 1g3 0 G2lo4g4 0 RomBns 1588o 
5o Ego Romans 15g1fo " 
Cfo NoAoDahlo "Dio Mossianitat Jesus boi Paulus in Stndi.a Paulina. 
odso JoNo Sovenstor and WoCoVan Unniko (1953) Po94o 
and once again establish the significanc~ of Jesus 9 time on eartho It 
is in such a context that we arc to examine the Transfiguration narrative 
in Marko Bearing in mind the Si tz im Leben of the Gospel as we have 
described it0 we must now examine the nature of tho sources used by Mark 
and the influences that were obviously prevalent upon him when he wrote 
down the na.rra.ti ve which includes the Transfiguration of Jesus a 
The problem of the sources used by the Evangelist Ma.rk and the other 
influences upon him in hie 'l:r.ri ting of his Gospel is a question rarely 
asked in studies of the Transfiguration. 1 It is important that we ask 
t-mat were the main influences upon the sources used by the Evangelist and 
upon the Evangelist himself if we are to ascertain what function the 
na.rra.ti ve was known to have or was meant to hav~a in the community in 
which the story was kno..,m and tolde It is quite clear that those Who 
suggsat that the Transfiguration is a miB=Placed. resurrection account 
believe that the pericope was either passed down to Mark •·ri th this undo:t><=> 
standing attached to it or that Mark himself interpreted it in this r:rayo 2 
We have already outlined how RoHoStein has adequately dismissed the 
possibility of interpreting the Transfiguration as a resurrection story 
and it is possible for us to discount that theo:cyo3 If9 however9 such a 
theory was to be accepted)! t would be important for us to establish at 
,.mat stage in thG handing do'\ID of the narrative sueh sn interpretation 
wae in troducedo The ovidonce suggests that the Transfiguration is not 
out of place in tho torrostrial lifo of Jesus 0 and that it is remarkably 
similar to other events in the Synoptic Gospels and most partioolaxly 
the; Baptism narrati V® ( C.f o Mark 1s 9=11) o 4 If then 1110 bolieve that the 
1 o Boobyer9 ho1:rever9 dews take the sources t.Yhich influenc()d the 
Evangeli~ts soriouslyo 
2o CoEoCarlstono ~toci_to Po233o 
3o Cfo especially RoHoSteino artocito Po83fo 
4o Connections between the Baptism and Transfiguration will be analysed 
-more in our final Chapter TRANSFIGURATION & P.AROUSIAo 
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story was handed down to Mark as part of Jesus' earthly lifep it is 
necessary to determine the nature and provenience of the source used by 
Mark and any other influences on this source before Mark received ito 
Caird stated that Mark 9g 2=8 "our primary sourcep presents by itself 
a sufficiently complex problem of exegesis"o 1 Taylor agrees and admits 
that "the narra.ti ve presents a very difficult problam and fe\"J will claim 
that they can give an explanation which completely eatiafies them11 o 2 
Scholars agree that the Transfiguration is a revelation from God which 
reveals and confirms the heavenly Messiaship of Jesus 0 and they agree 
(in most casos) to a historical base from which the :Gospel writers have 
formulated their narrativesp the problem lies in the identity of the 
historical base utilised by Mark1 and those after himJfrom ~ch they 
understanding of the original source could hold the key to a mor® dynamic 
and revealing understanding of the function of the Transfiguration narTb 
ati ve in Jesus 9 ministry o 
It is generally accoptG~d that the rG91lliniscences and <axpe:rlences of 
the apostle Peter played a vital rol~ in the formulation of Markne Gospel 
even though Eo:Bsst sugg®sts that "today11 many people completely ignore 
any possible connection betwoen Peter and ths Gospel 11 o3 Furthe:rmorop 
Martin believes thet the Gospel of Mark contains much material w.hich 
comes from an °oyewi tnegs 9 and which could not positlibly havo b0oo hoodoo 
down by a succession of namoloss soribos and load~rso 4 The po00ibility 
~~~~==~~-~~==~~==~~~== 
1o GoBoCairdo "The Tranrafiguration"o ~o67 (1955) Po291=294 (Po291)o 
2o VoTayloro Tho Gos~coording to StoMarko (1966) Po386o 
3o Eo:&tsto 11Poter in th0 Go~pol According to Mark 11 o ~ 40 (1978) Po547 
4o RoPoMa.Ttino l\'Iark3 li:VangGJ.ist & Th~o (1978) Po54o 
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that Pater was indeed such a wi tneas cannot be ruled outg in perioop~a 
which contain certain rsforances to minor detaila and to certain g0stura:;~ 
made by Jesus (Ego Mark 7s34g 9&36) or in those passag®s t-lhem the read.Gr 
is informed a.Wut l:Jhat t-.ra.s said amongst the disciples (Ego Mark 3&53 9&36) 9 
it is vary likely that the sources which lay behind the Evangelist 9 s ivri tingeJ 
are heavily reliant on information supplied by the discipleeo Pater 0s 
prorninanoe in that information (Ego 8g36f9 14s29) adds weight to th® 
suggestion that he may have been personally responsible for muoh of what 
was said to Mark concerning Jesuso \ Into this category we must add Kclc.. 
Even leaving 
open the question of whether indeed it was Peter who was responsible0 it 
would seem that 9 to some extent 9 the Evangelists relied upon same form of 
an apostolic u.nderstanding of Jesus 9 actions end hie minict:ry o 1 
It is our belief that an apostolic influence on the compilation 
and writing of the Synoptic Gospels is essential to our understanding of 
the Gospels and 9 therefore 9 to the Transfiguration narrativeo Their 
Si tz im Leben is that of an Early Church struggling to preserve the various 
nni ts and strands of tradition along with isolated sayings of Jesus which 
vrere passed on to them either orally or in written fomo In his study of 
the Transfiguration narrative9 GoHoBoobyer suggested that commentators 
have ignored l'lhat he calls 9 Apostolic Christology 0 in their treatmsnt 
2 
and consideration of the Transfiguration storieso The sources used by 
Mark 9 and the way in which he used these sources9 were almost certainly 
influenced by the Early Church and thoir understanding of 1:Jho Jesus was 
because this was tho background against ~ihich the Evang®lists attampt~d 
to record their accounts and 0 a.s we stated in 0'\.U:' introduction -~o this 
1 o BoDo Chil tono . "Tho Transfigura,tiong Domini Gal AsSU!.'CmCG @Tid Apoot©lio 
Vision 11 o !'!!§. (1980) 27 Po 116o PoterQs role t-rill be further discussed 
in Chapter IVa 
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Chapterp to present more of the details concerning the terrestrial life 
of Christo Boobyer suggests that we need to ascertain how much the 
formation of the Gospols has be0n affected by the Early Church 9e con= 
caption of the process of Christva manifestation to men and that it is 
through the Epistles or "Apostolic Christology" that we can gain som~ 
insight into the th®ologioa.l background of tho sources used by Marko 
This is in line l:fi th our earlier suggestion that Mark 'I:Ta.s influsnced very 
much by the thought and experience of the Ee.rly Churcho 
Boobyer maintaina that th~ Apostolic Era was preoccupied with the 
importance of the conoept of revelation and with Jesus as the bGlarer of 
the divine revelationo 1 He believas that tho Epistles~ concerned 
with the implications of tha rsvolation of Jesu~ Christ to the world and 
the revelation of the glor.v of God in -vrhich Christiana rnra led through 
suffering ~:md temptation in order that they might share in the l."®velation 
themselveso Paul thinks of himself as the bearGr of divine revelation 
(Ego Romans 15g18~ 2oCoro1383) which is g.round~d in the knowlooge that 
Jesus Christ has besn raised from the dead (Ego 1oCoro 9&1 11 15g8) 9 and 
it is in thie knowledge that Paul has shol:!il himself to be an apostle of 
Christ (Ego Gala 1 g 15f) o It ie Sllllpecially in th® Fourth GospGl that the 
revealed nature of Jesus is explained~ Jesus is gi von p:rom.insnce as the 
,;.."<> ; divine lo@!. of God and John°s use of the verb ¥'Dl\/£foW sug~sta that 
the revelation of Jesus was not to be made complete during his 0arthly 
ministry but that thoro ia a dofini tc 9 futuristic elGmont to it in that 
it has a perpotual and futuriBtic eignifioanoog tvrt belongt.J prG=sminsntly 
to the o:rlsta.nco of the 't~rd before the Inoa:rne:liion and to hit~ retum 
through suffering to tho Fathor10 o 2 Tho Ele..:E:ly Church a.nticipa;tod tho 
1o Boobyoro p~to, 
2o CoKoBarrGtto Tho ~ol According to Johno (1955) Po161o 
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coming of Jesus Christ again as an important stage in the compl~te 
process of Christ 0 s revelation to the worlds the Parousia was an 
imminent event and a final stage in Jesus 0 mission e.s the divine !..Q_gos 
and as the Son of Godo There are many references in the period of the 
Early Church where the emphasis upon the revelation of God through Christ 
is essentially futuristic (Ego 1 Coro 1&7~ 2 Thesso 1&7)o Boobyor 
summarises his a.rguments on the q<1estion of ho'l1 tho Early Church doal t 
with the idea of a revealed Christ by stating that there were four clearly 
defined areas of revelation which are obviously prominent in the Epistles 
and therefore in tho concept of revelation as it was held by the Early 
Churcho These are~ 
(i) Pre=existence 
(ii) Hiddennese/Concealment 
(iii) Revelation at the Resurrection 
(iv) Revelation at the Parousiao 
Boobyer is convinced that each of these periods is clearly represented 
in the thought and m-1 tings of the Early Ohurcho 
It is important that 1:1e look at each of these categories in some 
detail as 1:1e ponder over the question a.a to 1:Jhat influences Mark exp®:t'= 
ienoed in the writing down of his Goapelo It is Boobyer 0 s argument that 
this scheme of manifestation and :revelation had a direct infiu<mcG on 
J.VIark and therefore on his Goepelo 1 In other trords 9 Boobyer is arguing 
that rather than taking th0 EpiotlGs aa proceeding the ~ting of the 
that undGrstanding of Jows and hiEJ ministry mich io rac0rood in tho 
EpiotlGso He bolioves that tho Goopels have boon dixeotly influoncGd by 
tho apootolic toutimony as it ~Bs rocoDded in th0 Epistloo 9 2nd that tho 
1 o :Bfiobyoro ~'S Po49o 
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apostolic underctanding of the person of Christ and christologyo It 
is therefore important that l..re look at eaoh of ::Baobyer 0e categoriGs of 
revelation net only t@ see if thoy fit into the Ohristological pattern 
of the Epistl0s but also to examine ~rhat light they shed on our un@.er= 
standing of Jesus through the oynoptic material and 9 in particular the 
Transfiguration of JQSUSo Thia may woll help us to anB~r Caird 0 a imP= 
ortant questions 11\"Jhet do we mean whoo we srzy that Jesus :revealed God?111 
The first stagG is that of prG=existenceo Esaentially9 we aro hare 
concerned with the notion that Jesus was present td th hie Father from the 
time of Creation onwards = a theme strongly present in the Johannine 
li teratu.re and in the Epistle to the HebretrlSo Boobyer does not auffie= 
iently investigata the theme of pre=existence in either Hebrews or in 
the . Juhmmine corpu.s 9 presuming that the evidence speaks for i tselfo 
2 
In the Gospel of MaikJBoobyer sees no explicit reference to a pre=existGnt 
Christ but 11 surely this is implied11 ) Boobyer sugg~aats that in Mark 1 g1=t3 
,... 
the use of the tem 1:::-v f 1 o .t. (1g3) is particularly important9 as is the 
fact that Jesus is attested as Son of God by a divine voice ( 1 g 11) at his 
:Ba.ptism9 as well as the reference to Jesus being ministered to by tho 
h0avenly beings (1g13) and that all of thesa datails suggest that Mark 
basically understood Jesus to ha.v® proceeded from God and to have baen 
\ \ 
rrpoi -rov as in Jno 1 82o Also in Ma.rk 9 Boobyer 
intGrprats the ehristological titlG Son of Man as possibly ~ggesting a 
:pre=erist<mce of Jesus in the llllli. vin® plan sino~ it is the son of Man who 
to forgive ths sins of men (Mark 2&10)8 
this suggests that Josus 9 t-Jho io nou Qupon the ®arth Q Q has como f:rom 
is actually not cloarly stat~xl in Ma.rkQs Gospel as it io in tho Fourth 
Gospel a That Hark tioes not oxplici tly rofer to Jesus as the pro=o:dstent 
2o Boobyero QgoCito Po50o 
3o Booby®ro 9]2_o ci io~ .. ?o 52o 
Son does not necessarily mean that Mark did not accept this as an 
essential part of contemporary apostolic beliefo Within the Gospel 
frameworkp as we have just noted9 there are various paasagQs which we 
can interpret as meaning that l"'al.'k \!las at least acquainted td. th the 
notion that Jesus had boon pre=erlstent m th God from the beginning 
and that his earthly ministry was only one part of a mission and purpose 
"t-dlich had a.lrea.dy been going on with God since Creation., The :Ba.pti am 
and the Transfiguration narratives are two examples of pericopes Where 
such a relationship between God and Jesus outs across the mundane and 
everyday tasks which Jesus finds himself engaged ino 
Hooker believes that it is important to note that the title Son of 
Man appears in neither the Baptism narrative nor in the story of the 
Transfiguration., 1 She points out that the use of thi~ title0 as 
suggested by Boobyer11 gives ua no right to assume that Mark intended us 
to interpret a pre=existent Jesus because he was designated Son of Man., 
It must suffice to say that Jesus explains his Messiahship in terms of 
v Son of Mann and connects the them6ls of suffering and future glory to 
this title by the use of it in the predictions of his fate at Jerusalemo 2 
Although Boobyerus claim that the title Son of Man is of importance to 
our understanding of a pre=existent Jews in Mark is open to serious 
debate 11 it is our opinion that Mark t1as attGillpting to describe thE> 
Messiah (8g29) who could only become the Son of God (1g11 9 9z7) by suff~ro 
ing as the Son of J\~ano T'ae ti tlG Son of Man sheds light on our under= 
standing of Jesua o :role m. thin the divine plan and 00me impliod pre= 
ooncoalmont on oaxtho This Btago in ths ~ovolation of Jo~G a8 tho S~n 
- _- ~-~~=-~== 
1o MoDoHookoro Tho Son of Man in Mark (1967) Po125o 
2o Prsdiction0 of tho passion occur in Mark 8&31 9 9&31 9 i0g34o 
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of God is mrguably the moat obvious and recognisable in both the Gospele 
and the EPiatl~so BOobyer states that th~ Early Church b0lisved that 
thore was a. period won the glory of God was temporarily c~moee.led0 'Whoo 
th9 glory voluntarily SU:t"rQnderod in becoming human fleaho 1 Passages 
whore :ru.ch an idea is expressed aro frequently to be fmmd in the:. \Epistles 
(Ego Philo 28 5f8 Galo4a4)o Jesus disguised his t:ruG~ identity by coming 
) <: / ' ( ) f.,v OfOu-J;JtAC;.. tr"'-{JK-.os. Romo8(3 11 though ho 'l;m,SJ rich he waa conc®aled 
as one who \'JaB poor (2 Coro889) 9 ao that evm the demons could not 
recognise himo The mystery of God 0 a revelation t1as only now being made 
known to those whom God chose to receive this revelationo (Colo1825f)a 
Throughout the Epistles there is the underlying suggestion that th0 period 
of concealment is not yet over and that after the re~ction ther0 will 
be a time l'men Christ l'rill be more fully reveaJ.ed to ma.l'lkind wen he 
comes again at the Parousiao (Romo 2g16v 1 Coro485)o 
Hiddooness is an undeniably important aspect of the ministry of 
Jesus in Ma.rk 0s Gospelo Jesus desires that his mowments be concealcsd 
(Ego Mark 1g35o38~ 38120 208 4g31fB 7g17 9 24g 9z30)8 he frequently obscures 
the precise meaning of his teaching (Ego Mark 4810=12 9 348 7g17a 8g27=318 
9g 28 h Jesus does not always make his discipl0s fully a1::1a.re @f his intent= 
ions (Ego 4810 0 138 4g40fs 6g49=520 7817f)o Thera are also important 
examples of instanc~s wherG Jesus demands secrecy after healing someone 
(Ego 1s43fv 5843~ 7g36f) or wh0re Jesus commands his di~ciples,or svGn the 
demons) to say nothing of what they have ae®n or heard (Ego 1g24fs 1g348 3g11fs 
8g30s 9g9)o Amongst those who have attempted to find a reason behind Josus 0 
apparent neod to maintain at lGast a certain level of oecrecy during th® 
period of his earthly ministry aX"0 \':lo Wrede2 and Ao Sch\:10i tzer; o \'!rode 
1o L))obyoro Qg_ocito Po50o 
2o Wa1:!redso Das Measia.s~@heimn_is in dGn Evan_WliOJl (1901)o 
3o AoSchl:reitzero The J:il;y_Ej~ of thl!'> Kin~om of Godo (1925)o 
suggests that Jesus was al'!lrays conscious of his messianic role and 
function and made a conscious decision to conceal his true identity 
until the time was right both to his disciples and to the peopl0 in 
the crowdso He believes that Mark has redacted the traditions which 
he received in order that the calls to silence may be introduced which 
may not necessarily have been a part of the original tra.d.i tiona Although 
several scholars 1 have attempted to adapt Wrede:tl theory 9 his original 
argument finds 1i ttle sympathy amongst Net<J Testament critics today o 
Earlier this century Wo Sanday stated that not only was Wrede wrong 11but 
also distinctly \'1r0n~headed 11 o 2 More recently9 Martin has suggested 
that Wrede 0s complex theory is "hardly feasible as it stands"o' It is 
much more likely that the Evangslist Mark received the traditions as they 
a.re now to be found in hia Gospel and that the references to secrecy t-1ere 
an essential part of the tradition as it was passed on to himo4 Boobyer 0s 
suggsstion that the secrecy elGment in Mark rapreaents "the apostolic 
conception of the second stage of Christ 0s manifesta.tion 115 dasE)rves 
serious considera.tiono To the Early Chureh and no doubt to Mark a.loo 0 
the idea that Jesus o identity was in aomo t'lay Uhiddoo 0 helped them to 
comprehood hie dual idooti ty as man and Godo Jesm.s t-Ta!;l a man with whom 
they could identify their otm humanity but he wat§l also much mONo Hi~ 
hiddmmess conceal0d his total union m th God who had. Nvealed himo 
Just as the Kingdmn of Heaven ua.s to bo hiddoo from the Gzy'es of somG 
people (Ego Hto 13&44) so tho Son of God was aJ.go to be hiddoo from tho 
1o Ego- UoLUZo 11Dae Gsheimn.iomotiv und di0 ma.:dd.nischo Christologio 01 
~ 56 {1965) Po3=90o 
2o l:!oSandayo The Lifo of Christ in RocGnt RGIBlOill'OOo (1907)o 
3o RoPoHBX'tiYI.o .QJ2oQ!!,o Po97o 
4o Ego JoDoGoiiD.Ymo mytho M0BGJianio Socrot in r·1~k0Jo TB 21 (1970) Po92=117o 
5o Boobyoro ~oci~o Po55o 
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eyes of many who failed to recognise his identityo In the Gospel of 
Mark 9 Jesus remains hidden until his time has come and this would seem 
to have been perfectly acceptable to the Early Church and to their 
concept of Christ as the tradition was handed on to themo 
Periods (iii) and (iv) in Boobyer 9 s scheme of revelation are those 
of resurrection and Parousiao Boobyer suggests that the early Christians 
had a clear and precise definition of what they meant by the use of these 
terms and their theological siggificanceo They were both events which 9 
in the context of Jesus 9 earthly rninistry 9 looked to the futureo The 
resurrection was the "revelation of Christ's real glory11 9 1 whilst the 
Parousia was "a coming manifestation in yet complete splendour11 o The 
Early Church did not seem to regard the resurrection of Jesus as the 
complete unveiling of the concealed glory of Christo At the resurrection 
Jesus had triumphed over death (Ego Colo2g15; 1 Coro236=8) in what had 
been a great moment of disclosure of the Messiahship of Jesuso The resurXb 
ection had also marked the beginning of a ne\'T age of salvation (Ego 1 Coro 
10g11~ 2 Cora 6:2) in which a day would come when the glory would be 
revealed to all those who had not seen the glory which was manifested 
when Jesus triumphed over deatho Thus as Hooker correctly points out 9 
the resurrection and the Parousia are both important stages in the process 
of revelation but they are not interochangeable events of equal signific= 
2 
an ceo 
In tho Gospel of Mark thoro are hints that the Evangelist was well 
acquainted with the theological significance of both tho resurrection and 
the Parousiao Boobyer goes so far as to suggest that the overall outlook 
of the second Gospel ie futuristic in that it looks fo:r:11aro "to som0 great 
day of future revela.tion11 ) Material t·Jithin T"'a.rk thet can bo easily 
1o Boobyer £PoCito Po55o 
2o Hooker oyacito Po124o 
3o Boobyer ~o Po55o 
classified as futuristic in its substance ia placed by Boobysr into 
three categories& 
a) ~tism in tP.e Hol:L§Piri to (Mark 1 &8) 
This would have been rsgarded as a sign of futur® revelation 
in light of the Easter events in the Apostolic E:ra.o The expeJ:P 
ience of Pentecost and the tradition of Jesus as one who could 
baptize in the Holy Spirit would have been signifioanto 
These predictions look not only to Jesus 0 death but also to his 
resurrection and to his exaltation = "they look beyond the cross 
to his subsequent triumph"o 1 
c) FUturi8tic material of another kindo (Mark 9898 108378 Chso13c 
14s25=28~ 62)o 
Here9 the resurrection and Parousia are regarded as momsnte when 
the revelation process ~11 moV® on a step further and the glory 
of God will be fully manifested.o 
:Boobyerv a argument and hi a simple presentation of th® apoetolic undeZb 
standing of the revelation of Jesus Christ to the world are far from all= 
encompassing and they could certainly provide us m th a starting point 
for an alternative subjeoto 'lhG naturG of the understanding of th0s® 
wo lived in the am immediately after th® death of Jesus remains some= 
thing of a mystery and opinion and ideas aro constantly ohangingo NeveJ:P 
the1ess 9 despit® its obviou~ simplicity0 Boobyer 0a theory certainly merits 
our eeriou.EJ eonaidere.tiono It ie mer® than plausiblo that the Pauline 
either 'td thin themselves or in tho persone responsible for their 1rlri ting 
Gospels as we now have themo Bo@byer 0 s argument would lead us to 
conclude that apostolic thought played a very important :role in the 
emergence and ~ting d0\1.0 of the Gospelso If ~e are to conclude that 
the Gospel of Mark contains theological ideas and thoughts ~hioh are also 
present in the Epistles 
1
i t is obviously important tha.t we place tha Gospels 
in their rightful context within the Early Churcho The Synoptic Gospels 
were not written simply before ar after the majority of the Epistles con= 
tained within the Ne~ Testament but they ~era w:ri tten in ordrar to comple= 
ment the understanding of the early Christians as it was expressed in their 
writingso Indeed 9 it is necessary far us to conclude that Mark not only 
utilised a scheme of revelation that was currently ~ ~~ in the Early 
Church but that he desired to supplement this scheme of revelation with 
biographical detail and a more detailed description of Christ 0s ministry 
on ea.rtho Th<:~ Transfiguration pericope is one example of thiso Boobyer 
suggests that we look at the Gospels through the eyes of those respon~ible 
for the t~ting of the Epistleso The order of the books 9 as they are 
placed in the New Testament 9 too often influences our thinking as to the 
order in which the works 'I>Tere written dowo To analysG the 'I.'!Z'i ting down 
of the Gospels in the light of the situation t.rhich existed in the Early 
Chu.rch 0 as it is recorded in the Epistles 9 necessarily reveals something 
to us of tha purpose of tho Evangelist in the wrl ting of his Gospelo If 
Boobysr is oorreot 9 it is necessary for us to analysa the Transfiguration 
narrative not only ~sit has been passed on to us in the Gospels 0 but also 9 
in the light of the apostolic understanding of the revelation of Jesus as 
'l:le have outlined aboveo Tho reference to tho Trlmsfiguration of Jews in 
2 Peter 18 16=18 is 0 therefore 0 exceptionally importanto The ueo of the 
Transfiguration in 2 Peter may reveal something to us of the understanding 
of the Transfiguration in tho Early Church and this will then enable us to 
examine afresh the Transfiguration in Mark as ue seek to establish the 
theological significance of the Transfiguration both as an event in the 
life of Jesus 0 and the Early Church9 where it was obviously known and 
used9 in a context we have yet to exploreo 
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CHAPTER IIIo THE SIGNIFICANCE OF 2oPETER AND THE EARLY CHURCH 
OUtside of the three synoptic accounts of the Transfiguration of 
Jeaus 9 the New Testemsnt contains only one other direct reference to the 
event (2 Peter 1316=18) and a singla 9 additional use of the verb fi.Tat.fof~~w 
(2 Ooro 3g18)o Although it is possible that Paul ie alluding to the 
Transfiguration in 2 Corinthians 0 there is no direct reference to the 
incident and no reason for us to interpret PaulUs us0 of the verb as 
being connected to Jesu.s 9 Transfiguration at allo It is unlikely that 
Paul intended us to see any relationship between 2 Coro3318 and the Trana= 
figuration in the Gospeleo The same cannot be said0 however9 with regard 
to the 2 Peter a.ccounto Although the author does not actually describ0 
Jeeus 9 state by the us0 of the verb (as is a.lso th® 
case in tho Gospel of Luke) 2 Peter 1 g 16=18 provides us 't:d th a direct 
reference to the Transfiguration which is unique in thra N0w Testamoot 
outside of the Synoptic Gospelso 
This account of the Transfiguration has been largsly ignored by 
scholars of the Transfiguration over the centuries9 possibly because of 
the problems which su:ETOUnd the Epistle i tself9 which we will briefly 
summarise belowo Nevertheless9 in that the 2 Peter account of the Trans= 
figuration has i te roots somewhere in th® community of tho Early Church9 
it is important that 't'le seek to apply Boobyerv s suggestion and to 
how this 9 in tum9 influooced thG understanding of the Evang®liatra in 
thGir prossntations of the accounto We must obviously briefly conBider 
context both in 2 P0t0r and in tho Early Churoho Having established 
the context of the narrative in the 2 Peter account 9 ~0 muot then essay 
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to find out what light this throws on our understanding of the theo= 
logical significance of the Transfiguration in the Gospelso If Boobyer 
is correct in his surmise that Apostolic Christology and the apostolic 
scheme of revelation (as is recorded in the Epistles) has directly 
influenced the writing of the Gospels 9 2 Peter 1g16=18 could be of great 
importance to us in our quest to establish the theological significance 
of the Transfiguration in the synopticso We turn our attention 9 first 9 
to a summary of historical and exegetical problemso 
(i) Problems surrounding 2 Petero 
This Epistle remains something of a mysteryo It was accepted 
into the Canon only in the fourth century and with greater hesitation 
than any other New Testament documento At the time of the Reformation 
Luther was content to accept it as authentioo Erasmus rejected it9 Calvin 
remained uncerta:i.no Such a diversity of opinion concerning the author9 
date·9 intention and provenience of 2 Peter continues to be expressed in 
contemporary discussiono On a more general note 9 in recent years 9 opinion 
seems to have hardened against the authenticity of the Epistle9 despite a 
recent commentary by Michael Green 1 which succeeded in suggesting that 
its place in the Canon may t.1Gll be justifiedo 
No book in the Canon is quoted less frequently in the writings of 
the Fathers than 2 Peter9 although r!estcott. points out 2 that it is better 
repreeanted than the best attested of those books which are rejeotedo 
Origan's reference to the letter in the third century suggests that there 
was some confusion even theng 3 °Peter left one acknowledged EPistle and 
perhaps a second8 for this is contested 0 o Origen quotes from 2 Peter on 
1o NoGreeno 2 Peter and Jude (1983 edo)o 
2o BoFoWcstoQtto Th0 Canon of the Neu Tootamen~ (13~0) Po565 
3o OrigonorHomoin Josho 7g1 °duBbus epistolar:um euarum personat tubis 0 o 
six occasions and does not enter into any discussion concerning the 
problems of style and diction in compa.r:l.acm 1r1i th 1 Petero In ths light 
of Origen ° s comments on tho Epiatla to the Hebrsl'rs 9 1.1hich ha emphatically 
designates as non=Pauline 9 the lack of ~ co.ncrata expression of doubt 
even as to ths au.thorship of 2 Pater is rather surprisingo 1 Eu.sabius 2 
accepts that 2 Peter was a disputed work but also underlines the point 
that many in the sa.rly period accepted 1 t as genuineo Nevertheless 9 
EUsabius 9 final conclusion ~rould seem to have be0n determined by the 
distinct lack of any quotations from 2 Peter in the 't!Ork of the ancient 
presbyters0 and he personally rejects the authenticity of the Epistleo3 
In a study of the Transfiguration of Jesus9 it would be wrong to 
devote too much of our attention to the probl®Dls surrounding the authen= 
tici ty of 2 Peter and its right to a place in the New Testamooto This 
is a subject in its own right and hgs received much attention in the 
various commentaries and articles listed in this Chaptero 
houever9 a need for us to outline the main arguments concerning the back"" 
ground to the Epistle9 if only to state clearly the kind of problems faced 
by those Who have considered the Epistle in greater detail 0 before moving 
on to an investigation into the significance of the Transfiguration in 
the first Chapter (vo16=18)o 
'!here is a c3lltral problem of authorship "tmioh is linked to the 
differoooes in style and subjGct matter \>lhsn a comparison i61 made betwoon 
1 PetGr and 2 Petero On reading tho wo EpiSJtles it is haxd to conceive 
that thoy have both b0Gn wri tton by the same auth~ro In 1 Peter tho 
Gr~ek is smooth and intellectually composed9 t-Jith fre0=flo~dng perticiplos 
1 o A uoll=kncnm quote from Origen on H0broum "But as to t-lho actually 'l;r.roto 
th® Epistlo 0 only God lmm·m the truth of tho me,ttercoo 
2o EusobiU~o HoEo 6o25o11o 
3o EusebiUSo ~o 3o3o1 9 4o 
and a definite coherence of thoughto In contrastp the Greek of 2 Peter 
is more highly coloured9 effusive and pompous and the diction is often 
bookish and artificial as if the author is not totally in command of his 
word.so 1 Green gives examples of typical phrases which are not to be 
found in 1 Peter but which abound in 2 Petero Green has argued that 
this may well be due to a change of scribe by the apostle Peter2o 
Indeedp having stated the differences that exist be~1een the two Epistles9 
Green attempts to ignore many of his own statements by then pursuing a 
line of argument asserting that the two Epistles could have been writt0n 
by the same author despite these linguistic differenceso His suggestion 
that Peter changed scribes9 his attempts to draw parallels by the presence 
of Hebraisms in both Epistles9 and his statement that 11Peculiarp striking 
words are a feature in both letters"3 are not sufficient evidencG on \'Jhich 
we can confidently suggest that 1 Peter and 2 Peter are from the same 
apostleo Indeed9 disagreement as to \iho was responsible for the writing 
of 2 Peter has been in evidence since the second centuryo This is aug~ 
ested by Kelly 4 ~iho states that officials in Rome would have been much 
more forthright in accepting the Epistle if the question of authorship 
had not been in doubto K~semann 5 is certain that the documcmt was not 
written by the apostle Peter and he is not alone in holding this view9 
as we have already explainGdo 
Two strands of argument confirm our view that 2 Peter was not 
written by the apostle Petero The first is the~ of 2 Petero 
1o MoGreeno QRoCito Po16o 
2o Greeno P~ocito Po17o 
3o Greeno £Po cit~ Po17o 
4o JoNoDoKellyo A Commentar,v on the Epistles of Peter and Jude (1969) Po237o 
5o Eoidlsemarmo Essa;ys _2E_ NeH Testament ThOEJ~ ( 1960) Po 172o 
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•• 1 Kaesmann believes that 2 Peter is the latest book to be included in 
the Nel'r Testament CanoR and that we must date 1 t well into the second 
century o Kelly agrees the.t it wes wri ttan later than tha majorl ty of 
Ne't1 Testament books but wggests that it may well have been m1 ttsn 
bett-reen 100=110 ADo 2 Even then11 va oould presume that the apostle 
Peter had been dead for about forty yeareo (c64 AD)o This is almost 
confixmed by a reference in 2 Peter 3g4g 
"Where is the promise of his coming? For ever 
since the Fathers fell asleep, all things have 
continued as they were from the beginning of 
Creation" a 
The BUggestion that the Fathers had 9fallen asleep 0 means that the first 
gsneration11 who had exp0cted tha imminent return of JesuE:~ wry soon9 had 
actually died by the time this documoot was m'i tteno Obvioualyp if we 
are to conclude that 2 Peter was written as late as the sacond century9 
this seriously rules out the possibility that the apostle Peter could 
have bean responsible for ita composi tiono 1m. additional pointer to a 
date in th0 second century would seam to be the obvioua relationship 
that exists bet~roen 2 Peter and the Epistlo of Judea Kelly states that 3 
the author of 2 Peter relies heavily on material in Jude and that the 
earliest possible date for Jude is the late first century9 "~:Jell after 
Peter9s death under Neroo There are only twenty=five verses in Juds 
but no less than fifteen of them appear at least in part in 2 Petero 
Green has argued that the apostolic authorship must not b@ ruled out if 
we conclude that Jude was \1ritten firsto 4 Kelly11 however9 who gives the 
stronger argumoot 9 bolioves the.t tho issue aa ti!J tho relationship bettvaoo 
1 o EoK'~semenno _Qfu_Ci to Po 172o 
2o JoDoNoK0llyo ~to Po237o 
3o Kollyo P~oCi~o Po235o 
4o Greeno ~ocito Po22o 
Jude and 2 Peter adds great weight to the a:L·gument that Pet~r could not 
have bean personally responsible for the ~aiting dofm of 2 Petero 
Therefore 9 the first important factor which El'Uggeats that Peter was not 
responsible for the second EPistle of Peter is the date of the letter 
which l1e trould place in the early part of the second centuryo 
The second point of great importance9 which strikee a note of caution 
to the careful reader of the EPistle9 is the author 9s use of the 0Apoatolio 
Testimonyvo Unlike 1 Peter9 the author of 2 Peter relies heavily on 
references to the apostle Peter and to events in the life of Jasus 'l:lhich 
have paradoxically been taken to be evidence that Peter was in fact 
responsible for the writing of tha EPistleo 1 The particular passages 
to which we refer are as followsg 
;J g 16f The refsrenca to th0 Transfiguration of Jesus a 
".!Wom tnesses of his ma.jestr" 
1g14 Prophecy of Peter9s own deatho 
2g 1 Denial of the Lord Jesus by Petero 
3g1 That thia is the second letteroooo 
It is to be our argument that these referenoes9 rather than pointing to 
€®nuine reminiscences of the apostlG Peter0 are the attempts of a pseudon= 
ymous author to convince those reading the lettor that it was in fact 
auth<:mtico PoNoHarrison 2 has dealt fJith the p:roblGm of pseudopig.mphy 
in an inter0sting study and ooggosts that the author9 '!:IX'i ting in the 
guiae of' PGter9 "'tffl..g not censcious of misrap:reoonting tho apostle in 
cm:y l.1ay9 he t-ra.s not conEJoiously deceiving mzybody9 it iEJ not indootll 
necessary to gupposo that he did dooei vo anybody 00 o That tho a;uthox- of 
' 
1o Groene ~ocito Po20o 
2o PoNoHarrisono The Problem of th® Po~toral ~iat10eo{1921) Po12o 
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tradition that would have been easily accepted as genuinely Petrina 
in the Early Church is highly likelyo That the author also us®d 
experiences and eyewitness accounts that were directly associated with 
the apostle himself is more than likolyp since this added to th~ credi= 
bili ty and authenticity of hio · oorko The particular passages roferrGd 
to above could9 therefore 9 be examples of sources and passa.gGs which 
were included by the author of 2 Potex- in an attempt to make his work 
look cradiblso They \"Jould certainly not seam to be ovidence that J because 
they are narrated~they are intended to prove Petrina authorshipo The 
date of the Epistle9 combined ~th the use of the APostolic Testimony 
adds further weight to the argument that 2 Peter 'l:fas not m1 ttan by 
Peter tho apostle0 but by a pseudonymous author writing under his nmneo 
One further overt difference between 1 Peter and 2 Peter must also 
be mGntionedo 1 Thio concerns the theme of each of the Epistleso 
is not surprising that both Epistles are concerned '1:11 th a different 
It 
subject since both were written down in entirely different situationso 
1 Peter is addressed to Christians facing overt persecution 9 ~Jhilst 
2 Peter seems to apply to Christians facing false teaching and doctrines 
in light of the delay of the Parouaiao "The key=note of 1 Peter isp 
not more closely related on doctrinal issues has been a koy argument 
amongst scholars such as Kelly 3 who believes that 1 and 2 Potor aro 
so different in emphasis J even whan ·they are reforring to tho same subjQCto 
Although a much 'I:;:Y®akor argumont 0 the lack of any groat similarity botuoon 
tho tuo on koy thoologioal iosues (ae io the caso in sGvorel of the 
1o RoJo:B8mckhemo ~~Tho D0ley of the Pa.:rol!oia11 o TB 31 (1980) Po27o 
2o HoGTOOl?lo .QRg9i _:!;,o Po 19o 
3o JoDoNoKOllYo Q]oOito Po236o 
Paulina Epistles on subjects such aa the resurr®etion9 the Last Supper 
and the body of Christ) is anothe:i:.' reason for us to agroe ,;11th those 
~mo see 2 Peter ae ®ntirely indep~dent of 1 Petero Despite this rather 
1 limited survey of the discuasion that has taken place in r0cant years 
\'10 will agree 't!i th Kelly 'Who states tha.tg rowe mul9t therofore conclud® 
that 2 P~ter belonge to a luxnriant crop of paeudo=Petrine literature 
which sprang up a.rmmd the memory of the Prince of the Apostles 11o 2 
(ii) The Transfiguration in 2 Peter 
We must now turn our attention to an examination of the Trans= 
figuration story as 1 t is recorded in 2 Petero In doing this it is 
important that we seriously consider the points raised by :Boobyer9 s 
argument set out in the previous Chapter9 which sugg3sts that a. satis= 
faotor,y explanation of the ~ynoptic material may well be achieved thr:ou~~ 
an analysis of the apostolic understanding of Jesuso Thus 'I:JG shall explore 
the significance of the 2 Peter account before turning our attention to 
the synoptic accountao The role of the Transfiguration itself l1.ithin 
2 Peter will be discussed shortly but one important point nGeds to be 
mentioned before we proceed fUrthero TO state9 as ~re have in the opening 
section of this Chapter0 that the author of 2 Peter was probably not the 
apoetle Peter but someone writing under his nameJdoes not proelude the 
possibility that some passages in the Epistle are authentically Petrineo 
In \triting as the apostle 0 the author hes almost certainly used within 
the course of his argument material ~mich the Early Church would havo 
accepted as g®nuinely Petrln®o It is in linking these paasa~s together;; 
in hi8 use of diction and in his theological argum~tP that clues 
io Cfo JoChai.neo L~s ~ros Catholig:g__~o (1939)o 
MoRoJamoao=:2Peter and Jude [f912)o 
EoHoPlumpt~o ~2_.Gomn;ai'llfuiE}tleB of StoPet0X' and Sto~cle (1903)o 
KoHo Schelkl0o Die Potxu~Jbriofe up.d der Juda0bri~f --n9of}o 
J oBoNa.yoro Tho Second -lstle of s·coPoter and thG :mJ2iatlc of 
StQ_Judoo 1907 o 
2o Kellyo ~cito Po2,6o 
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regarding the mystery of the author emergeo It is obvious that in 
order to convince his readers that he was in fact the apostle Peter9 
the author of 2 Peter has used stories and strands of tradition that 
were widely accepted as being genuinely Petrineo 
The content of 2 Peter may be summarised as followsg 
CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction and greeting ( 19 2) 
The advantages of being a Christian in the world. (3 9 4) 
The supplementation of the faith (5=7) 
The contrasting positions of Christians (8 9 9) 
Something to aim for (10 9 11) 
The importance of truth = a personal reflection (12=15) 
Truth attested by apostolic witness at Transfiguration (16=18) 
The role of the prophetic witness (19=21)o 
CHAPTER TWO 
A warning to watch out for false teachers (1=3) 
Judgement and deliverance = three examplesg Noah9 Sodom & Gomorrah9 
Lot (4=10a) 
The false teachers are ignorant of the truth ( 10bu-11) 
Arrogance9 lust 9 greed (12=16) 
The content of what the false teachers say is meaningless (17=22)o 
CHAPTER !ffiREE 
Re=emphasis as to ~he has written the letter (1 9 2) 
Typical comments of thoSJe dubious about Parousia (3 9 4) 
The proof of history (5=7) 
TimelGssness of God (8) 
God 9 s natura through Christ (9 11 10) 
Because of the Parousia thoro are ethical demands (11=14) 
The support of Paul (15 0 16) 
Rallying call and conclusion (17 9 18)o 
At a simple level 9 follotdng a casual reading of th® Epistlo9 it io 
obvious that the WJ.:.'i ting cf the lottor t1as prompted 11by inter clia9 
1 
eschatological doubts among the people to whom it t"laa addrossed 10 o 
==~~--~~~==~==~==~--~~~"~~~~~======~~~~ 
1o ToFbrnbergo An Early Church in a~lura.listic Socio"tlco(1977) Po7o 
It is also possible to see that if Peter was not the author there is 
no reason to doubt that whoever did write down this Epistle made good 
use of Petrina material which the community would almost certainly have 
acoeptedo It is 9 however9 in the context of an apology for the obvious 
delay of the Parousia (a further sign that one generation of Christians 
had died who had expected the Parousia to happen before nowJ) that the 
author of 2 Peter refers to the Transfiguration of Jesus in his opening 
Chaptero Let us firstly examine the Greek text before discussing the 
importance of the reference to the Transfiguration in 2 Peter9 and its 
contribution to the author's overall messageo 
2 PETER 1 g 16=18 
oll_yap aeaor/>~up.~ot!: 
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As we have already illustrated9 this account of the Transfiguration 
is unique in the New Testament outside of the Synoptic Gospelso The 
content of tha episode9 as it is described b y the author of 2Peter is 
significantly different when it is compared directly with the a.ccmmts 
in Ma.rk 9 Matthew ar Lukeo Most obvious is the reduction in the amolmt 
of detail included by the author of th~ 2 Peter account in that the ~p:os 
Uf4Ao\/ i<.t>CI.> I J-rd...v (Mark 982i) Mto17g1) or th® sim~le opos 
(Luke 9g28) becomes the 
no confirmation that it was Peter9 James and John present with Jesus on 
the mountain~ a.lso 9 there is no direct reference at all to Moses and 
A general reading of the 2 Peter account reveals an episode 
of greater simplicity and of reduced drama0 rathor than the d0tedled 
accounte of the ~optic Gospolso Nevartheless 9 in thG 2 Peter account 
the~ is a heightening of the rol® of the divine wicG9 a suggGation of 
®quality in the distribution of f~£~ bet1:1een God and Chrlst9 and 
the emgg®fltion that Peter9 as one of those ( Af£~s ) pr®sent 9 is 
narrating the story himeelfo Theee0 of course 9 are surface obSJ®rvations 
't1hioh we must pursue in greater detail in our brief exegssis of the Trans= 
figuration in 2 Petero It is obviousp however9 that in its shape and 
detail 9 the story in 2 Peter is decidedly different to the accounts of 
the Synoptic Gospelso 
This brin~ us to a c:ru.ciaJ. and morat important quoetion in our etudy3 
'What 9 if any9 is the interrelationship or interdepoodance of th® aynoptic 
accounts of the Trcmafiguration with that which ia preserved in 2 Peter? 
The answ·er to thia question is vi tal to our undemtanding of the role and 
function of the Transfiguration both in 2 Peter and in the synopticso It 
is a question to be borne in mind throughout this Chaptero There has 
been a tendency amongst scholars to dismiss the 2 Peter account in favour 
of the synoptic accounts and 9 almost universally9 to regard the 2 Peter 
account as having be<9Il m.'i. tten do1:1Il after the accounts recorded in the 
1 
synopticso 
JoRoLumby 2 believed that the differences in style and diction 
suggested that the 2 Peter account was vaxclusively PetrinGa and unrelated 
to any of the synoptic accountso This is in stark contrast to the much 
more recent view of ToFornberg 3 who states that the author of 2 Pet0r 
'~:T.!:'(}te about the Transfiguration in the t·Jey that he did b0cause he know 
1 o 'vThG story of the Transfiguration ie recorded in noticeably abbreviated 
fozm (in 2 P0tar) and cloarly according to a tradition which if.l 
secondary to that of the BynopticsMo EoKa0omann p~oCilo Po186o 
2o JoRoLumbyo Jhc~i8tl~of StoPetoE (1893) Po265o 
Jo ToFoli'lbcn;go ~_i-1.~ .. Po81o 
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that his readers were already acquainted with the synoptic materialo 
This explains the brevity o:f the re:ference and would account for the 
missing details (Ego Moses and Elijah9 suggestion to build tho tabemacles)o 
Here also , the argummt o:f Boobyer in our previous Chapter 1 conceming 
the promin0nce and possible influence of the apostolic tradition upon 
the synoptic writers assumes signi:ficanceo Boobyer states that 2 Peter 
1 g 16=18 is 11a piece o:f genuina trad.i tion about Peterv s preaching"2 and 
WoSchmithals 3 with JoBlinzer 4 both agree that this section of 2 Peter 
was used by the apostle Peter totally independentlz of the synoptic 
stories a On this understanding of the reference to the Transfiguration 
in 2 Peter9 we would have to conclude that the 2 Peter account was at 
least independent o:f the synoptic acoounts9 in that it was a story 
frcqu~tly recounted by the apostle himself and therefore used in this 
EPistle9 and then consider the possibility that the 2 Peter account may 
~11 have 'Qeen kno"tm to the ln'i tera~ of the Synoptic Gospels 9 who have 
enlarged and redacted 'What was originally Pster0 s own teaahingo ThG 
importance of aclmowledging whether thim account is indGpondsnt of the 
synoptics is obvious!) if the author is here using a. primi ti ve 9 a.uthootie 
aocount of the Tran~figura,tion a.s it was passed down by PGter to the 
Early Church11 then the manner in trhich it is uraed9 the;, shape of tho 
narra.tive 9 the context of the na.rra,tiw and the deta.ils of the Gpisode; 
mey be able to gi VQ ue~ a g:roa ter understanding ae to how the Early Church 
understood th0 gtory of the Tranafigurationo 
that tho acemmt in 2 Pt1ter is more historically batJe~ on tho vision of 
Peter on the mountain 0 than eny of tho oynoptic accountso JoWand 5 hBs 
1 o Bo@bycr9 B ·argument iBJ fully outlin0d in tho previoue Chapter o 
2o ruobyero ~cito, Po.44o 
3o HoSchmithalso 00Dor MarkuQsohl'l.;t!:l8c..oooo 11 ZTK 69 (1972) Po3=97o 
4o JoBlinzoro Die neutost~untlichen Borichto (1~&3) Po72o 
5o Jo\'!oC~vJando Peter& Judo (1934) Po160o 
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suggested that the question of historical accuracy and prominence is 
difficult to decided The likelihood that 2 Peter is a pseudonymous 
work and that the author is keen to convoy the impression to his readers 
that hs is~ in fact 9 the apoatle Peter only adds weight to the possibility 
that the refsronee wo are about to consider may possibly be one of the 
earliest accounts of the Transfiguration as it was told amongst those in 
the Early Church0 and that the author of 2 Peter has used it in a bid to 
prove his authenticity o 
Kelly believes that 1g16c.18 is where the author of 2 Peter 19comes 
to grips with his main theme, claiming that the apostolic teaching is 
firmly founded on a historical revelation"., 1 It is the nature of this 
revelation '~ch remains a mysteryo Wand states that the Transfiguration 
in 2 Peter io proof of tho "poucr :md prooonce of Christ" 2 9 and thi;,)re= 
fore suggests that "it is used exactly as 1 Peter and other Ne\1 Testament 
w.ri tinge use the resurrection 11 o Wand adds that the author may well be 
follol'rl.ng the tradition of the ApocalYJ)se of Peter 3 in uhich the Trans= 
figuration occurs after the resurrectiono SUch an argument has already 
been dealt with in our earlier discussion concerning the possibility that 
the Transfiguration is a mia=placed resurrection aceount 9 4 and we have 
established beyond reasonable doubt that the Transfiguration belongs to 
the terrestrial life of Jesus and not to a pos~resurrection erao 
In the following summary exegesis of the relevant veraes 9 we shall 
discovor the importenc0 of t\10 Greek worda 9 fo~ and Ttf~ o :B8:rtram 
6 
and Bul tmann both argue that the t'l:m words belong e:~mlusi vely to a 
1o Kellyo QPoCito Po315o 
2o lt/andlo ~o Po 136o 
3o Relationship betw0en 2 Peter ~d Apocalypoo of Pater ~rlll bo discussed 
lato:r in t.h.is Chaptoro 
4o ThiB uas mention0d in Chapter Io 
5o Go:Bertmmo 11Di® Himmlefahrt Jcsu von Kr0uz und dex> Glaube an soine 
Auferstehung" o Fe:t~tgabo rUr Adolpho DsiBsmtmo ( 1927) o 
6o RoBultmanno HistO~oooo Po259=261o 
5 
1 
resurrection context 9 whilst others have suggested that the t~ro ~rords 
are only comprehensible in an understanding of Jesus' Parousiao This 
debate will be mentioned again belowo The view9 however9 that the Trans= 
figuration of Jesus in 2 Peter is linked inextricably to the apostolic 
understanding of the Parousia of Jesus seems to be gaining support amongst 
more recent scholarso . One of the first to suggest such a relationship 
2 between the Transfiguration and Parousia was James Moffat 9 who statad 
that "For some reason the Transfiguration is appaaled to as a foreshado'\'l= 
ing of the Second Advent rather than the resurrection"o Moffat considered 
the central theme of 2 Peter to be an ?POlogia for the delay of the 
Parousia9 and therefore the Transfiguration to be in some way related 
to this expectation as an event \'lhich was t>Tell=knot-m through the apostles 
to the Early Churcho Boobyer agrees and states 9 confidently9 that 2 Peter's 
general concern is to "maintain hope in the Parousia 11 3 9 an event to which 
the Transfiguration was obviously related in the thinking of the Early 
Churcho Bishop Ramsey has also suggested that the context and under= 
standing of the Transfiguration story in 2 Peter inevitably reveals much 
of what '111as true in the Early Church 0 s understanding of the Transfiguration a 4 
Such a view has been investigated more fully in the past few years by 
JoHaNeyrey 59 whose work has done much to confirm the view that the 2 Peter 
account of the Transfiguration is most at home in the context of an argument 
concerning the Parousiao Neyrey begins his article t<Ti th an investie;ation 
into the genre of 'Farewell speeches' in the New Testament 6 and believes 
1 o See exegesis belm·r of ~ and ~ for those to~ho look to Parousia 
understanding a 
20 JoMoffato ~e_General ~istl~ (1947) Po186o 
3o Boobyero .2J'_J>~J:.~"t,o Po44o 
4o Ramseyo O~ocito Po124o 
5o JoHoNeyreyo "The Apologetic use of the Tronsfiguration in 2 Peter 
1g16=1810 0 .91& 42 (1980) Po504=519o 
6o Ego Actso20o 
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that 9 although not at all typical of other 0 Fa.rewell speeches 0 9 the 
Epistle of 2 Peter certainly has characteristics and feelings which 
are embodied in such documentso \ofork done by several scholars 1 who 
have investigated the genre of v Fa.re\'lell speeches~ has failed to mention 
2 Peter as a possible candidateo However9 HoWindisch 
2 
and Ro~lopf 3 
have both compared 2 Peter with the 9Farewell speech 0 given in Josephus 
Anto 4g8 9 2 (parao177=193) and Neyrey believes that there is much to 
substantiate the view that it is possible to regard 2 Peter as 0 essen= 
tially9 a Fare\'lell discourse, but 'With some qualificationso Neyrey 
believes that the author may well be writing the EPistle from the point 
of view of an apostle (Peter) facing imminent deatho It is also possible 
that the author himself was facing deatho Neyrey suggssts that 1g13=14 
is especially relevant to such an understandings 
"I think it right 9 as long as I am in this body9 to 
arouse you by way of reminder9 since I know that the 
putting off of my body w.i.ll be soon 11 g 
he points to other parallels here in Acts 20g30P 1oTimo4&1fs 2 Timo381f 
which one could regard as 9 more obviously> ~ewell speeches v a Neyrey 
believes that the 9Farewell speech 0 style ma¥ have bean adopted by the 
author of 2 Peter so that 112 Peter may well be deEJcribGd ae a Farewell 
apeech0 the main .function of which is an apology for the communi ty 9 s 
eachatologieal tradi tions"o 4 The delay 6f the Parousia = something 
l'Jhich ga.V0 rise to ohallsngGa from opponents and critics of the Christian 
comw~ty = re~iltcd in a eorrosponding need to d0fend ita 
This is the context in which Neyroy beliov0e 't'Je er0 to :rogard tho 
Tranefi~tion acoount in 2 Petoro The Tr2nsfiguration io not a fulfil= 
ment of tho Par:cugia bGoauoo the P~oia hao not yot happonodo Inot~Bd9 
1o Fbr ligt 800 Noyroy aY:ta©ito Do504=5o 
2o tl/indiochaHo~Katholioohen B:dofG (1951)a Po87=88o 
3o Ro Khopfo Dio Brief® Petri und Ju~e (1912) Pa274a 
4o Noyroyo artooitoPa506o 
it s0emu to stand out in the earthly life of Jesus as a prefiguration 
of the Second Coming0 Which is used by the author of the Epistle to remind 
his readers of the present glory of Christ as well as the natura of Christ 0s 
future returno Scholars who agree on a relationship between Transfiguration 
and Parousia remain unsure as to What exactly the relationship iso Hl:\ller 
1 describes the Transfiguration as a Vorspiel of the Parousia whilst 
J oBoMayor saw it as an °ean:test 0 of the Second Coming0 2 Others see 
the Transfiguration scene as a previevr or '0specimen" of th0 glory of Jesus 
as it will be manifested when he returns in the futureo 3 The sum of a.ll 
th0se suggestions com0s in the analogy that the glory of J0sus at the 
Transfiguration is related to the glory that Jesus will possess at his 
Second Comingo In the light of these considerations let us now look at 
the text itself before summarising the importance of this reference to 
the context of the Epistle as a wholeo 
2o PETERo 1 g 16 = 18 
Verse 16o 
0~ (f~f (}f.(JO~tufi"o\s. f~e~~.s ~~~o~o'-'81uo{vr&r E~\lwf\<Je;i.f£..1 
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k""-L- -rfctpoua-(·t!..\1 , l~A ~ t1To1fTot L (ft V!f fiiJ'ItS 'IAi.s ~rc{\ \loU 
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Spicq bolieveEJ that this verse is "1 °un des plus importM.ts de tout 
le Nou~au Testament" a 4 There is an interesting switch from the first 
person 8ingular to tho first person plural throughout this soction9 which 
t1and EJUggests 5 may rofer to 11 th0 tea.chors 'Who originally brought you 
1o Jo Hdlloro ~Vorklarung J0su- (1937) Po172o 
2o JoBoM~yoro ~ooito Po195o 
3o JoAoBengelo ~n Novi Tostamentio (3rd Odo1855)o Po642o 
4o CoSpieqo Les ~trGS de StoPierrGo (1966)o Pa218o 
5o Hando ~.b, Po 158o 
49o 
Good Ne'\oran o Kelly suggests that the 9wa u may refer directly to the 
0apostlesu 0 1 similar to those in other parta of the New Testament 
first generation of Chrietians had died and this plural form ~ is 
int®nded to underline the fact that what is here recorded is based firmly 
on an encountor with the historical Jesuso More likely9 hm.1ever9 is the 
possibility that it is at this point that tha author of the Epistle begins 
to draw on a. source which was closely assoDiated \11th the apostle Peter 
in the Early Churcho It is conceivable that this small section (vo16=18) 
formed a self=contained unit 9 which was undoubtedly Petrine9 and which 
the author of 2 Peter used in an attempt to create an atmosphere of 3Uth= 
ootici ty in his wri tingso The !2. could refer to Peter9 James and John = 
the three identified in the synoptic tradition as being with the trans= 
figured Christo 
Neyrey offers two explanations as to the <J'tao~tu-pivv1s ;v~&ots 
If we ara to follow Bigg9 Spicq9 Schelkle and st~lin 3 we trould argue 
that these cleverly devised myths refer to the author's arguments against 
those false teachers who were fabricating mythical teachingso Mayor9 
Windisch 9 Kelly and Fo:mberg 4 9 howaver9 believe that this refers to tha 
authoru s apologatic argwnont in favour of th® Christian tra.di tion t1hich 
had itself been slandered as a myth 5o The notion that the author of the 
1o Kellyo QPoCito Po315o 
2o Neyreyo ar.~ocito Po506 
3o CoBiggo A Critical and Exe tical Commmt istles of 
Sto Potor and StoJudeo 
Spicqo !V2,o_OJj_o -Po218o 
KoHoShelkloo Dio PatrusbriefegD~r JudaGbrief (1961)o Po89o 
4o Mayoro !2J2_oCito Po103o 
Ho 1vindisoho ~o ci t_o Po 91 o 
Kollyo ~ySi;to Po)17o 
Fori!b0Eg'o ~c.!_to Po 60o 
5o Neyreyo ertocito Po506o 
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Epistle is defending the Christian faith against attacks made by the 
Gnostics 1 is no longer upheldg "the opponents are not the Gnostics" o 2 
p~8o 1 s has negative connotations 9 being used in certain of the 
Pastoral Epistles to describe doctrines which were held to be contrary 
to the Christian faitho In 2 Peter9 however9 it would seem that the 
author is actually defending a tradition which was under attack from his 
community= namely that the Parousia of Jesus had not yet taken placeo 
From the content of the Epistle as a whole it would seem that the 
ci£.crolJ>c O)Jfvo c s jJJSo,s were not myths fabricated by opponents of the 
Christian faith but that they were doubts within the Christian community 
as to whether the Parousia would ever take plaoeo The author is writing 
against such doubts and advocates a staunch belief in the imminence of 
the Parousiao 
The author thon points out that it was the 
> - { 
of Jesus Christ which £.([\/vJf!rld--ft..v ur"i\1 o 
"' 
fS II <A f'" !Gt~ 1Tatfovo- ;at\/ 
The words fvv:Y•s and 
rTatpovCfiJ... are tt-ro of the most theologically important words in the 'l"fhole 
) -
of the New Testamento It is because of both of these that E11o1T-rQi..L 
as QpO'tJerQ or 0might 0 is also ascribed to that which the resurrected 
Christ possessed and gave to his a.postleso3 Kelly 4 sugg0ata that it is 
the power that Jesus mll reveal when he retums in glory and which is 
seen temporarily after his resurrection and on the Transfiguration 
mountaino ~OO!T;o!.. was t1idely accepted as referring to the Second 
Coming of Christ from an early sta.geo The noun usually denotes 0prasonce 0 
or 9arriva.l9 o Ao Oepk0 'tiD tee that 11Th0 tem is hellenistico In 
essential content 9 however9 it deriv0e from the 0T 9 Judaism and PrimitivG 
1o Cfo 1 Timo 1849 4&78 2 Timo 484~ Tito1814o 
2o Nsyreyo 2Rocito Po506o 
3o Cfo Mto28g18ooooohore ~oueia (Romo 1g14)o 
4o Kellyo 2]oCito Po313o 
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Christian thinking11 a 1 That the au thor is concerned with the delay of 
the TTotpoul)to( seems very likely9 especially in light of his argument 
in 2 Peter 3gtff where the theme is more fully developedo Of this passage 
(2 Peter 3&) Bauckham suggests that it is "the most explicit treatment of 
2 the delay of the Parousia in the Ne,., Testament"., Such a viG\'1 would 
lead us to an almost certain conclusion that 9 in v~16 9 the author is 
concerned exclusively with the Second Coming of Jesus 3 which has been 
delayedp in the eyes of the community to whom the Epistle is addressedo 
Both terms, power and coming9 are best understood in the light of Jesus' 
expected return in gloryo 
The apostolic authority is not based on the fact that they followed 
tJE.o-o1rcrfi"ol.1 J-l~9o,s but because ETioTr-ro!.L <fE.VIl-(eivTt..S I~S i~e.tvov 
rf..([~f..l~'f'[TOSo The 0divine majesty~ refers directly to the Tranefigur= 
ation event l-Ihich nis seen as a trustworthy anticipation of his Second 
Coming in glory" 6 4 Their faith and expectation in the return of J eati.s 
is not rooted in an apostolic understanding of the events; rather9 it is 
founded upon their privileged role as we•d tnesses of the divine majesty 0 
The author then goes on to relate the event of l'lhich the apostles were 
eye'l:litnesseso 
Verse 17 
)..,.p_N q":.. f ff "-f~ Ef ~o;:J 1T.t-rp0, -,, f;l_" K.t~ 
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1o AoOepkeo ~TINT VoloVo Po866o 
2o RoJoBaUGkhamo ~£1o Po26o 
3o Kellyo ~cito Po317o 
4o Kellyo ~cito Po317o Cfo Luke 9g43o 
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5o VJe have adopted the word order given in )!. A pl lat J because this 
alternative~ supported by the text of Vlestcott and Hort (1881)~ is 
closer to the Synopticso 
52o 
EoioRobson believes that here is a reference to the Transfiguration 
of Jesus t-rhich is of great importance as 11 the sign manual of one who 
lmol1S 11 0 1 Kelly also suggests 2 that the author was calling to mind a 
scene which he obviously knew well because it is a direct reference to 
the events which took place on the mountaino There is a minority group 
of scholars who believe that this reference to the Transfiguration may 
not necessarily be an eyewitness account 3 0 but the vast majority agree 
with Robson and Kelly in stating that these verses represent a record of 
the events from someone who was actually thereo The reference to we 
suggests that Peter is referring to James and John who are identifi®d in 
the synoptics (Ego Mark 9g2)o This reference is not9 however9 evidence 
that Peter must therefore have been responsible for the ~rriting of this 
Epictleo That the author adopted a strand of tradition which would have 
been directly associated with Peter by the Early Church in his attempts 
to make his Epistle look authentic is more than likelyo 
Jesus is said to have received llf~" and foE.ct..1.1 from God the 
Fathero Those \IDO maintain that the Transfiguration story was originally 
a part of the resurrection tradi tiona concerning Jesus 4 have argu®d tha.t 
-rt;v4 v IL~c f; &v can only be properly understood in the context of 
the resurrectiono Sohmi thale added the point 5 that the roceiving of 
9honour and glory 0 follows the appearance of a voice;, from heaven and is 
thorefore totally proapocti ve in meening9 ieo it ae01lls to be harking 
for1:1a.rd to the resurrection a As wG have se1<m already 9 R.Ho Stein 6 han 
1o EoioRobsono Studies in the Second EPistle of StoPeter (1915) Po49o 
2o Kellyo 2PoCito Po319o 
3o \>Janda .Qg_o__Qi,_io Po 160o 
4o EgoBultmanno History Ofoooooo QgoCito 
5o Sch~thalsa £EoCito Po397o 
6a See opGning Cha.ptora Po11o 
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succeeded in establishing sufficient evidence to dismiss the notion 
that the Transfiguration is a mi&<>placed resurrection account or that 
it refers to the resurrection in any wayo \ \ With reference to Tl.f~ v j::::oU. 
J~ t_clv Stein states that 11It should be noted that these words are not 
technical terms for the reaurrection11 o 1 Stein believes that Schmithalev 
theory is extremely weak because all o£ the participles are aorists and 
this 9 argues Steinp would suggest that they all refer to the same event 
in the futuree Stein continues by illustrating the uso of Ti jJ/1 else= 
where in the New Testament and concludes that it is nowhere used in 
relation to the resurrection of Jesus = rather to a. Jesus who has ascended 
to his Father o 
Hebe 2:1 
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Stein is convinced that '"~'f'l is used hero not in a resurrection context 
but simply to rGmind those Hho believed in Josu.s thet ho OO.d alroM,y 
ascend®d to hiB Father and that ho t-re.B Boon to return againo A aimile.r 
intorpretstion iB a.pplio&. to the concept of f;£rA ood to th0 t"ro l'Rllrds 
2 
tlhon they a1:0 uoe&. togoth0r as thoy aro horo in 2 Psterg iiTo EJay that 
io Stoino arto cito pa87o 
2o Stoino artocito Po88o 
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the reference to honour and glory in 2 Peter 1 requires that we unde:t'=> 
stand this passa.g® a.s roferring to a. resurrection account is ineorreet"o 
Stein 9 ra.ther9 follO,'IS the idea Of :Boobyer who ata.tes thatg 
1 11Ther0 is 
no reference to time standing alone with reference to Christ 9 s reSU:t'=> 
rection or exaltations and~ is still less favourable for Bultmann~s 
point =it has stronger Pa.rousia associations than uses in connection 
l'lith the resurrection and exa.ltation"o Much more could be said con= 
ceming the theological importance of these two words; it must be suff= 
icient for our needs to conclude that thoy are not exclusively compre-
hensible in a resurrection context but just as (if not more) understand ... 
able in the light of Jesus • imminent return., 
In the 2 Peter account it is interesting to note that the honour 
and glory a.ro gi von to Jesus 1Tol.f;;_ (9 ~~ ~Tpol and this is the first 
major difference between the synoptic and 2 Peter accounts of the Trans= 
fi gurat;iono "The synoptistsu we may note 9 make no mention of God and 
represent the voice as coming from a cloudno 2 Kelly's point here is 
that the words spoken by tho voice in the synoptic accounts come directly 
from the cloud and there is no mention of God intervening direotlyo This 
may well.be because of the Petrina tradition9 recorded here in 2 Peter9 
which was so well know.n9 particularly to Marko Clearly the inferenc~ 
L ,. J 
given in such a statement asg OUIOS [i.JT\\1 
c 
0 
3 
is that it is God who irs speaking since the ~ is 
emphatico A morG likely explanation for tho Evangelists 9 omission of 
any direct reference to God 9 other than that of the familiarity of the 
PotrinG tradition 9 probably liG~ in thG redactional inter~~ts of 0ach of 
tho Evangoli0too In all threo GoapGls tho:re is the obvious parallelism 
between the B&ptism of Jesus (CfoMark 1g9f) and tho Transfigurationo 
1o Boobyero QRoOito Po44o 
2o Kellyo qpocitL Po319o 
3o Cfo Mark 9z7o 
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It is also clear that the Gospel writers intend us to see some similarity 
between the two events8 the Baptism occurs at the start of Jesus 9 C~ilean 
ministry whereas the Transfiguration takes place towards the 0nd3 there 
is the common theme of divine approval and vindication~ there is the 
simila.ri ty bet't1GQD. the voice and th~ cloud and th® message that is proco 
claimed by Godo That the synoptic writers consciously wrote both the 
Baptism and the Transfiguration narratives so that ~e would take into 
account the parallelism of the tw accounts in Jesus v ministry is more 
than likely a If the Baptism tradition did not include a reference to the 
explicit voice from God the Father this might explain its omission in the 
Transfiguration narratives later in the Gospelso It seems unlikely that 
the Baptism tradition contained any reference to God directly 9 nor did it 
explain Jesus recei v:i.ng honour and glOr;[o If the synoptic WX'i ters vrere 
using a similar source to that recorded here in 2 Peter, tho redactional 
work of the Evangelists can clearly be seen in the using of an account9 
pemaps similar to 2 Peter 1 g 17, and th£l moulding of material to suit the 
redactional interests and similarity between the Baptism and Transfiguration 
stories a 
l:le have established that it was God himself who bestowed honour and 
gl.or;r. upon Jesuso \'le have also suggested that these two \-rords do not 
necessarily demand a resurrection explanation of the Transfiguration9 
and that Boobyer may well be correct in suggesting that the Tranmfigu.ra.tion 
in 2 Peter relates to the whole purpose of the EPiatleoooooan apologia 
for the delay of the Parouaia of Jesuso Spicq finds it intereeting that 
the Greek vorb p £1o!..fop4 ow 1 is not Gmployed here 9 a point which would 
suggest that the ~already belonged to the oaxthly Jesu.s 9 but tha.t it 
'!:Jill only bo nm.de perfect at tho Parousia.o Perhaps this might also explain 
would se®m to be9 therefore 9 tha sign to those present that 
1o Spicqo £EoCit~ Po221o 
2o Lt1ke 9g28fo Soo next Chaptero Exegesis {)n Mark 982o 
Jesus possessed an honour and glory which is temporarily revealed at 
the Transfiguration but which will be revealed more fully at his Parousiao 
A final note must be added here concerning the actual words spoken 
by the voiceo They are closest to those spoken by the voice in Matthew 1 9 
.> ~ ol" ; , 
but there is the omission of the divine imperative ctKD\J f. I£ d.u1o\tl which 
features in all three synoptic accountso There are various explanations 
as to why9 if that which is recorded in 2 Peter is a genuine Petrina 
reminiscence 9 it is not recorded identically in the synoptics9 especially 
when quoting the words of the divine voice, Indeed 9 if we were to ignore 
the textual variations concerning this verse 9 the words spoken by the 
divine voice would be even more noticeably different to those recorded in 
the synopticso The most likely explanation is that once more 9 the authors 
wished to heighten the parallelism between the Baptism and Transfiguration 
narrativeso It is interesting to note that in all three synoptic accounts 
of the Baptism9 the voice is said to have proclaimed tro:rd.s very similar to 
those recorded in the 2 Peter account of the Transf:igurationo This would 
suggest that 9 if the source of 2 Peter was known at all to the Synoptists 9 
they have slightly amended the words spoken by the Transfiguration voice 
in an attempt to heighten the christological importance of the Transfigure 
) ~ ) -
ation~ hence the cltOv£.1£ tiviDv 0 It is important to note also 
that there is an emphasis on![ beloved 29 in the 2 Peter account 9 vmich 
adds '"eight to the overall impact of God and Christ as Father and Sono 
verse 18 
' ~ \ 
fU_L ·f"clJTAi\1 14J 
tVt~ff{tCFd.J (T~\1 
cpwv~J ~pti s) ~ 'toSo-c!(t-~ £~, ovfctvo0 
~Ur ~ 0\1 Tf:_S. f_v ~~ cL~ I~ () (Lt. . 
1 o IIIto 17g6 0 especially \men textual variants are taken into a.ccounto 
2o As is also the case in the Synoptic Gospolso 
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This verse is perhaps the most emphatic example of an Q)yewi tness 
testimonyo The emphasis upon the first person plural and the general 
impression given by the verse suggests that this is indeed the reminiSO= 
ence of someone who was present on the mountaino Presumably 9 the we 
1 
refers to Peter9 James and Johno It is 9 however9 important to state 
that simply because the synoptics give us the names of the three disciples 
in their respective accounts of the Transfiguration it does not necessarily 
follow that the Peter9 James and John group were a part of the earlier 
Apostolic Testimonyo In9 for example 9 the Gospel of Mark, these three 
disciples are frequently reported to be alone 11ith Jesus at significant 
points in his ministry., 2 In that we have already seen the redactional 
work of the Evangelists active in the reporting of the voiee 9 it is not 
<.. .... 
unlikely that the Gospel writers were simply guessing that the .fl}f£tS 
refers to Peter9 James and Johno We cannot state 1:ri th any degree of 
certainty that the Gospel wri tars kne1v the identity of those who 111ere 
with Peter on the Transfiguration mountaino It is also interesting to 
note the lack of any reported remarks made by Peter either)concer.ning 
the building of taber.nacles,or even the fact that he had said something 
entirely inappropriate in the 2 Peter accounto Rather than appear some= 
what foolish as he does in the synoptic story 9 Peter is "a conscious and 
intelligent recipient of a sacred communication11 9 whilst James and John 
remain anonymous 3 o In 2 Peter it is likely that the author is using a 
source that W8a closely identified with the apostle Petero As is the case 
elset:Jhere in the Ne11 TestamGnt 4 9 Fetor is to bo regarded as the beneficiary 
1o Kellyo Q;PoCito Po319o 
2o The three disoipl0s figur0 prominently in the Gospol at variouo 
points (Ego Mark 5837)o 
3o NeyrGyo p~oCito Po509o 
4o Ego Mto 169178 ~~o13g3v Luk0 24g34o 
of the revelation of C~d in Christo Bearing in mind the role ascribed 
to Peter in the Synoptic Gospels it is not unlikely that the Gospel 
writers have redacted the source preserved for us here in 2 Peter9 or 
a source very similar to this 9 and adapted the role of Peter to fit into 
the character we find elsewhere in the Gospelso (Ego \valking on the water9 
Mto 14&28f~ Caesarea Philippi 9 Mark 8g27f; the denial of Jesus 9 Mark 14g39f)o 
We shall be returning to the role of Peter in the next Chapter when we 
examine the Marean account o 
(iii) Conclusions as to the Function of tho Transfiguration in 2 Petero 
"This whole passage (2 Peter 1g16=18) has a great interest in 
showing the impact made by the Transfiguration upon those presento Peter 
uses the incident here to emphasise his authoritative knowledge of the 
historical Jesus (and thereby to rebut the false teachers 0 talk of 0myths') 9 
to stress the solidarity between the Old Testament and the apostolic 
message (against false teachers who were twisting both) 9 and to draw from 
the Incarnate life of Jesus a positive pledge of the future coming in 
glory which the false teachers laughed at11 o 1 Michael Green concludes 
his brief analysis of the Transfiguration by suggesting that Peter uses 
the Transfiguration in this way? whilst we would agree about the way 
that it is used9 we would also maintain that the author of the Epistle was 
certainly not the apostle himselfo 2 Green°s last point 9 that the delay 
of the Parousia was being scoffed at by sceptics of the Christian community 9 
is probably the most important point he makoas In this context 9 Neyrey · 
points to the prophetic force of the Transfiguration narrative 3o The 
author reminds those 1·1ho had scoffed at the idea that Jesus would return 
in glory of an episode in the earthly life of Christ 9 which demonstrated 
1o Greeno 9~cj.~a Do86o 
2o See earlier in Chaptero 
3a Neyreyo artocito Po504=505o 
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Christ 0 s possession of the glory and honour of God and which pointed 
forward to his retum9 he reminds those who made fun of tho Pa.rousia 
idea of 'What Jesus had promisedo 1 The Transfiguration was in no way 
a fulfilment of the Pa.rousia9 which Jesus makes allusions to in his 
earthly ministry (F,go Mark 13) 9 but it would seem that in the understanding 
of the event in the Early Church0 the Transfiguration was regarded as being 
closely associated with majesty9 glory and honour 'Which would be made 
perfect 111hen Jesus retumed in gloryo The Transfiguration was a revel= 
ation given before the Parousia of what Jesus would be like at his returno 
We will be looking in much greater detail in our final Chapter at the 
relationship between the Pa.rousia and the Transfiguration but our prov= 
isional conclusion here is to be that the two were oertainly connected 
in the minds of those in the Farly Churcho 
Let us n0\-1 sununarise our conclusionao It is perfectly clear that 
the 2 Peter account of the Transfiguration is a much more concise9 precise 
and shorter reference than that which is to be found in the ~opticso 
It l10uld also seem plausible to suggest that even though 2 Peter \'las not 
written by Peter9 the author has used a source (or sources) of the apostle 
concerning the Transfiguration which was recognised by the Early Church 
as a genuine Petrina reminiscenceo This source is used by the author in 
an attempt to make his work look genuineo It is thorefore possible that 
the Transfiguration was an oft=quoted and popular story in the Early 
Church9 used as defence against thoa0 l1.ho ocoffed at claims that the 
Messiah ws to retum in the future and in gloryo It was obviously 
connected9 in the Apostolic TGstimony9 to Parousia expectationo 
The r0lmtionohip bot~oon the 2 Petor and th0 QYnoptic acccuntB is 
thUlEJ intriguingo 2 El thor tho 2 Potoxo account io clom;,ly :roleted in 
1o Ego Mark 13g26o 
2o Thi~ will be investigated more comprehensively in Chaptor IVo 
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some way to the synoptic accounti\'J or it is entir®ly independmto It 
could9 howeverD be the case that the tradition recordod in 2 Peter 
represents a direct and claar reference to !. source or ~ eource used 
by the Evang®lista and that 0 as 't-!e have ahow in :rolation to the voice 
motif and Pcterv s own :role9 redactional work on ths part of ths Evangalists 
has created the three different accounts as we now find them in the syn= 
opticso As we concluded in our brief exsgesis of 2 Petsr 1&16=18 9 the 
Evangelists had redactional as well as historical interests to pursueo 
This would explain the appaaran.ce of Moses and Elijah9 the identification 
and naming of all three disciples 9 the descriptions of the gaments and 
the witnesses 9 and many of the other details not found in 2 Peter but 
present in the synopticso \ihat we are 9 therefore 9 suggssting is that 
the source r3corded by a pseudonymous author in 2 Peter may well be the 
apostolic eyewitness account of the Transfiguration which9 either through 
Peter or in some other way 9 was the source which formed the basis of the 
synoptic accounts of the Transfiguration a Such an explanation gi vee the 
Transfiguration a sound0 historical base in that Peter himself bore 
witness to i tp it also 0xpla.ins and gives us a clear insight. into 
what 't"JaS Peter 9s own simple story9 and how the Evangelists have then 
redacted their sources and moulded the Transfiguration into their Goapelso 
Conjecture is inevitable in euch a series of statements 11 but the import= 
ance of the 2 Petar rsference has 9 in our view11 been seriously unde:tt> 
estimated in recsnt yearso The fact that 2 Peter must bs given a later 
date does not exclude the possibility that it contains sources and r®ferc 
ences lhlch are much earlier9 a..uthen tically Potrine9 and 'I:Jhioh hav~ been 
preserved by the Early Churcho Th~t 2 Peter contains tho earliest account 
of tho Transfiguration of Jesus which wao either identical or very similar 
to that used by the Evang01i~ts in the t-r.d ting of thoir GospelB 9 is not 
beyond the realms of possibilityo 
6-1-0 
(iv) The Apocalypse of Peter 
Apart from the Epistle of 2 Peter there is a further important 
reference to the Transfiguration in another early Christian document 9 
the Apocalypse of Petero Two fragments of the original document are 
available to uso One is generally regarded as a Greek fragment which 
is knO'\'Jil as the Akhmim Fragment and the other is an Ethiopic Version 
which is usually attributed to Clement of Romeo 1 MoRoJames suggested 
that the Akhmim Fragment was really a part of the Gospel of Peter9 although 
he also believes that it was taken from the Apocalypse of Peter which 
possibly existed as a separate document already at the time of the 
writing of the Gospel of Petero The Akhmim Fragment contains a narrative 
of the Transfiguration of Jesus which bears some similarity to the 
synoptic accounts but it is the Ethiopia version of the Apocalypse which 
is of greatest importance to our ow.n consideration of the Transfiguration 
narrativeo 
2 The Ethiopic reference is translated by EoHennecke as followsg 
And my Lord Jesus Christ 9 our King9 said to me 9 nLet us go 
into the holy mountaino" And his disciples went with him 
prayingo And behold there were tt10 men 9 and we could not 
look on their faces 0 for a light came from them which shone 
more than the sun and their raiment was also glistening and 
cannot be described9 and there is no thing sufficient to be 
compared to them in this worldo And its gentlenesgooothat 
no mouth is able to express the beauty of their formo For 
their aspect was astonishing and wonderfulo And the other9 
great 0 I say9 shines in his appearance more~ than h2il (c:cystal)o 
Flowers of rcses is the likeness of the colour of hia 
appearance and his bodyoooohis heado And upon his ~boulders 
and on their foreheads was a cro~m of na.rd 9 a work woven 
from boautiful no,verse like the rainbow in tJe.ter \18.8 hia 
hairo This wao the comeliness of his oountenanco 9 and he 
\ms adorned VIi th all kinds of ornamonto And when ue suddenly 
sa-~1 thGm 11 we marvelledo And I approached God J0eu.a Christ 
1o MoRoJa!ll0So Tho A:Q9o~al liJm·J TeGtamonto Po504=524o (1924)o 
2o EoHennockoo l'ilm11 SOOfJtamont Apocryph~o (1965)o Po682o 
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and said to him 11 "fify Lord who is this?" And he said 
to me 9 "These are Moses and Elias"e And I said to him9 
"ltJhere then are Jtbram 9 Isaac§ Jacob and the other 
righteous Fathers?" And my Lord and God Jesus Christ 
said to me, ''Have you seen the companies of the Fathers~ 
As is their rest 9 so also is the honour and glory of 11 
those tmo l:Jill be persecuted for my righteousness' sakeo 
The context of this reference is obviously as important as the paasage 
itselfo The venue stated in the opening verse is the Mount of Olives 
(vo1) and this is the same venue ae that recorded in Mark 13g3 for the 
discussion concerning the Parousiao The question is then asked in the 
Ethiopic version as to what are signs that the Parousia is to take place 
and this is also very .similar to Mark 13:4 where the disciples ask Jesus 
a similar question., The balance of the rest of the text is Jesus 9 
description of the retuxn of the Son of Man (vo16) and exactly what 
should be expected when the Parousia takes placeo (vo15=16)o It is once 
more into the context of the Parousia that the Transfiguration is intro= 
ducedo The above translation reveals that another document belonging to 
the Early Church firmly believed that the Transfiguration was to be rmde:t'l= 
stood not in the context of Jesus 0 resurrection 1 but in the light of 
Jesus 0 imminent return at his Parousiao 
Neyrey offers six statements of conclusion which we will list 
because of their importanceg 2 
1o The context of the Transfiguration account is generally situated 
in an eschatological discourse about the Parousia. of the Lord 
and the final judgemento 
2o More specifically 9 Moses and Elijah 0 s glory is a proof and 
sample of heavenly glory awaiting thoss saved at the Socond 
Coming0 and Jesus 0 transfigured glory clearly resembles the 
glory he will have when ho returns as tho Son of Mana 
10 Seo Noyreyo arta cito Po512 for a summary of thoso tmo arguo thiso 
2a Neyreya artacito Po513 
3o The heavenly voice 0 which comes after the Transfiguration and 
at the end of Jesus v comments on the Parousia and future 
jud@ements 0 serves as a confirmation of Jesus 0 whole speech 0 
including his prediction of his gloriouEJ returno 
4o His ascension (vo17) is like that in Acts 1g 9=11 9 where it 
serves as an analogy of the return ("he 'Will return in the 
way you saw him leave") and also sets the stage for its real'? 
isationo 
5o The conclusion of the Ethiopia version9 although MoRoJames 
considers it to be secondary to the AJ)ocal;y:pse of Peter 9neveZ"t=> 
theless establishes the interpretation of the Transfiguration 
as a foreehadotrlng of the End Timeg 00000 
6o The christological link between the Transfiguration and the 
Parousia is the glory of Jesuso Finally9 the Transfigu:mtion 
clearly functions as a present proof of future thingss paradise 
for mankind and Par:ousia for the Lordo 
Although we maintain that the reference to the Transfiguration in 
2 Peter 1g16=18 is of more importance than the reference preserved in 
both fragments of the Apooa.lypae of Peter the significance of the latter 
should be very obviouso The reference to the Transfiguration in the 
Apocalypse of Peter is a further axample of h01:19 in the Early Churoh 0 
the Transfiguration of Jesus was usod in thG context of a discussion 
concerning the Parot!.sia of Jesus o 
A much mo~ detailed exegetical study of the Apocalypse of Peter 
and a mora comprehensive consid~ration of 2 Peter 1g16=18 is beyond the 
task of this thesis wtoh ls aiming to establish the thoological signifi= 
canoe of tho Trensfigu.mtion as it has been passed on to us through the 
I' Synoptic GoSl)Glao Nevertheless 9 in our brief resum0 of the problsmo 
surrounding the authordhip 0 theology ~~d authenticity of 2 Petor9 ~e 
have conolud0d that tho Transfiguration findo itself placed into a context 
of an apologia for tho dolay of the Pa.rouoia. = a contcJct in tclhich 1 t was 
obviously at home in the Early Churcho ~ls have also seen that 9 regardless 
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of who was responsible for the writing of the Epistle9 the author has 
used Petri.ne reminiscences in order that his Epistle appears authentic 9 
even though it was almost certainly not Wiitten by the apostle Petero 
We conclude9 therefore 9 that 2 Peter 1g16=18 possibly represents the 
authentic 9 primitive 9 Petrina account of the Transfiguration which has 
been used by the author of 2 Peter to make his work appear authentico 
It is also likely that the Gospel writers wero familiar ~nth a similar9 
if not identical 9 source to that preserved in 2 Peter 1g16=18o In the 
light of this 9 and bearing in mind the context of the Transfiguration 
both in 2 Peter and in the Apocalypse of Peter9 we must now proceed to 
a re=examination of the Marean accounto We must seek to establish what 
influence9 if any9 the context of the Transfiguration narrative had on 
the Evangelistsv understanding of the event and then proceed to evaluate 
the significance of the story in the synoptics9 and what emphas±s has 
been reinforced or added by the Evangelists as a result of their redact= 
ional acti vi tyo Bearing in mind our conclusions in Chapter II 9 we tum 
now to an examination of the Marean account of the Transfigura.tiono 
CHAPTER IVo THE TRANSFIGURATION IN THE GOSPEL OF MARK 
We must now tur.n our attention to the account of the Transfiguration 
which is generally regarded to be first of the synoptic accounts to have 
been written dow.n 9 in an attempt to establish the purpose of the Evangelist 
in his use of the Transfiguration traditiono Bearing in mind our earlier 
suggestion that Peter played an important role in the formation of the 
Gospel of Mark9 we must begin with a brief consideration of Peter 0s 
influence on the Evangelist Marko If Peter's role is firmly established9 
we must then proceed with an exegesis of the JVfa.rca.n account of the Trans= 
figuration 9 as well as a more general consideration as to why Mark has 
placed the narrative in his Gospel in the 1.:1ay that he haso The purpose 
of this should now be obviousg it is our belief that Peter was also 
responsible for the Transfiguration t~dition9 as it is preserved in 
2 Peter 1g16=18 by its pseudonymous authoro If this is indeed the case 9 
j;t is natural for us to presume that Peter told Mark a similar9 if not 
identical story to that recorded in 2 Petero The use Mark has made of 
that tradition0 his redactional additions and elarifications 9 and the 
context of the narrative in his Gospel 9 will all reveal something to us 
of the theological understanding of Mark concerning the Transfiguration 
of Jesuso The theological understanding of the Early Church 9 was a 
direct connection between Transfiguration and Parousia8 although we 
shall not attempt to force the point that Mark was inevitably influenced 
by such an understanding0 it will become obvious that many of ths theo= 
logical motifs and additional details introduced by Mark9 as well as 
the context of the narrative in his Gospol 0 can be given an eschatological 
significance and easily compared l:ri th the apostolic thought ropresented 
in the Epistles0 as we highlighted in Chapter IIo We begin our consider= 
ation of the Marean account 0 however0 with a reminder of the importance 
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of Peter in the formation of the Gospel of Marko 
We have already suggested 1 that Peter may well have played a role 
in the formation of the Gospel of Marko Indeed 0 at the beginning of the 
second century it would seem necessary to conclude that Peter 9 s role 
was undeniableo A lost exposition of Jesus 9 sayings in Eusebius 0 written 
2 by Papias readsz 
The Elder Mark aJ.so said thiS8 Mark9 who became Peter 9 s 
interpreter wrote accurately0 though not in o:rder0 all 
the things that he remembered about the things said and 
done by the Lordo For he had neither heard tho Lo:rd 9 
nor been one who followed him 9 but a.fterwa.rdsp as I said9 
he followed Peter who usGdto compose his discourses with 
regard to the needs (of his hearers) but not as if ho 
were formulating a systematic account of the sayings of 
the Lorde Mark 0 therefore 0 did nothing for which he 
could be blamed for writing some things down just as he 
remembered thems he was ca.roful of one thing in 
particular = to miss out nothing of 'l:fhich he had heard 
and to make no statements that were untrueo 3 
This reference suggests that the apostle Peter played a key role in the 
f~rmation of Mark 9 s Gospelo Indeed Peter9 s role is widely attested 
elsewhere amongst the Church Fatherso4 Interpreter would seem to 
( - ,. 
be the best translation for e.p f'1 \/tv-r-1. s: (Stvof<c..\loS although 
it is unclear \-Jhether this denotes a linguistic act on tho part of Mark 
or simply the recording of oral reminiscences in a written forma Whatever 
our final conclusions as to how the Gospel of Mark came to be t~tten it 
is obvious that the Gospel passed through three 9 definitive stages 5 
before it was written down by a man who had not witnessed the events for 
himself a This simple fact needs to be remembered when any serious 
1 o See page 21 o 
2o Eueebius HE 3o39o 
3o Gre0k is givon in Hucko Poviio S~is (1951 )a 
Alternative translation offered ~Cran=t'ield Po3o QRoCi_t:?o. 
4o Ego Origeno Comment~ on l.Vfatthet1n Clement of Alexandria H;ypotypoaois 6o 
5o ~nree stagesg 1o Jesus~ 2o Peter9 
investigation of a pericope from the Gospels is undertaken = we are 
concerned with various stages of traditiono Peter9s role as Mark 9s 
major sourceJas one ~mo was actually present 1remaine the most likely 
explanation lihich lies behind the Gospel 9s formationo 1 
'Ihat Peter played a dominant role in the formation of Mark is to be 
an accepted part of our argurnento Peter could not 9 h0\vever9 have been 
the only source used by the Evangelist Marko Bultmann 2 believes that 
much of the narrative material which links the perioopes 9 for which an 
eyewitness is seemingly responsible 9 is undoubtedly legend created by 
the Early Churcho Bu1 tmann therefore argues that the Gospel of Mark is 
a mixture of Petrina reminiscences and of Early Church creationso Other 
scholars9 however9 disagreeo3 They believe that the Gospel of Mark 
represents the efforts of the Early Church to present a clear and un= 
blemished account of the life and ministry of Jesus which relies on 
historical fact rather than fictional fantasyo Cranfield presents various 
reasons as to why the Marean account is to be regarded as reliable and 
basically historicalg4 
a) much is directly from Peter~ 
b) material has survived 11processos and prassures11 or oral trad.i tion 
and is included = an argument against fiction of the Early Church 
c) prominence of martus words in the New Testament = suggests Early 
Church had a strong sense of responsibility 
d) oral tradition was carefully prese~d~ similar care very likely 
in case of written sources 
e) perple:rlng and even offensive material is included 
f) semiticisms argue against theory of Hellenistic influenceso 
1 o Seo Irenaeuso ,adYn.!l~o III i 
2o Bul tma:nno SYnoptic ..TX'~ Po 266o 
3o Ego CoHoDoddo About the~~!~~}~o (1950)o 
4o Cranfieldo O~ocito Po17o 
Cranfield fails to mention the role played by Mark himself 9 which would 
seem tp be an important omission 9 even if the editorial hand of Mark is 
very limited in Mark's Gospelo A typical example 9 however 9 of l\·Tark' s 
own contribution to the Gospel is undoubtedly the chronology he affords 
to the life of Jesus which '"e can presume "'as l'Iark 9 s O\m 9 even if h0 was 
6iven occasional guidance by Peter concerning a limited number of eventso 
The use made by the Evangelist of the Transfiguration tradi tion 9 
and the manner in which he interprets i t 9 must therefore be examined in 
the light of all that we have said aboveo As we have stated9 many believe 
that Peter 9 s role in the recording of this event must have been a major 
source of the Gospel writer in his writing down of the Transfiguration 
storyo We can presume with some certainty that the apostle witnessed 
the Transfiguration himself 9 perhaps \·ri th James and John 9 and that it was 
he vrho was responsible for the passing on of the trad.i tion to Marko The 
question remains as to what exactly was given to Mark by Peter9 and what 
redactional work has been undertaken by Mark in his formation of the 
Gospel a It must also be asked to what extent Mark has himself moulded 
the story to fit into the dramatic plan of his Gospel 9 taking into account 
the context of the Transfiguration story both in his Gospel and in the 
Early Churcho The answer. to these questions has rarely been soughto 
Our observations on the reference to the Transfiguration in 2 Peter 1g16=18 
lead us to suggest that this story was a uell=knO\m tradition stemming 
from the apostle Peter and \-Thich 9 in the minds of the Early Christians 0 
told them something about the Parousia of Christo An unkno"m author of 
2 Peter has used this tradition in an attempt to make his work appear 
authentic along 1tli th other elements in 2 Peter \-Jhich '"e have already 
mentionedo 1 It is our belief that if Peter was responsible for the 
1 o See Po 38o 
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information received by the author of the Gospel of Mark9 or at least 
some of that material 9 it is more than likely that a similar outline to 
that which is recorded in 2 Peter was told to Mark and that the source 
used by the Evangelist Mark in the writing of the Tranef~guration narrative 
was very similar (if not identical) to that which is preserved 9 or written 9 
in 2 Petero The reference in 2 Peter 1g16=18 may well be a direct refero 
ence to the accepted Petrina story of the Transfiguration~ the difference 
between the 2 Peter account and the Transfiguration in the synoptics 9 only 
illustrates the redactional activity of each of the Evangelistsa We must 
presume9 in the case of the Gospel accounts 9 that Peter told Qark a very 
similar story to that which is attributed to him in 2 Petero This suggests 
that what is in fact required is a comparison of the synoptic accounts 
~rlth that of 2 Peter so that it can be clearly ooon ~mat was passed on to 
the Evangelists by Peter and what the Evangelists have added thamselvesa 
In this Chapter9 \"Ia must bear in mind our summary exegesis of the 2 Peter 
account as we look at the Marean narrati veo If we can glean what is in 
fact Petrina and what is the redactional work of the Evangelista we ~dll 
also learn a gTeat deal about the theological aims and evaluation of the 
Evangelists as they wrote dO\m their own particular accounts of the TranS= 
figurationo .An exegesis of the Marean account9 bearing in mind the 
possible importance and significance of the 2 Peter account is thus 
callod for9 in an attempt to ascertain the theological oignificance of 
the Transfiguration in the Gospel of Marko 
(i) Basic Observations 
If 'tro look at the two accounts of tho Transfiguration from 
2 Peter 1a and Mark 90 the moet striking difference is the additional 
dotail given in Mark 1:Jhieh is not recorded in 2 P0t0ro Tho r1Jarca.11 account 
is therefore much longero 
2 PETER 
. . · o~_yd.p crmocf>uTp.lvoll: 
'0 'l: \ 8 I t J /'IJ OIS £5 aKOIIOIJ T}UaVT£S E")'VWptaap.~ {JjLfV TTJV 
Tov Kvplov ~p.wv '17Jaov Xp!UTov Mvap.w KaA 
I _l\ \' t I 81 t I 
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17 p.eyaAeuh7JTOS. >..a{3wv ydp 1rapd. 8£ov JlaTpds 
T!p.i}v Kal Ootav c/>wvijs 'vex8£LC17Js aunu TOiaaOe 
~7T6 Tfjs p.eyaA01TpE1TOVS o6t.,s. '0 vt6s ILOV l; 
GYU'"JT6s p.ov OOTOS Janv, els av .lvt:. ttu86K1JOU,-
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It is impossible for us to be able to establish any definite historical 
connection between these two accounts because we do not have the evidence 
to prove that Mark used a similar, if not identical~ source to that recorded 
in the 2 Peter account. There is, however, in our opinion 9 sufficient 
evidence for us to proceed on the presumptions that the author of 2 Peter 
did utilise authentic Petrina material of which the Transfiguration 
reference is a frequently quoted examples that Peter was almost certainly 
responsible for much that is recorded in r~rark8 that the Transfiguration 
in Mark is quite conceivably a combination of the Petrina source used in 
2 Peter with the redactional activity of the Evangelistso If the Marean 
account of the Transfiguration does rely on a Petrina source and if the 
2 Peter account of the Transfiguration is authentically Petrine the 
possibility that the two accounts have originated from the apostle Peter 
is more than likelyo A theological understanding of the Transfiguration 
may well be easier to obtain by an analysis of its use in the context 
of the Early Church 9 as it is used in 2 Peter9 l-rhere ,.,e can presume 
that there was a definite connection between the Parousia ru1d the 
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Transfiguration of the glory of God on the mountai.no 
Before we proceed to a detailed analysis of the Marean account 
there are some basic observations we can make regarding the Transfiguration 
narrative in the Second Gospel and any parallels between it and the account 
in 2 Peter& 
9& 2o This verse poses no real problema The 'I:Jhole of the 2 Peter account 
is also in the plural and Mark's suggestion that it was Peter9 
James and John who were present is consistent with other places 
in the Gospelo 1 
After Six Days is obviously an addition of Mark. 
Transfigured before them is also an interpretation of what 
beholding the glory and honour actually meantp the verb transfi~red 
does not appear in 2 Peter or in the Gospel of Lukeo 
In Nark 9 the Q!.g'h and lonel;y_ mountain replaces the holy mountain 
of 2 Petero 
9&3o There is no such description of the visible attributes of Jesus 0 
glory in 2 Peter but this is obviously an attempt to describe 
what ~-rfo"'Tf1'r.U qf-vlr'\8£v-rE-S -r..qs i_IC-~tV'Il u f.t~e(A(t;T~TOS 
actually meanto 
9&4o This is totally independent of 2 Peter and would seem to be 
redaction on the part of Marko 
9&5o Also 9 totally independent of 2 Petero The question does arise 
that material concerning the apostle Peter should be Gxpected to 
be presrmt in both the 2 Peter and Marean accounts if our above 
theory is correcto In the case of Peter 0s remark here 9 however9 
we must take into account Peter 0s role in the Gospel of Mark as 
a whole and a possible redactional intention of Mark to further 
the link behreen Caesarea Philippi and the Tranafigurationo 
Another possible explanation for the omission of a direct quote 
of Peter in the 2 Peter narrative is that these \10rd.s t1ore added 
aftor Peter 0s death and were known by Mark but not by the author 
of 2 Petero 
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9s7o Mark adds that ti1e voice (reported in 2 Peter) comes from a 
cloud which is inferred9 perhaps,in the 2 Peter account9 but 
interpreted by Mark in the light of Old Testament theophany 
appearances and communicationso The words spoken by the divine 
voice are identical to those recorded in the Matthean account 
but differ slightly from those in Jvlark and Lukeo '!here is close 
correspondance between the 2 Peter account and the Marean account 
in this verseo 
9 g 8o This is Marean reda.ctiono 
Even such a brief consideration of the two narratives suggests that if 
Mark had received an outline of the Transfiguration from Peter9 similar 
or identical to that which is recorded in 2 Peter9 he would have had 
little difficulty in adapting and expanding his source into the narrative 
as we now have ito The central framework of the Apostolic Testimony 
recorded in 2 Peter remains identical in Markg 
Ao Apostolic Witness 
Bo Venue = a Mountain 
Co A Demonstration of Glory 
Do A Voice from Godo 
Eo Vindication of the Sonship of Christo 
Any analysis of the Marean account needs to consider seriously the 
redactional aotivi~y of the Evangelista Mark was relating certain events 
and sayings in the life of Christ which he has incorporated into a frame= 
work l;lhich is entirely of his own makingo 1 It is our belief that both 
the 2 Peter and rJJarcan accounts of the Transfiguration originated from 
an apostolic source which9 we muot presume 9 was the apostle Peter \4ho 
had been present Hi th Jesus on the mountaino Whether this source "t-ras 
identical in both cases we trill never be certain9 but it seems plausible 
for us to suppose that the source used by both the Eveng0list and the 
author of 2 Peter '\:Jas at least similar a If '~e are correct in this theory 9 
before \ve proceed to examine the Marean account in more dotail 9 1tJ0 need 
to consider a question of great importance in the light of our examination 
10 Apart from possible influonco from Potor himsolfo 
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of the 2 Peter account of the Tra.nsfigurationo It is important that 
we seek to establish whether the understanding of Mark was the same as 
that of the author of 2 Peter in his treatment of the Transfiguration 
narrative in seeing the event as being somehow related to the imminent 
and expected Parousia of Jesuso This can be ascertained in two ways$ 
first 9 by a consideration of the context of the Transfiguration in Mark 
(and whether9 in particular9 there is any Parousia expectation present 
in the context of the narrative) 9 and then by an examination of the Marean 
account 9 with particular reference to Mark's redactional material 9 in order 
to establish if Mark understood the ~nsfiguration in the same way as the 
author of 2 Peter obviously did = that the Transfiguration was a prefiguib 
ation of the Parousiao 
(ii) The Context of the Transfiguration in the Gospel of Mark 
As we have already suggested0 it is beyond reasonable doubt that 
the chronology of the Gospel of Mark is mainly the Evangeliat 0 s Otmo It 
would seem unlikely that there was any other governing principle which 
guided the author in his 'l.fl'i ting apart from suggestiono of Petero 
Ao Loisy 1 stated that "All this analgam of miracles and instructions is 
only a collection of remembrancesoooot1hose sequence is not governed by 
eny rigorous historical or logical principle" o Others have attempted 
to suggest that geography9 and in particular the place of Galileo~has 
largely determined Mark 0 s chronologyo 2 Undoubtedly0 there are certain 
key events (ieo Baptism9 Temptation0 Caesarea Philippi 9 Passion 9 
Re[l'll.rreoti~n) in tho life of Christ that had rm accopted chronological 
place in the tradition paesed d0\1n to the Evangelist9 but many of the 
miracles a.11d saY'lngs of Jesura soem to havo booo put in order :rolmrent to 
1o AoLoieyo L 0~gilo Solon Marco (1912)o Po9o 
2o CoHoDoddo ~o43 (1931=1933) Po396=400o 
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the Evangelist 9 s interestso Thus it is important for us to consider 
not only the Transfiguration narrati ve9 but its place in the Gospel as 
a wholeo It would seem that Mark has a pastoral objective as well as 
an historical duty and the way in which he places the sayings of Jesus 
throughout his Gospel suggests that Mark governed his own material a:nd 
its context in the narrativeo 
The context of tho Transfiguration narrative in the Gospel of Mark 
raises interesting questions a Let us examine the approach of RoHo Stein 1 
as a starting point 11 who states thatg "oooooin Mark the Transfiguration 
clearly serves the purpose of confirming Peter 9 s confession and ratifying 
.Tesus 9 prediction of his suffering and resurrection3 and since the passion 
sayings are primarily Marean redaction 9 the arrangement of the Transfigur= 
ation after Peter9a confession and the passion prediction serves Mark 9s 
purpose t-tell o There is no denying that in its present position it serves 
redactional aims of Mark well~' Stein is therefore convinced that 
there is a direct connection between the confession of faith at Caesarea 
Philippi and the Transfiguration and there is wide support for this vieW"a 2 
ToAo Burkill suggests that after Peter 9s recognition of Jesus as the 
Messiah 11 tP,o J0rangeli_st "evidently feels that the situation calls for 
some convincing demonstration of the reality of Messiaship11 o3 This 
has lead RoPoMartin to labal the events at Caesa.rea as 11the watershed 
of the Marean narrative''o 4 in that the revelation of Jesus as Messiah.) 
followed by tho demonstration of glory on tho mountain and the divine 
vindication given to Joeus by the voice of C~d11 all combine and bring 
-======= 
1o RoHoSteino artocito Po85o 
2o :SG::rnadin and Burkill aro t"t-JO mra:mpleso 
3o ToAoBurkillo ~a2lh Po 156o 
4o RaPoMartino 9~pOi~o Po188o 
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to a climax all that Jesus has said and done in Galileea From the 
confession of faith at Oa.esarea omrards 9 the Gospel becomes preoccupied 
with the necessity of Jesus v sufferings and his innninen t passion in 
Jerusalemo The period of teaching9 healing and proclaiming the Kingdom 
is superseded by an almost total emphasis on suffering9 death and event= 
ually9 by Jesusv final vindication in gloryo 
In a more recent studyv EoBest has offered some interesting commants 
on this particular section of the Gospel of Marko 1 He believes that 
. 2 8g27 = 9g1 is composed of three independent units all of which have 
been edited by Marko Originally9 we can suppose that these verses were 
a collection of sayings which the Evangelist hac placed into the context 
in which vre now find themo The importance of these three units can be 
summarised as follo\"rs g= 
a) 8g27 = 2Q 
This establishes the venue for the event followed by a dramatic 
build=UP to the confession of faith by Peter as a direct result 
of two questions posed to the disciples by Jesus 0 Bultmann 
classes this as "faith legend") Best disputes this 9 saying 
that the direct reference to Caosarea Philippi suggests that 
this was a part of the original tradi tiona 4 The messianic 
secret is also preserved though it was not necessarily a part 
of the unit \men it was passed on to Marko 5 
b)~ 
The fact that Mark juxtaposes the first of the three major 
prophecies of Jesus 9 Passion ~!d rosurroctlon just a.f'tar Ptatorv a 
confession is not aurprisingo Fbr him tou euangelliou centres 
around the inert tabili ty of sufforing b0fore th0 a tta.inmoot of 
glo:cy and this fact needs to be constantly proclaimed to hio 
1a EaBosta Fbllouing~eBU~o (1980) Pa19o 
2o 8&27=30o 31=33 0 34=9g1o 
3o Bultmanno The Hi~tOT,VooooPo257o 
4o B0sto ~9i~ Po19o 
5o Cfo al~o Mark 3g12o 
readerso Following on £rom this prophecy Vo32b=33 can be 
taken together and regarded as stemming from either Peter himself 
or from the reputation that Peter had gained in the Early Church. 
c) 8g34 = 9gj_ 
The question has been asked whether this section was handed do\tn 
to r~k as a whole or whether he has formulated it by the grouping 
together of various ~o 8g34 deals exclusively with a defin= 
i tion of discipleship; the use of the imagery of the Cross connects 
discipleship with suffering and the passion directly., Vso8g38 
and 9g1 move the theme along one stage from discipleship and 
suffering to final. vindication in glory and 9 g 1 acts as an import= 
ant bridge between Caesarea Philippi and the Transfiguration 
narrative., 
Our understanding of these verses is extremely important if we believe 
that Mark redacted hia material with a theological intention in minda 
~ . 
The l<olt. connecting v o 38 to the preceding verse suggests eg,i to rial 
activity but the link is very appropriateo 1 £..11 llJ I<P!1pw rouT1 .. ~t (10;30) 
'- ( I. 
is what Mark refers to hore in contrast to the oLiW\J'oL£.., T~ ~rXor£...\)~ 
It would seem that he is referring to the time before the Parousiao The 
I 
c 
introduction of the christological title o 
weight to the suggestion that the paths of discipleship and suffering are 
inextricably linked to something beyond the Cross9 and perhaps the Parousia 
itselfo The title Son of Man seems to be an integral part of Jesusw 
identity as Messiaho Tho suffering of himself and of his followers 
(8B34=38: 9 10g21 9 35=44) is something Josus mu8t now teach befarG he arrivea 
in Jer:usal~mo Martin h~o BUggootod that the titlo Son of Man combines 
notions of Godas ason and Servanta lv.i.th the ~[o.;c;ot. to forgive the sins 
of men and to revi ta.lise the la;t:Jo Jl1oreovcr9 the Son of Man 11Hill be th0 
assessor at the final judgement as he comes in potcrm:•9 and in th0 interim9 
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he is exalted to occupy the throne of God 11 o 1 Cranfield believes that 
Josus uses the title rather than a simple reference to himself (Eg fC ) 
because "To speak of himself directly as coming in the glory of his Father 
would be to lay aside his messianic veilednesss to speak of the Son of 
Man \"Ji thout expressly identifying him with himself was more consonant 
with the messianic secret = it revealed and yet at the same time concealed11 o 2 
It would seem that Markas use of the title Son of Man is directly assoc= 
iated with some future manifestation of glory once the suffering has been 
•• 
enduredo This is further reinforced by the phrase which follows 9 OI~V 
~~tft;i E\1 "'I~ <foE~ 1'"o;) TU-rr~s ~vroV 9 a phrase which forms the first 9 
direct reference to the Pa:rousia in the Gospel of Marko It is followed 
by a reference to the 9holy angels' who will be with Jesus at his 
Parousiao3 
It is with the Parousia very much in mind that Mark then introduces 
9g1 almost as a bridge between Caesarea Philippi and the Transfigurationo 
In this verse we have a continuation of the futuristic Parousia imagery 
which Cranfield describes as an 11edi torial connecting link11 o 4 There has 
been much debate amongst biblical scholars as to whether we are to see 
Mark 9g1 as a part of the section which precedes it or as an integral 
part of the Transfiguration narrativeo In most printed editions of the 
Bible today 5 Mark 9g1 is printed as a part of the section above and the 
Transfiguration is usually printed separately as Mark 9g 2=8o V!a t-rill 
have more to say concerning this verse in the final Chapter but some 
general comments should be made at this pointo Undoubtedly9 Mark 9g1 is 
1o Martino 0)2__oCito Po191o 
2o Cranfieldo 9~~~j~~o Po285o 
3o Cfo Mark 13g279 Mto13g39 9 41 0 49~ 25z319 2 Thessa1Z7o 
4o Cranfieldo .£RoC_i_to Po 285o 
5o Ego RSVo .f/io NJ@o 
one of the most difficult verses to comprehend in the whole of the 
Gospel of Marko The question of its origin remains a mystery 9 
1 but 
it is almost certainly a mixture of apostolic tradition and redaction on 
the part of Marko Katl £ >.. e<tt. J t!l.U Ttl ~ s is used elsewhere as an editorial 
link in Mark 2 but therE) is no concrete evidence to suggest that it 1:1as 
originally linked to the preceeding verse (8g38) even though their content 
suggests that they have been neatly linked together by Marko The words 
spoken by Jes'us in 9g 1 suggest that he expected the Parousia to take 
place very soon: 
MARK 9g 1 
Ay~v Aiq-w 2t~"'.v, OTc t.~o-~v livEs: ::lft--rbv 
if1'""'( tc;Tt...Jv, o 11, ves ou f~ ~t.U'o-wvTD(L ~"'-voCrov 
[ws ~v i'.fwo-;.v -,-0v /pottrtAt..l~v io0 9Eov 
f..,).. 'I >.u 9v~ o~. v E-v 'tv votf£ L • 
Our interpretation of this verse is obviously important to the extent 
that it enlightens us as to the understanding of the Evangelist concerning 
the Parousia and Jesus 9 role within ito 
I:t is important that 1.1e do not divorce our discussion-on Mark 9g1 
from the Si tz im Leben of 2 Petero V.le have already suggested that this 
EPistle was almost certainly written because critics of the Christian 
movement ha.d begun to scoff at the failure of Jesus to come againo It 
is possible and very likely that these critics probably quoted verses 
such as Ma:rk 9 g 1 as evidence that Jesus had failed to do 't-Jhat he ha~ ~die ted o 
But uhat is even more interesting is the manner in tmich the Transfiguration 
1 o Ko Br·m·1er o ''Mk o 9 u 1 Seeing the Kingdom in P0'1:1Glr 11 o J~T ( 19 80) p o 17 =41 o 
2o Ego Marlc 189o 
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narrative fits so neatly into both of these documentsB in Mark as a 
reminder of the glory which Jesus possessed 9 and in 2 Peter as evidence 
of Jesus 0 divine nature and authori tyo In Mark the Transfiguration is 
a visual demonstration of the Pa:rousia gloryp or of the Kin~on of God 
coming in power; in 2 Peter the reference to the event is a firm reason 
for the apostles 0 faith in the inevitable return of Jesus which so~e now 
doubted a 
C9HeDodd interpreted Mark 9g1 as an event lmich had 9 in part 9 
already taken place., His interpretation was based upon a reading of 
t~,)~gv~~J which suggested an action which was already complete despite 
the fact that some had not yet realised ito "This meaning appears to 
be that some of those who heard Josue speak before their deaths awake to 
the fact that the Kingdom of God had come 11 o 1 Although Dodd o s theory has 
been ~ddely discussed many have suggested that he has lost the futuristic 
element which is inevitably required in any interpretation of this verseo 
Taylor9 2 for example 9 believes that although the comirig of Jesus at the 
Incarnation had been the beginning of the 0 divine rule 0 which is referred 
to herep it 'I:!Ould seem also that 11 'rhe 0di vine rule 0 'I:Jas to come 0 in power 0 P 
that is 9 in the manifest power of God and not by human effort and 
ingenui ty11 o Neither Dodd nor Taylor9 however9 advocate a positive link 
between the Parousia and the present Kingdomo 
It is Cranfield 0 s belief that we must turn our attention to the 
Early Church and to their understanding of the Parousia in order to see 
a link botwoen the Pa.rousia and the uords attributed to Jesus in Mark 9g1) 
He points to the noting of tho nurnb0r of days (9g2) as indicativa of tho 
Evangelist 0 s intention of seeing the Transfiguration as 11in somo sensa a 
1 o Doddo .Pas:a.bl_eso Po 5jf o 
2o Tayloro QR~Cito p389o 
3o Cranfieldo ~~ito Po285o 
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fulfilment of the promise contained in ixo 111 o This is further 
emphasised by the presence of the verb ·;~w~·~ which can be paralleled 
with all that the disciples see on the Transfiguration mountaino This 
has led Barth to state that the verses 931 and 9g2=8 are inevitably 
linked and he suggests that 0 at the Transfiguration9 the disciples 
witnessed Jesus in a state of exaltation "precisely that which in the 
Parousia as in its universal revelation will become recognisable and be 
recognised comprehensively and finally as His glory"o 1 Although some 
scholars have claimed that there is no direct progression in the verses 
Mark 8z38 = 9&1 = 9g2=89 2 it seems that Mark has indeed grouped these 
events and sayings together because of his awareness of the understanding 
of the Early Church concerning the Parousia of Jesuso A most important 
conclusion is that Mark 9g1 refers directly to the Parousia and that there 
is a possible connection between 8g38 and 9g1o "Mark9 therefore9 intrO= 
duces us to the Transfiguration story by verses focusing our attention 
on the Parousia" o 3 Boobyer~ s simple statement is difficult to disagree 
ldtho It would seem that Mark has placed the Transfiguration narrative 
into a context which relates it directly to the Parousia of Jesuso On 
the evidsnQe of the polemic of 2 Peter it would s0em that Mark was 
reiterating9 not only the expectation of the Early Church and the confid= 
ence they axpressed in the future return of Christ 9 but also that the 
Transfiguration itself was accepted by tho Evangelist as being related 
to the Parousiao This explains the context of the Transfiguration narra= 
tive both in 2 Peter and in tho Gospel of l\1ark l'.rhich is one of expectation 
and anticipation of the Parousiao It adds '~eight to our earlier sug~st= 
ion that both !Jfark and the author of 2 Peter used a similar source lmich 
1 o KoBartho Dogm_a:_tiCSo M/2 Po 200o 
2o Ego Klostermanno Die Markusevangeliumo Po86o 
3o Boobyero ,2Eo_~_to Po61 o 
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was most likely an Apostolic Testimony of Peter himselfo The context 
of the Transfiguration narrative in the Gospel of rlfark is thus one of 
expectation and anticipation of the Parousia9 a context shared and 
explained more fully by the author of 2 Petero 
A final comment must be added concerning the verses which directly 
proceed the Transfiguration narrativeo Mark 989=13 adds further weight 
to the conclusions arrived at aboveo Mark relates a conversation which 
takes place between Jesus and his disciples on their way down the mountaino 
The content of this discourse includes a command from Jesus that his 
identi.ty remains secret ( va9) and the rather confusing reference to the 
coming of Elijah and the suffering of the Son of Mano (vso 10=13)o 
F o Co Burkitt 1 suggests these verses read "like reminiscences of a real 
conversation" 9 although \ve cannot be certain \'lhether or not they were 
actually handed down to Mark as a complete unit of traditiono Similarly9 
the connection between the Transfiguration narrative (982=8) and 989=13 
is unknown although some relationship between the two seems likelyo 
Professor Dunn 2 believes that the verses following the Transfiguration = 
similar to those which precede it = are "a 1i terary device which is 
unlikely to be accidental and probably intended to highlight the signifi= 
canoe of the intervening passage" o 
Another possibility is that two different units of tradition have 
been joined together (9 9 109 and 11=13)o If this were true 9 the first 
section is concerned with secrecy and resurrection 1:1hilet the le,.tter is 
almost exclusively devoted to the coming of Elijaho Certainly9 vso9 and 
10 give great emphasis to the effects of the resurrection of Jesus which 
has led Bul tmann 3 and Schniet1ind 4 to suggest that the Transfiguration 
1o FoCoBurkitto G'h_ris"t:La;IL:B_~~?P}!\~S~o. (1924) Po33fo 
2o J oDunno Christology_ in the Mak}ng (19eO) Po47 o 
3o Bul tmrumo History Ofo o o o o0)2_o ci to Po 259o 
4o Schnietdndo Das Evangelium nach l\1a.rkuso(4th edo GOttingGn 1947)o 
~ - ---_ 
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must be inevitably linked to the resurrectiono 1 As we have stated 
elsewhere 9 such a theory now holds little respect amongst commentators9 
and Bul tmann' s theory has been largely rejectedo Certainly 9 the first 
subject introduced by the Evangelist after the Transfiguration would 
seem to be the absolute need for secrecy as to the true nature of his 
now revealed identity until the resurrection has taken placeo There is 
also inferred9 however9 the notion that the Transfiguration will only be 
properly understood after the resurrection has taken placeo To this 
extent there is a link between that \mch is revealed at the Transfiguration 
and tho event of the resurrection9 but the significance of the Transfigur= 
ation goes beyond the resurrectiono Verses 11=13 concem themselves 
almost exclusi velyDwi th the position of Jesus in the scheme of revelation 
an.d messianic expectation = how the coming of Elijah effects the christo= 
logical significance of the Son of Mano 
The presence of Elijah and Moses at the Transfiguration is not 
recorded in the source preserved in 2 Petero Their rols in the synoptic 
accounts l:Jill be analysed in greater dstail later in this Chaptero Ths 
reference to Elijah after the Transfiguration is particularly interesting9 
however9 because on the evidence of Mark 9g11 (CfoMto17g10) it would 
- -
seem that the early Christian community expected the coming of Elijah 
before the dawning of the end of time 0 The disciples 9 complaint was 
that since Elijah had not ye_t come the eschatological forecast of Jesus 
could not be correcto The confusion over signs of the end may well be 
the reason that Mark has introduced JVIoEJes and Elijah into his Transfiglll'=> 
ation harra:tive 9 oven though 9 on the ovidence of 2 Peter9 they may not 
have been a part of the apostolic t1itness (ieo the story told by Peter 
to Mark)o It is also poQsible that Mark interpreted the t10 of 2 Peter 
1o See other references throughout thosis 9 Ego Po 9o 
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as including Moses and El.ijah0 as witnesses of Jesus 0 glory9 although 
this is unlikelyo The later Jeltlish em knew of two expected fore= 
runners to the Messiah 1 who 't•Tere also associated with the inevitable 
suffering and vindication of the Messiaho In Jewish eschatology 9 
2 
Elijah 9s role in the messianic period is clearly attest~d9 including 
a definite association between himself and the person of the Messiaho 
Elijah was basica.lly regarded as the forerunner of the :Jewish Measiaho 
Ziesler9 hO\'Iever11 has wa.med against an ove:t'=>simplistic view of Elijah 0s 
role in this period9 and believes that 11 there are many roles he could 
play" vlhen one takes into account his prominence in later Jewish \"Tri tingso 3 
Ziesler9 however11 also agrees ,.,i th Boobyer tha.t within the eontext of 
Mark 9g11=13 the figure of Elijah inevitably suggests the need for a 
futuristic interpretationo We must conclude that9 in Jewish e:x:pectation9 
Elijah had an important role to plczy in future expectation as precursor 
of the Messiah at the Parousiao 
In the Gospel of Mark 9 the Transfiguration narrative has been placed 
by the author of the Gospel in a context which is dominated by futuristic 
expectation and eschatological expectationo That the narrative has a 
christol~g?.c~~ and ~ematic _function Hi thin the f)toryline i t~lf is 
undeniable since9 along with Caesarea Philippi 9 the Transfiguration marks 
the end of Jesus 9 Galilean ministry and the beginning of his journey to 
Jerusalemo :Beyond this 0 however9 the theological understanding of Mark 
concerning the Transfiguration of Jesus 9 which is revealed primarily by 
the context of the narrative in the Gospel 9 would suggest that Mark 
shared the understanding of the author of 2 Peter which '\:Je have already 
examinedo Both Mark and 2 Peter emphasise the similaritieo that e}dat 
between the Parousia of Jesus and thG Transfiguration of Josus as a 
1o Cfo Etho ~o90o 31o 9 2 Esdo 6g26o 
2o Cfo espo Mal 4g5fo 
)o Zieslaro ~t c_i};,o Po266o 
result of the context into which the Transfiguration is placed in their 
respective workso W:i,. th this in mind 9 we must now proceed to an exa.min= 
ation of the Marean account itselfo 
(iii) The }~roan Account = A More detailed Consideration 
A proper theological understanding of the Transfiguration 
narrative in Mark must now be pursued bearing in mind some of the points 
we have already establishedo These can be summarised as follows:= 
(a} a theological understanding of the narrative in the Gospels 
is enhanced by an evaluation of references elsewhere in the 
New Testament and in particular in 2 Peter 1g16=18e 
(b) the context of the narrative in the Gospel of Mark can colour 
our theological understanding of the event by an appreciation 
of why the Evangelist has arranged the material in the way 
that he haso 
(c) the redactional work of each Evangelist in relation to the 
original source and to each other can benefit our interest in 
the reasons behind the slight variations in each of the synoptic 
account so 
We shall be bearing in mind point (c) throughout our exegesis of the 
Marean account because it is important for us to take into account the 
differences in detai~ and in the context of the story in Mark 9 as-opposed 
to the accounts of Matthew and Lukeo We must seek to discover ~xactly 
what the Evangelist meant to portray both in the Transfiguration narrative 
itself and in their use of it within the Gospels as a \~oleo 
In the following attempt to outline some of the central issues at 
sta..l<:o in any oxegosis of the synoptic accounts of the Transfigura.tion 9 we 
tdll concentrate our attention on that recorded by Marko \1.hero there is 
a major di vergonce or discrepancy in oi ther JVIa.tthm-1 or Luke 9 thio Hill 
be pointed outo He have alroady suggostod reasons 'i:Yhy the theorioo of 
Bemadin9 Bul tmann and Schnai:tvind9 that tho Transfiguration is a mis=pla.ced 
resurrection account 9 must be discounted and HO t'lill deal ui th their 
85o 
arguments only to a limited extent in our exegasiso Similarly9 the 
work of Harald Riesenfeld9 which \te discussed briefly in our introduction9 
in which the Transfiguration is interpreted on the basis of Old Testament 
traditions and ri tual 9 must be discountedo 
1 An adequate 9 theological 
understanding of tne Transfiguration of Jesus must 9 in our opinion 9 lie 
elsel.Jh.ereo The revelation of Jesus Christ in the Synoptic Gospels had 
been influenced to a very great extent by the apostolic understanding of 
who Jesus t-ras and it is important that we consider the importance of the 
Apostolic Testimony both in light of our earlier discussion 2 and as a 
result of our conclusions concerning the 2 Peter account in our previous 
Chaptero Already9 it is aqundantly clear that if our conclusion as to 
the role of the 2 Peter narrative in the formation of the synoptic 
accounts is correct 9 and if we are right to presume that the context of 
the narrative in the Synoptic Gospels reveals something to us concerning 
the Evangelist:1_s understanding of his material 9 a theological explanation 
may well lie in some kind of a relationship between the Parousia and the 
Transfigurationo This relationship 0 though as yet ambiguous and un= 
specified9 nevertheless seems an important avenue which we should explore 
further a It remains to_!?~ seen what effect a more detailed exegesis of 
the Marean account \dll have on our earlier suggestions and this may \'lell 
determine our final conclusion as to ~mather the relationship between the 
Transfiguration and Parousia is the correct interpretationo \-Jhere 
possible9 it is important that \fe focus our attention on key motifs in 
tho narrative rather than on the grammar and synta.x9 in order for us to 
establish the importance of the imagery employed by i'Iarko \·Je must nmr 
proceed ui th a summary=excgosis of the Marean account of the Transfiguration 
of JeGUSo 
10 'fuis has already been explored in some earlier 't"!Orko 
RoPoMarshallo The Transfiguration of Jesu?f! ( 1980)o 
2o See Chapter IIo 
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And After Six Dayao 
Such a phrase is rarely found in Mark who provides us with few precise 
chronological reforences. 1 It is unclear whether Mark \'rlshes us to 
understand the reference to ~jJif,(! it as chronological or whether he 
intends us to see some theological or christological significance. 
Neither is it clear what event Mark wishes us to envisage aa occurring 
six days before the Transfiguration9 though Caesarea Philippi would seem 
to be the most likely candidate. Throughout Jesus 0 Galiletm ministry 
Mark displays no overt interest in exact and precise references to lapses 
in time and it is only in the passion narrative that references to time 9 
and intervals of time that have elapsed9 become important.
2 Let us. 
' first consider the word f f.. ItA and seek to establish after what event 
Mark desired us to see the Transfiguration taking place. 
The most frequently quoted opinion is that Mark connectcad the Trans= 
figuration with Petervs confession of faith at Caesarea Philippi. 
" Lagrange 9 earlier this century 9 believed that Mark had "indique 1 v intervalle 
entre lo. confemJion de Pierre et la T:mn~figuration" 0 3 and Taylor has 
since agro10:1d with this popular suggestion 4. Jl'fona Hooker suggests that 
1 o ''N;o other temporal statement in f1ark outside of tho Passion Na.rre..ti vo 
io so prociee" o Vo Taylor a <ogo_ci to Po 388o 
2o Ego Mark i4g12 0 15825o 
3 a Lagrange" .2R,o cit o p o 280 o 
4o Tayloro QpaCito Po388a 
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such an exact reference is so rare in Mark it is obvious that we should 
regard it as a definite connection between Caesarea Philippi and the 
TTansfiguration9 and she sees no reason why we should question the fact 
that "they did 9 in fact 9 take place within the space of a week"o 
1 It 
is perhaps logical for us to presume that Mark intended this direct 
chronological reference to establish in our minds a connection between 
the confession of Peter and the vision of glory given to Peter (and others) 
on the mountaino The words attributed to Peter in the Marean account are 
evidence in themselves of a Petrina motif common to both Caesarea and 
the Transfiguration in which Peter plays a dominant role in both eventsa 
The question raised by Hooker9 s stat~ent is· whether the figure .!!!. 
is a simple 9 chronological reference or whether there is some theological 
significance in the number itself o Lu.ke 9 s insistence that it was 9 in 
' o~-rt-3 ) has provided commentators 
with something of a mystery o I a HaMarshall3 presents us \'Ji th an adequate 
summary of the various possible reasons behind Luke 9s variation9 the most 
likely of which would seem to be the influence of Exo 24g16g 
"The glory of the Lord settl,10d on Mount Sinai and th10 
cloud covered it six days$ and on the seventh day he 
called to Moses out of the midst of the cloud"a 
Marshall 9 however0 admits that we cannot be at all certain why Luke hao 
changed Mark 0 s suggestion of six days which is also recorded in Matthew 
( 17g 1) o Perhaps the most obvious explanation is that Mark and Luke both 
used durations of time which \'fare meant to degigna.te "about a w0ckn cmd 
that there iEJ no obvious significance ei thor in .!!i!, or Q!_g_h! \'fhioh ths 
various oommontators have GJ~lorcda4 
1o Hookoro QR._oCi_io Po 123o 
2o Cf o IJukG 98 28a 
3o IoHoMaroha.llo ~~~~Jto Po382o 
4o FoRoMcCu.rloyo 11Aftor Six Days10 o JBL 93 (1971) 9 hao l'!rltt<m an article 
wggoot:!.ng s()me th0ologioal explanations but nom~ of them ar0 
suff;ici~mtly persua£Jiireo 
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The Greek word #1\f'e..fol did not only mean a period of twenty=four 
hours or a complete cycle of day and nighto It also had clear9 theo= 
logical connotationso In the Old Testament the Day of the Lord figures 
prominently in many passtages and seems to enjoy a variety of meaningso 
It could denote simply a day of joy (.Amos 5&189 Zecho14g7) 9 but in the 
later prophetic era it was also symbolic of the day of judgement and 
salvation (Joel 1g159 2g2)o HoHoRowley has pinpointed the chronological 
paradox of this phraseo 1 He has shown how many Old Testament passages 
suggest that the Day of the Lord is now at hand (I sao 13868 Ezeko30g 39 
Zepho 1&14) 9 whilst in other passages there is the suggestion that the 
Day of the Lord was more closely associated with a future Golden Age 
(Micho484S Dano2g44)o The only common attribute of each reference to 
the Lord 0 s day is that it is always said to break into history in a 
spectacular fashiono In later Judaism 9 the idea of some future day 
of vindication and glory became an essential part of Je1.-Iish. though to 
The messianic age l-Tould be preceded by a time of chaos (SyroBaro27) 
but the new age would be heralded by signs (Mark 13g23s SyroBaro2584) 
and the 9 end 0 (Mark 13g7) when the sinfulness of men would be overtaken 
by God 0s judgement9 wrath and righteousnesso SUch a day was an import= 
ant part of Jewish expectationo In the Qumran texts0 the day is referred 
to as having been already fixed (1QM 13g14)o This expectation has 
obviously affected the thought of the Early Churcho '.Ihe Da__x is referrad 
to as a day of "t-r.t'ath (Revo 6g17) 9 a day of judgement (2 Peter 2g9) 9 the 
Day of the Lord (1 Thesso 5g2) 9 the day of the Son of Man (Luke 17g24) 
and that day (2 Timo488)o \•le shall examine the meaning and significance 
of these references a little more in tho noxt Chapter9 but it is sufficient 
! 
for us to claim hero that tho Greek t·rord. 11''-fcL could bo interprated 
as having defini t0 0 futuristic connotations in that it 1:ras the expected 
~--=============?========~~================================= 
time of the revelation of the Messiah when all would be accomplishedo 
There is another group of references to ~ which have a common 
theme9 in that they refer to the time that has elapsed since the resurr= 
action of Jesuso G0 Delling 1 has suggested that early Christian refe:t'=> 
(_ 
ences to the resurrection tmich contained a reference to -~ft. (>d.. t-1ere 
influenced by Hose 6g2 2g 
"After two days he will revive us; on the third 
day he will mise us up that ,re may live before 
him"o 
Bultmann's attempts to connect the Transfiguration with the resurrection 
appearances of Jesus, as an appearance of the resurrected Jesus which had 
been mis=placed by the Evangelists into the terrestrial life of Christ 9 
were aided by later Rabbinic writings (Ego2 Esdo 7~29ff) where the 
resurrection was to take place "after seven days" a Co Eo Carlston uri tes 
that 9 3 11It is thus by no means impossible that the dating ~as for some 
unlmown reason taken from the original context and that this context was 9 
in fact 9 a resurrection sto:ry11 o Stein9 however9 does not believe that 
this exact reference to adaysa necessarily means that we must understand 
the Transfiguration as being somehow related to the resurrection appe~ 
aricEts o:t: J_~~so Our earlie~ CO_!!C~~sion that the Six days of Mark/Matthew, 
and the eight days of Luke,are both attompts to suggest a period of 11about 
a week 11 9 as well as the need on the part of the Evangelists to somehott 
connect the Caesarea discourse to the Transfiguration,are both further 
examples which illustrate,· alternatives to a connection between Transfigul:\-~ 
ation and resurrection 9 4 as a result of rJiarkas reference to ~o Furthe:t'=> 
more
1 
there aro several oth0r direct t001poro.l references in the Gospels that 
1 o GoDallingo article in ,'m_if_T 2o Po943=953o 
2o Dsllingo ~~-~=1o Pa949o 
3o Carlatono ~o,Ri~.o Po236o 
4a Steinc artccita Po83o 
have nothing t-rhatsoever to do with the resurrection of Jesus (EgoMark 1 g 329 
359 11g129 20p 14g1 9 12~ 15g1) and this is further evidence to support 
Stein 9 s suggestion that Bul tmann was incorrect to interpret the Trans= 
figuration in the light of resu.rrection tradition 1 9 11Moreover9 the refer= 
ence to "after six days 11 \-rould be most unusual for a resurrection appear= 
anoe since the temporal designations associated in the tradition with the 
resurrection are 9after three days 0 9 9 on the first day 0 9 and 9 during 
forty days 9 11 o 
\ve must conclude that on the question of the opening phrase of the 
Transfiguration narrative we have a rare example of a chronological refer= 
ence by Marko It is highly likely j;hat Mark has used this phrase (and it 
is therefore to be regarded as redaction on the part of Mark) in order to 
connect the events of Caesarea Philippi and the Transfiguration directly 
by suggesting that "about a '"eck11 had passed bet1:1aen the t1:1o events 
I. -
occurringo The possibility that in using the \ITOrd f\1..f't. fol Mark meant 
us to interpret it in the light of current Jewish expectation of the 
Messiah whom Peter had Ncognised is not impossible 9 but this oould seem 
unlikelyo The linking phrase simply highlights the christological connect= 
ion bet1:1een the two evontso No possible link between Transfiguration 
And Jesus Took \'Ji th Him Peter and Jamss and Johno 
Cl1ilton auggssts that tho use of the verb 1ft~...pol...Ao..ff:i.vw is redaction 
on the part of Mark 9 
2 
who uses the '!:lOrd else'!:lhere in his Gospelo 3 Hhen 
employed in tho Nm-1 Testamoot the l.:rord is often follo'!:md by tho accusative 
of a porson uhich highlights the taking of someone 'l.rl. th onoself9 tho 
1 o s·~eino .~,io};i_ta Po 03o 
2o Chiltono ~~~~cjto Po116o 
3o Ego Mark 48°369 5g409 10g321l 14g33o 
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selection of a certain group from a larger number9 the offering of 
fello't•lship to a particular groupe In the case of the Transfiguration 
narrative in all three synoptic accounts 9 this group consists of the 
three named disciples 11 Peter9 James and Johno The omi$sion of an article 
before John 9 s name has the effect of linking him more closely with James 
and this also highlights the role and individuality of Peter in the Trans= 
figuration sceneo In 2 Peter9 the first person plural replaces any direct 
reference to the names of those \iho were thereo The Transfiguration is 
not the only event in the Gospels at which these three disciples are said 
to be present together., They are the first three disoiples to be named 
by Mark (3z16 9 17)~ at the healing of the Official 0 s daughter Jesus allows 
no one to follol-7 him but Peter9 James and John (5g 37h Jesus takes the 
EJame three 1.-11 th him later to tho Garden of Gethsem&"'le after the TransfiguV= 
ation (14g33)!' Chilton believes that such an apostolic subset is not an 
invention of the Evangelist 9 but that a select group of three was a part 
1 
of the tradition accepted by the Early Church~ "The Pauline evidence 
is consistent with the View that Peter9 James and John were respbnsible 
for the trad.i tional shape of the transfigu.ra tion narrative" o 
This may also explain the author of 2 Peter 0s omission in not identifying 
the disciples present 11 by actually naming them in his reference to the 
Transfigurationo It could well be that the Early Church were so well 
acquainted td th the importance of Peter9 James and John as a group in 
their ol"m right 0 that he felt he had no need to actually name a group of 
apostleD who were knOwn to the community he addresseso 
Peter9 James and John have come to b0 regarded as a "representative 
inner=oircle of disciplos 11 2 who w0ro particularly rasponsiblo for the 
1 o Chil tono aE·~_,occj.~t.o Po 117 o 
2o Cfo Eo]GSto OPoCito Po56o 
Hoilnderso~=o~ ~Ci to Po224o 
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recording of the life and ministry of Jesus after his death and resurr= 
ectiono Other scholars 1 have sue-eested that the names of James and .John 
were added to that of Peter to take the spotlight off the apostle who had 
played such a key role in events at Caesarea and ~mo is the only disciple 
actually to speak during the Transfiguration of Jesuso This is less 
likely than the simple explanation that Jesus chose his threeg closest 
di~ciples to witness the manifestation of his glory with him on the 
mountain as he had chosen them at the other key points mentioned above" 
If Peter was responsible for informing the Evangelist ~~rk of events that 
had taken place 0 it is likely that he emphasised his own particular role 
in the material he handed down and this would explain his particular 
prominence in the Transfiguration stoxyo 
F'arrer conoidcrs the Transfiguration narrative to be the first 
element in a cycle of r~k which includes 982 = 10g31o 2 He suggests 
that the theme of A~ostolic Calling in this verse of the Transfiguration 
stor,y reappearso3 The three disciples are selected from the twelve to 
witness the mystery which is revealed to th€)mg 4 11The Transfiguration is 
the calling of the three apostolic witnesses· to the full exercise of 
their function and as such it takes place in the series of apostolic 
scenesno Their presence on the Transfiguration mountain enables them 
to see the glory of God macie visible in Christ and this is to become an 
essential part of their apostolic l.'li tness concerning the revelation of 
Christ in the worldo 
1o EoBesto artocito Po557o 
2o Farrer a .£-I>.o_Q_i !R, Po 11 Oo 
3o Farrer points back to Mark 3813=19 where he believes the concept of the 
three disciples and th~ tuelve disciples as tvro groups is introduced 
for the first timeo 
4o Farrero £R~C~j~ Po111o 
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to a High Moup~ain wh~~2 th&r were=~lon~ py themselveso 
The mountain as the venue for the Transfiguration introduces us 
to the first 9 central motif of the narrative "Thich not only appears in 
all three synoptic accounts but also in the account in 2 Peter 
;> - c , it (vo 18 b/1~ ol.(fl~ OfE..c... )a The Marean description is reproduced 
identically in MatthetV" whilst Luke writes simply that they ascended 
I ' ., 
£1.s 10 OfD! (9g28)o It is unclear whether the mountain has both a 
historical and a theological function 9 or whether it is purely theological 
in its significance as a venueo If we are to regard the Transfiguration 
as "a chronicle" 1 the mountain must obviously have been geographically 
situated approximately six days travelling time from Caesarea Philippi 
'tmich has led some scholars to suggest various mountains l'ri thin that 
vicini tyo Whilst most agree that the identity of the Transfiguration 
mountain must ultimately remain a mystery9 CoKopp 
2 
suggests that Mount 
Tabor could easily have been reached within six days of leaving Caesareao 
Furthermore9 Kopp believes that Mark 9g30 (They went on from there ru1d 
passed through Galilee) adds further weight to the credibility of Tabor 
as the Transfiguration mountaino The most serious contender to Mount 
- - -
Tabor is Mount Hermon 9 but it would seem to be less favourable a candi= 
date for geographical reasons 9 even though Bishop Ramsey suggests it 
would have been a more isolated and suitable venueo3 Indeed9 the quest 
to identify the 1l1:t--ansfigU.ration moun-tain t·.till always result in uncertainty 
because there is no concrete evidence available to us and we rely purely 
on conj0ctureo Furthermore9 0e must bear in mind the point made in the 
1 o Chil tono a_l:'t..R.ci_t,o Po 116o 
2o CoKOPPo ~ H_oJxoJ}~~_o_:L~th_e C'>5)_SJ.?_O).=s·" (1962) 9 explores OT rGfo:ronoeo 
to Hermon (EgoPso89z12) and :points out the Pagan Cult th13r0 in 
218 BCo 
3o Ramseyo 9Po9ito Po113o 
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earlier part of this Chapter regarding the redactional work of the 
Evangelists 9 which means that we cannot always take their chronology 
seriously. 
The theological significance of the mountain is less difficult to 
establish. Riesenfeld 1 has examined the role and function of the mount= 
ain in various religions 9 especially amongst Palestinian groups 9 where 
it played a vital part in religious ritual. In the Jewish tradition 
the mountain°s central function was as a venu~ of revelation. The key 
events in the history of Israel where God communicates with his people 
are said9 frequontly 9 to have taken place on a mountain. Thus Isaac was 
to be offered as Abr~am's sacrifice upon a mountain (Geno22g2)9 during 
battle 9 Moses is reported to have prayed to Yahweh on the top of a 
mountain (Exo1789); Elijah prays at the summit of Mount Carmel (1 Kings 
18g42)2o The Hebrew tradition therefore clearly associated the mountain 
with the presence of Yah1..,reh and the stage for God 0 s revelation in the 
worldo 
It is upheld by several commentators that the Old Testament undeXb 
standing of the mountain played a key role in the minds of the Evangelists 
3 .. < ,\, \' in- their -recording of this-mirrativeo - To interpret Of'0.5- --u;4-"o\l-
a reference tq the Old Testament unde~standing of revelation strengthens 
the arguments of those vJho argue for a Transfigura1;ion=Exodus typology. 
Chil ton 9 for example 9 belie_V:es that the various motifs (of which the 
mountain is one) of the Transfiguration narrative can lead us to the 
conclusion that 4 11At the level of tradition and redaction 9 it is beyond 
reasonable doubt that tho Transfiguration is fundamentally a visionary 
experience of the Sinai motif of Exodus 24 11 o That the imagery of the 
1 o Riesenfeldo p;:>o cito Po217=222o 
2o Cfo also Pso2g69 15g1 9 4383? Is.2g2 9 27813 9 66g20B JVIicho487o 
3o Eg. Rawlinson9 .Anderoon9 Chilton and Hilla 
4o Chilton9 artocito Po122o 
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Old Testament played a key role in the understanding of the Evangelists 
is undeniableo Jesus himself had lived as a Jew and the Sitz im Leben 
of the Gospel writers was very much that of an era \'lhich relied on the 
past and looked forward to the future without much regard for the pr~sento 
\Vhether the Exodus traditions were the only factor behind the moUntai~ as 
the venue for the Transfiguration is another questiono 
In the Nev1 Testament 9 the mountain figures in a diversity of 
different incidentso 1 Only in one place (Mto28g16) does it feature in 
tho context of the resurrection and this (as ''~e have already said with 
regard to the question of the six d5¥!) hardly provides evidence enough 
to suggest that we are dealing with a mia=plac~d resurrection accounto 2 
More frequently 9 the mountain is associated with Jesus when he desires 
solitude or isolation9 usually in order to prayD3 in ,these cases some= 
thing of God v s will is revealed to Jesus as the Son of Man who longs for 
a more direct and visible vindication from C-od of his role as Son of :Go.do 
Something of this isolation 9 a setting apart so that the will of r~d 
might be revealed (the discipies and Jesus were alone 9 bLthemselves) is 
appropriate to our understanding of the Transfiguxation narrative but 
there isa further possibility to be exploredo 
Boobyer notes that the mountain 4 "has prominence both in the Ne'\lr 
Testament and in other Christian or Jewish literature9 as the place 
specially fitted for eschatological teaching or revelation"o Both in 
Rabbinic li tera.ture 5 and in later ,parts of the Old Testament the mountain 
1o EgoMato488 9 531 9 14g239 26g308 Mark 3g13fo 
2o Cf o Bultmann9 Carlaton9 Schnie,1indo 
3o Ego Lu..ke 6g 12~ Mto 14z 23o 
4o Boobyero ,9]?~-~iJ;,o Po 65o 
5o Riosonfolcl gives sovora.1 mramplo8o ,OP._o_~t,o Po219o 
was not only a place where God dwelt or revealed his immediate plan 
for his people~ it i!-JaS the expected venue of the Day of the Lord9 the 
End Time9 the Parousia as it came to be lmown in this period(t Lacoque 1 
has shown how the mountain in Dana 9g16f is to be regarded as the 
universal rallying point at the end of tinieo Boobyer points to several 
New Testament passages 2 where such an understanding of tho mountain 
would be highly app:ropriate 9 and suggests that Mark may well have had 
such an understandiiig in mind in writing down the Transfiguration story 9 
bearing in mind it~ context both in the Gospel and in 2 Petero Certainly 9 
the account recorded in 2 Peter where the mountain is designated as a 
9holy mountain' adds weight to the suggestion that what is being referred 
to is a mountain upon which the events of the last day will take placeo 
There is little evidence in the works of later Je\dsh \a1:~ers that ·~here 
was a definite place in Jet-rish expectation for the mounta.iil as a venue 
for all that was to take placeo It is therefore true that there is no 
concrete evidence to suggest that the Transfiguration moUn.tain has a 
natural place in the events of the Parousia or in the events le~ng up 
to ito Despite this 9 the overall emphasis on the presence and power of 
God 9 the continuity of God~'s revelation and action in the \1orld 9 and the 
expectation that God \'!Ould save his people once and for all at the End 
Time9 suggests that what 1.r1as once an exclusive Old Testament motif had 
become a sign that God would Hork just as actively iri the futureo 3 
1o Ao J..acoqueo ~-e~~]?_s>~copf~-~l'l.'t_el>o (1979} Po106o 
2o Nto 24g3~ Nark 1jg)3 RCVo 21g10o 
3o Boobyero 2}',..cCit.o Po64o 
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And He was Transfigured Before Themo 
The exact meaning of this phrase is unknowno The verb fl"TotfDf~Ow occurs 
in the New Testament only in the Matthoan parallel 9 in Romo12g2 and in 
2 Coro 3g18o Pauline influence on Mark is dismissed by Cranfield 1 and 
Taylor 2 who understand Paul to be describing an abiding glory of Christ 9 
whereas in the Gospels the event is essentially a temporary glimpse of 
that which is being revealedo Luke is alone among the synoptic writers 
in his omission of this verb 9 but it is also absent from 2 Peter whioh 9 
like r.uke 9 describes the transformation as a manifestation of f~(;._ 0 
The reasons for the difference in describing exactly what happened to 
Jesus will be discussed shortlyo 
The concept of being transformed from one being into another is a 
feature of both Greek and Latin literatureo 3 In the Christian tradition 
the word has a less obvious and rather scanty historyo There is no 
linguistic equivalent of }Jf.ToL..fOf~Ow in the Old Testament but the 
shining of Moses 0 face (Exo34g29f) and the vision in Daniel (10g5f) are 
frequently quoted as Old Testament examples of Transfiguration experienceso 4 
Cranfield believes that although the word was familiar within Pagan circles9 
the Evangelists 0 understanding of the word was more likely to be rooted 
in the Jewish eschatological tradi tion9 examples of usage here can be 
distinct lack of any direct reference to the idea of transfigurati~ in 
theJuda.Do.'-'Christian tradi tion11 ho\1ever9 adds more l;Jeight to the exclu= 
sive importance of this particular ovant in the life of Josuso 
1o Cranfieldo o~~cjlio Po290o 
2o Tayloro 2&ociJ~ Po389o 
3o Both Ovid and Apulieus ~te works which were entitled Metamorphoseso 
4o Cranfieldo Ql'_oCi t,o Po290o 
paradoxically 
deepens our understanding of the experience of Jesus at his TransfiguV=> 
ation9 in that Luke explains the avant in terms of a glorious appearance 9 
C"£' 1 ' "'c: -the manifestation of llD t:J- o Luke states that lo £1<1o.i Tov fTpacrw1Tov 
•· 
-~vTo u EIE.rt)" ·and later speaks of those assembled as appearing 
EJ J-~~ which is generally taken as replacing the verb 0 transfigured 0 
in Matthew and Marko Soma have suggested 2 that Luke did not explain the 
manifested glory in terms of Transfiguration because of the Pagan oval.'= 
tones associated with the word fe..T..t.fDf~Ow . Instead, it 'tvould seem 
that Luke relied more heavily on the Apostolic Testimony as it is pre= 
served in 2 Peterg v0 16 ~_x~· i:rro-rrTot.L (\"Ev'(8ivTE.i' tii.( 
;£Kt.i"voll fE-!oLXt.o-r"i·n~ vo 17 )v<.~w\1 Q":Y TrDLf~ SEov TT«t.fo.r 
tu.~ ~b~\1 If the case argued for earlier in this 
thesis is correct = that the Transfiguration recorded in 2 Peter is the 
most primitive Petrina account of the events that took place on the mount= 
ain-it is relatively easy for us to imagine how the synoptics have dealt 
with their source 9 how Mark has interpreted 2 Peter 1g16=18 as an expel.'=> 
ience of Transfiguration9 and how Luke has used very similar vocabulary 
to that of the Epistleo Mark acknowledges that the Transfiguration is a 
manifestation of GodYs glory in Christ and he uses the verb rt.Tc!fOf+;w 
to describe the change that came over Christ as a result of his experianceo 
Matthew accepts the verb as adequate to describe Jesus 0 experience and 
that some of his readers might identify the word as essentially a Pagan 
concept 9 omits it and prefers a direct reference to the glory (d2~~) 
~mich is manifested on the mountain and Which is described in even greater 
1 o Luke 9&29a 
2o Biesenfeld has argued thiso 
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detail in Z Petero The result of the various accounts of the Trans= 
figuration in the New Testament is a direct 9 theological link between 
the concepts of 0 Transfiguration° and 0glory 9 o The title of Bishop 
Michael Ramsey's book9 The Glor;y of God and the Transfiguration of Christ 
suggests that these two concepts are inextricably linked and that one is 
the result of another a To be transformed demands an encounter \d th and 
an experience of the glory of Godo 
The chief significance9 therefore9 of Jesus 9 Transfiguration lies in 
the fact that the glory of God was made manifest.. "Glory" is an exceed= 
ingly common biblical concept unlike the verb 11Transfigu.re"o The Greek 
word [;Eot was the most common translation of the Hebrew word lll3 
-r 
\mich had a variety of meaningso 1 Ramsey suggested that 2 "Kabod 
denotes the revealed being or character of Yahweh and also a physical 
phenomenon whereby Yahvreh 's presence is made know no This is a defin= 
i tion lrrhich underlines the active nature of this glory which God has made 
known to the \'lorldo Thus 11 in the Old Testamant 9 ·l i l..J suggested an 
T 
active 9 working God who manifested himself to Israsl 9 often in dramatic 
ways 3 and with the result that God was made known to the worldo 
Included in this Hebraic understanding was an acceptance of the promise 
that a full manifestation of the kabod was e~~ected in the last days 9 the 
purpose of which was to bring salvation to Israel 4 and to convert the 
nationso 5 Eventually9 the glory of God came to be essentially concerned 
lrli th the eschatological expectation of the intertestamental period which 
1o These are fully explored by Kittel 0 article on do~a TTINT voloiioPo244=257o 
2o Ramsey11 .QJ2_~~. Po9o 
3o Exo16g7 0 33&18~ Iso4085 0 60g1~ Pso1981g 9683o 
4o Iso60g1v Ezoko39g21fo 
5o Psa9683=98 Zocho285=11o 
exhibited a strong interest in the heavenly world and the role of the 
doxa within it a 
Kittel describes how9 in the Ta.rgums 9 
1 the l J .1.:;) of God is algays 
T 
described as lf:~ but the latter has a rather deeper meaning than 
kabodo In Rabbinic Judaism9 however9 1\lJ can denote something very 
similar to 
points out 
7 
that which is implied in the Old Testament but 9 as Kittel 
2 . . 
"At the same time l113 is used consistently for the 
,.... 
divine and heavenly mode of being"o Several documents describe how man 
originally had a part to play in the kabod of God but that this was taken 
away following the fall of mankindo (Gnoro11 on 2o3)~ attempts to rectify 
this position have failed 9 despite the promises of Godo In later Rabbinic 
Judaism 9 (Ego Peskit ro37 163a) there are attempts to portray the role of 
the Messiah as one who would embody within himself the kabod of the Lordo 
As Kittel goes on to illustrate 9 3 this theme of the Messiah v s role \vas 
used and developed in a great deal of eschatological literatureo This 
connection behreen future events and the doxa which is referred to in the 
Ne\·1 Testament is obvious and important if we are to take into account the 
understanding of the Rabbinic and Hellenistic periodso 
Kittel concludes his brief survey of the use of ~ in the Netv-
Testament with the follovrlng statement which we will quote in fullg 4 
"All these statements concern the glorification of the risen Lord after 
Eastero The application of the word to the incarnate Jesus is strictly 
limi tedo In Matthew and lVIark it is concerned only ,.,i th the Parousia 
is also found in the stories of the birth and the transfigurationo The 
~---==-=--=·=--
1o nttelo ar.t «.._c}~t. a Pa245o 
2o Ki ttelo art_o_Ci..!o Po245o 
3o Kittelo !'1-rto ci to Po247o 
4o Ki ttelo a.;£.t o cij; o Po250o 
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revelation of doxa at the birth of Christ (Luke 2g9) like the appea~ 
ance of the angels 9 points to his coming from the divine world? it has 
the same force in John 17g5 f~£~ ~ t1 Xov ...... 1fo4,f~(To~o His transfiguration 
is an eschatological anticipation"o V~ttel 9 s statement is quoted in full 
because of the importance of his basic understanding that the Transfiguration 
glory is directly related to the Parousia expected by the Early Church. 
This conclusion of Kittel has not been seriously questioned by scholars 
because of the widely accepted eschatological understanding of doxao 
We have already explored the implications of the word as it appears in 
2 Peter and it would be possible for us to explore even further its 
importance outside of the New Testament and in the context of the Early 
Churcho Because of our limited brief in this matter9 however9 it is 
rather more important for us to consider at what stage in the process 
of Christ 9s manifestation to the world9 the glory of C~d is seen to be 
importanto 
Boobyer argues that in Judaism and in the New Testament 1 the 
transformation into a glistening body of ~ 2 "has outstanding refel.'=> 
ence to the events of the last days 11 o Whether the glory that is revealed 
is pre=existent or not 9 3 this link between the Transfiguration and the 
Parousia is very important and marks a vital stage in the revelation of 
Jesus as the Son of God and as the expected Messiaho Bishop Ramsey 
states confidently that 11the changed appearance of Jesus has clear 
affinity to the Apocalyptic ideas of the glory of the lVIessiah and the 
Saints in heaven and to Jesus 0 O\~ predictions of the coming of the Son 
of rJian in his glory 11 o 4 Burkill also reminds us that there is an 
1o Boobyero ~o~~to Po69o 
2o See next section on the glistening garmentso 
3o Bernadino arto9ito Po20o 
4o Ramsey a .QJ?_o ciJ. o Po 1 09 o 
) ' 
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important christological link between Mark 8g38 and the Transfiguration 
pericope suggesting that the events on the mountain provide a dramatic 
demonstration of the glorious nature which properly belongs to Jesus as 
Messiah and which acts almost as a divine seal of approval after the 
events of Peter9s confession at Caesaroa Philippio 1 Jesus is thus 
"totally engrossed with the future" 2 in an event which succeeds in 
manifesting the messianic glory which will ultimately belong to him at 
the Parousiao We will agree with IoHoMarshall 3 who suggests that the 
question of whether the glory of Jesus was pre=existent or whether it 
was manifest on the mountain for the first time, is9 in the final analysis 9 
an unreal questiono On the mountain of the Transfiguration the glory of 
God was made visible in the person of Christ = an attribute expected of 
the Messiah and totally at home within the context of 0schatological 
eventso 
The concept of glory is so extensive in its implications that our 
brief consideration of it here hardly does it justiceo Nevertheloss 9 it 
is possible to establish several important conclusions which are import= 
ant to our overall consideration of the theological significance of the 
narrative in Marko The verb f€iJ.fop¢6w 9 as employed by Matthel.r and 
Mark is inextricably linked to the presence of the ~ recorded in Luke 
and 2 Petero The Transfiguration of Jesus consisted of a visual demon= 
stration of Jesusv messianic glory as it would be revealed at the Parousiao 
The glory motif is not to be understood as adding weight to any mis=placed 
resurrection account theory nor is it rooted exclusively in the Old 
Testament ~abo,§. traditions \-Jhich we have already discussedo f:t.r;l.. in 
1 o Burkillo _?}?__o_Ci to Po 162o 
2o Badcockoarty~~-t~ Po324o 
3o Marshallo QJ~o~cJio Po383o 
the New Testament predominantly denotes the glory that will be revealed 
at the Parousia0 1 Our earlier discussion as to the significance of 
the 2 Peter account adds further weight to the argument that 9 in the 
Synoptic Gospels 9 the Transfiguration of Christ is understood as it was 
by the author of 2 Peter to be a visual demonstration of Jesus' futuristic 
glory 0 This is what is revealed \'lhen Jesus was fE..'fJ.foptw 6"1 £frrfouGEv 
~~TWv Boobyer's conclusion is both acceptable and plausible thatoooo 
"the transfiguration was to Mark a vision 9 given beforehand, of Jesus as 
2 he will be at his second advent"o 
" 
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And His garments became glistening9 intensely white 9 whiter than any 
fuller on earth could bleach them. 
Our consideration of this verse need only be brief9 as we are concerned 
with the visible effects of the glory in the person of Jesus. The most 
surprising omission in the Marean account is a reference to the shining 
face of Jesus 9 which is added in both Matthew and Luke. BoHoStreeter 3 
suggested that such a reference in Mark had been lost at a very early 
stage which Cranfield admits is nconceivable 19 • 4 If9 however9 such a 
reference was never a part of the source used by Mark (and there is no 
1o Other New Testament references emphasise thisg T·Tto16g27 9 19g28?24g30, 
25g31~ Titus 2g13~ Philo 3g21o 
2o Boobyero 9~o2ito Po69o 
3o BoHoStreetero Th~~o~~pelso (1924)o Po315fo 
4o Cranfield. op.cit. p.290o 
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reference to a shining face in 2 Peter) the question remains as to why 
Matthew and Luke have added this detail to their accounts. The most 
obvious answer is that a key passage in the book of Exodus was in the 
minds of Matthew and Luke when they wrote down their accountsg 
11\olhen Moses came dol'm from Mount Sinai 9 with the t\vO 
tablets of the testimony in his hand as he came dolm 
from the mountaing Moses did not know that the skin 
of his face shone because he had been talldng with 
(',od" o (Exo 34z 29f) o 
In the light of other parallels between Jesus and Moses 9 especially in 
1 the Gospel of Matthew 9 it is not surprising that this detail was added 
to the Marean account in order to heighten the parallelism between Jesus 
and Moses as Servants of God 9 vindicated by Him., The appearance of Moses 
at the Transfiguration itself adds weight to this possibility and may \!fell 
be the reason for his presenceo 
The possibility that \·Te are to interpret the description of the 
transfigured Jesus as being in some way related to eschatological expect= 
ation is obviouso Shining garments 9 for example 9 are an essential part 
of the imagery of the apocalyptic trad.i tion 2 9 as are the images of 
\'Thi tenesso This imagery is almost certainly rooted in the Old Testament 
from where many of the mythological ideas and images have been derived. 
"I lifted up my eyes and looked~ and behold9 a man 
clothed in linen whose loins were girded with loins 
of Uphazo His body was like beryl 1 his face like the 
appearance of lightening9 his eyes like flaming torches 9 
his eyes and legs like the gleam of bumished bronze 9 
and the noise of his words like the sound of a 
multi tude" o 
Such imaeery obviously had an effect upon the apocalyptic tradition 
since many of the above images are frequently reproduced thereo 
1 o DoHill explores the parallelism bett-reen Jesus and Moses throughout 
his commentary0 OPocito .,.-::-'_~ 
A word of caution needs to be expressed here with regard to our 
terminology concerning the Parousiao 1 CoRowland has recently argued 9 
in a very persuasive manner 9 that eschatological and ~ocaly;ptic are 
not interchangeable adjectives of imagery and events leading up to the 
Parousiao In our discussion of the various motifs of the Transfiguration 
narrative9 bearing in mind its context within the Gospel of Mark and its 
context in 2 Peter9 it is important that we understand exactly what is 
meant by this terminologyo We have already stated above that the Old 
Testament provided the apocalyptic tradition with much of its imagery 
but 9 following Rowland's argument 9 this does not necessarily mean that 
we are concerned with eschatological 9 futuristic eventso A summary of 
Rowland 9 s arguments is thus called foro 
Rmvland points out 2 that the apocalyptic movement 1:ras not confined 
to the Ju~Christian tradition nor to one particular period in the 
history ·of either of these religions a "To speak of apocalyptic 9 therefore 9 
is to concentrate the theme of the direct communication of the heavenly 
mysteries in all their diversity11 0 3 Ro1:rland suggests, that there has been 
a general tendency to regard what we would classify as 'apocalyptic 9 as 
necessarily ueschatologicaPo "Indeed9 to many 9 the word apocalyptic is 
really little more than a particular kind of eschatology prevalent in 
the early Jewish and Christian tradi tiona" o 4 Ro't:rland proceeds to outline 
the basic point that there are apocalypses which show little or no interest 
in cocho.toloey and that nthe bits of eschatology present in the apocalypses 
tend to be very varied 11 o 5 Thus 9 we may define apocalyptic as a way of 
--::;:---------" 
1 oRO\·llando ,9}'~o-~:!;io Po 14o 
2 o Ro~1land; OPoCito 
c:::-'___..::;---=-~~ 
Po 10 
3 o R0\1lando 
.OJ>,opi to Po 14o 
4oROHlando _2P~CJ.j,o Po25o 
5o .Rm·rlando .£P..o=c_i _t, o Po29o 
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comprehending the divine will of God 9 and eschatology as being concerned 
primarily with the nature of the divine hopes for the futureo 1 "As a 
result it is impossible to separate out a strand of eschatological expect= 
ation which is coherent enough to be distinguished as an apocalyptic 
sectarian ideology" o In our consideration of the motifs of the 
Transfiguration narratives 0 if we are to proceed on the understanding 
that its true context is that of an anticipation of the Parousia0 we 
are dealing with what are essentially eschatological motifs rather than 
purely apocalyptic images and the two are not necessarily interchangeableo 
On the evidence of Revo3~4 9 5:18 0 it is clear that white garments 
were frequently understood to be as eschatological in their significanceo 
At.u K.D'£ in secular Greek meant v light' 9 'fair' 9 'bright' or 'clear' 
but in the New Testament tradition whiteness became the recognised 
2 colour of the eschatological timeo Michaelis explains the 1st Century 
AoDo custom in which the dead were buried in white and he suggests that 
this might be connected with the imagery of the garments worn by the 
saints in their transfigured states (EthoEno62o14f~ SloEno22o8)o The 
glorified Christ in the first vision of John (Revo1:14) is described 
vi vidlyg "his head and his hair were white as white \10ol 9 vThi te as snow"9 
and it is obvious that "re are to see an emphasis on the colour whi teo 
This is similar to the scene of great glory which is described in 
1 Enoch 14:20 where two aspects of divinity are mentioned0 the first 
concerns the raiment of the figure described ("his raiment "'as like the 
sun brighter and lighter than any snow") and 9 the second 9 the face of 
the figure \-Jhich gl0\1So The parallel to the transfigured Jesus is 
obvious hcreo In all three synoptic accounts the bodily whiteness is 
described whereas only in Matthm-J and Luke is the face also reported to 
1 o Rm·Ylando .~R-~.P~iJ;.o Po 36o 
2o Michaeliso artocito Po242o 
shineo 
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1 Rowland points out that no less than five words are used in 
both the Greek of 1 Enoch and the synoptic accounts of the Transfiguration 
and these are: 
ao sun 
bo face 
Co white 
do snow 
eo clothing 
It is also true that there are a_few linguistic differences between the 
use of these vrords o 2 There are similar parallels between the descript= 
ion of the transfigured Lord and the description of Abel in the Testament 
of Abraham (12)o Such parallels lead Rowland to conclude that an explan= 
ation of the Transfiguration of Jesus may well lie in 11 the direction of 
apocalyptic theophanies and angelophanies11 o3 Such a conclusion might 
be acceptable if the Transfiguration consisted only of a description of 
the change in appearance that came over Jesuso Unfortunately9 however9 
Rowland 9 whilst pinpointing important parallels between the imagery used 
in the Transfiguration and similar imagery used in apocalyptic theophanies 9 
fails to examine the other important motifs of the narrative in any great 
detailo This omission means that his conclusion as to the purpose of the 
--
Transfiguration rests solely on the description of the transfigured Jesus 
and does not take into account the other details and motifs 9 nor the 
context of the story in the Gospelso The main benefit in Rowland 9 s 
contribution9 however9 lies in our ability to comprehend the background 
to the Evangelistsu description of the tTansfigured Jesus and that notions 
of gloHing9 white raiments and glovring faces 9 tfere an accepted part of 
the eschatological traditiono Indeed9 there is little doubt that this 
1 o Rmflando p~ci to Po 367 o 
2o Ego Hord for ga:rment = hi~~ii-a (Synopto) P~?rib~l~n (IoEno) o 
3o Rowlando ~~cito Po367o 
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verse confirms the view expressed in our consideration of Vo2 that the 
the~logical emphasis lying behind this description of the effects of 
Jesus 9 Transfiguration is best understood in the context of an eschato= 
logical setting9 '\>There the imagery used can be explained in terms of 
eschatology or apocalypticc The garments were an accepted part of such 
a tradition whilst the glowing face had been taken from the Old Testament 
and added to the apocalyptic traditiono The white and shining garments 
of Jesus indeed fit perfectly into our understanding of the Transfiguration 
as a visual demonstration of the Messiah's appearance at his Second Comingo 
CJ1fi~t blolo~s ' HA.t-~(lu: ctuv 
rrvv ~~>.oov-re.s- -rG 
~ 
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And there appeared to them3 Elijah with Moses 9 and they spoke with Jesuso 
l. / 
The use of the verb Ofol..W in Mark is rare (Cfo l\Iarko 1 g44) but the 
form w4>!1Aij is unique to this verse~ "It is presumed that it is used 9 
as elselvhere in the New Testament ( Cf o 1 Cor o 15 g 5=8) 9 of the sudden 
1 
appearance ()f a heaven~y f~n:m."<l This understan~ing of the wQrq is 
clearly seen in those examples found throughout the New Testament 
three figures 9 :r-1oses 9 Elijah and Jesus "'ere engaged in conversationo 
Both l\Tatthew and Luke record the appearance of the two heavenly figures 9 
but l-Ti th some interesting modificationso Both reverse the order and put 
the name of Eoses first (Ego r;;-to Mwu~J'1.S ~'t_ , HAtlc.~..s) 11\'rhich seems 
more natural"o 2 Lulce 9 s account has further additions concerning the 
1o Tayloro OPoCito Po3!39o 
~,_"7-c.-....-....o 
2o Cranfieldo 9~cito Po291o 
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appearance of Moses and Elijah. Luke instructs us as to the subject 
of their conversation ( tAf-(0\1 ~~ v L E.o ~o v t:(_~To0, ;qv ~feAAEv 
;r.,\"ifOV\1 ~u IE.fo<Jfrt>t)Vrf) and this introduces Jerusalem both as the 
future venue of Jesusq execution and also 9 as the place where the process of 
Jesusq eventual glorification will begino Luke informs us that they were 
talking about Jesus q exodusg 1 "the departure par excellence a o o. The 
precise force here is uncertain~ it may refer tog 1o simply the death 
of Jesus (~ichaelis ~ 5 107P Sch~rmann 1 558)p 2o the whole event of 
Jesusq death 9 resurrection and ascension as his departure to heaven 
(Cf. 9g51 Zahn 383); 3o the death of Jesus as an act of salvation"o 
l\'larshall is right to sta-te that an exact interpretation of the word is 
impossible and will remain uncertain 9 but it seems impossible for us to 
deny t}lat vre must interPret the word as referring to some future event 
in the life of Jesus. 
Moses and Elijah are obviously an important part of the synoptic 
tradition concerning the Transfiguration of Jesus. In the 2 Peter account 
we have already shown how there is no direct reference to the two Old 
Testament figures 9 and that it is possible that Peter did not give this 
information to the Evangelists. The plural ~ could have been interpreted 
a.s referring to a group -outsid-e the three apostles who were so \-Jell known 
within the Early Church that the author of 2 Peter had no need to name 
either the three (Peter9 James 9 John) or the five (Peter9 James 9 John~ 
Elijah 9 Moses). In our own view 9 it would seem more likely that the 
motif of Moses and Elijah may well have been added by ~ark in his attempt 
to explain the theological significance of the person of Christ as a 
result of this manifestation of the glory of God. The person of Jesus 
in the Early Church VJas not clearly understood9 indeod0 he Has a figure 
subject to great controversy and there was a need to place Jesus in his 
correct context as the Messiah of the people of God. 
In a quite recent article concerning the importance of Moses and 
Elijah in the Transfiguration narrative 9 Nargaret Thrall 1 has advocated 
the need for a more serious consideration of the role of Hoses and Elijah 
in the Transfiguration storyo Her central argument is that Moses and 
Elijah are far more important than some scholars would suggost2and that 
too many commentators have been guilty of treating the two figures as 
"peripheral and additional symbols" within the narrative) Thrall is 
convinced that five of the seven verses of the Marean account are con= 
cerned either directly or indirectly with Moses and Elijah, and she 
believes that they are "absolutely essential" 4 to our understanding of 
the Transfiguration narrati veo Thrall insists that "They are not merely 
part of the symbolic background scenery" and that "In some senses they 
are figures upon 1:1hom the \-Thole story turns" o 5 1:/hether i·re are able to 
agree on their importance to this extent is doubtful but it is important 
for us to suggest in what ways we can explain the theological signific= 
ance of the presence of Moses and Elijah on the Transfiguration mountaino 
GoHoBoobyer begins his assessment of this verse >·ri th a reference to 
the mis=placed resurrection account theory and points out that this verse 9 
more than any otherg is least complimentary to those who hold the view 
6 that the Transfiguration t-Tas originally a mis=placed resurrection accounto 
The alternative explanation9 which is expounded by Boobyer9 is that the 
Transfiguration is connoted to the Parousia9 and the presence of Moses 
and Elijah is thus less difficult to explain because of the role played by 
1 o l\ioEoThrallo "Elijah and Moses in Markvs account of the Transfiguration 11 o 
~~ 16 (1969) Po305=311o 
2o Ego Boobyer9 Leany9 Baltensweilero 
Jo Thrallo ~:r.:_t_oc_i_to Po305o 
4o Thrall a !l-Ft .. o=~i~t_o Po 305o 
5o Thrallo §.E_t~".c._-\to Po305o 
6o Stein also gives several key reasons against the role of ~oses and 
Elijah in a mis=placed resurrection accounto 
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key figures in Je\vish eschatology8 "El1och9 Elijah 9 Moses 9 Ezra 9 Baruoh9 
Jeremiah~ perhaps even Job (LXX xliiio17) 9 are all associated with the 
1 
expectation of the new age"~ There are also several New Testament 
passages which imply that outstanding figures from the past would have 
a vi tal role to play in the future (Eg .. Mt .. 8:11; Mark 12~25=?,7)P and 
these need to be kept in mindo 
The presence of Elijah on the mountain of the Transfiguration is 
conceivably easier to justify than that of Moses.. During the inte~ 
testamental period and in Rabbinic Judaism the role of Elijah in the 
'eschatological plan' polarised itself significantly. Elijah was 
expected to deliver Israel in the last days from the wrath that would 
befall her (Sir .. 48:10); he would be the forerunner of the Messiah and 
the High Priest of the messianic age.. This explains tho questions of 
the discip~es to Jesus on their way do\tn the mountaino 2 The confusion 
which arose between John the Baptist and Elijah in the New Testament is 
thus easy to comprehend .. (cr .. John 1~21 9 25)" and it is clear that Elijah 0s 
role \•las confused in the minds of many individuals of the New Testament 
era9 \·Jhether John the Baptist was a personification of Elijah9 or even if 
this was merely an error on the part of the Evangelists 9 there was a clear 
relationship betv1een the two in the minds of the Early Christiaris: 3 "In 
Christian eyes Jesus had already initiated and ushered in the end time 
and thus Elijah must have already comeo .And who better to fulfill that 
role than John?" It could therefore be suggested that the appearance of 
Elijah with Jesus at his Transfiguration announced the beginning of the 
end of timoo4 Ziesler concludes that the most likely explanation of 
Elijah 0 s presence is 11 that he is here as one \iho appears at the end9 as 
1 o Boobyero ,OJ>o,9 t,o Po 70o 
2o Hark 9g9f o 
3o JoKoEllioto Questiop_i=nK.:.-Cl1.FJ-J3tian Originso (1982) Po20o 
4o WoGerbero "Die Metamorphose Jesus" Th~,'23 (1967) Po385=395o 
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the precursor of the Messiah" 9 
1 
and this understanding is consistent 
with the conversation between Jesus and his discipleso Elijah9 therefore 9 
easily fits into a possible eschatological understanding of the pericope9 
even if his actual function within the eschatological plan and in the 
Transfiguration is not entirely clearo 
Moses is more difficult to examine 9 because there are very few refer= 
ences to the expected return of Moses at the Parousiao We have already 
seen the obvious parallel between the Transfiguration of Moses and other 
passages which may well have influenced the synoptic \v.riters and which 
involve Moses and similar imagery to that of the Transfiguration within 
But we would agree with \voDoDavies 
who shows that there are elements which constitute a Jesus=Moses typology 
but who also points to the exclusive character of the person of Jesus arid 
his mission by which r·ioses is a contrast~3 "Matthew presents Jesus as 
giving a Hessianic law on a Mount 9 but he avoids the express concept of 
a New Torah and a New Sinaig he has cast around His Lord the mantle of a 
teacher of righteousness but he avoids the express ascription to him of 
the 9 honorific New Mosesn o 11 In Jewish Haggada9 Moses is visualised 
either as a reflection of Adam or as a model of the Messiah and Jeremias 
has given us sufficient detail to allow us to deal briefly with this 
point hereo4 Of great importance in Rabbinic expectation \'las Dto 18g 15g 
"The Lord will raise up for you a Prophet like me 
from among you9 from your brethren = him you shall 
heed"o 
There are two clear alternatives available to us in interpreting this 
verseo On the one hand i"G is quite possible to think not of one 
1 o Zieslero a_rj;~ ci ~.o Po 266o 
2o Sec Page 104 
3o HoDoDavieso 1h_~_ej;~in_g~_!JE,_e Sormon on the T1ount, ( 1964), p, 108, 
4o Jeremiaso T~T 4oP848=873 (po857o) 
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particular individual prophet but a succession of prophets who 11\'rill 
continue to fulfil Moses 9 role as Covenant Mediator11 o 1 Such an in te:v= 
pretation demands a purely historical interpretation of this verseo 
2 In later Jewish thought 9 cited again by Jeremias 9 the emphasis 
is increasingly on the need for a futuristic, prophetic and eschatological 
understanding of the verseo Jeremias 9 however9 issues a warning~3 
"It '\vould be a fatal error to assume that investigation of later Je1.·lish 
exegesis of Dto 18g15 settles definitely the question whether the figure 
of Moses influenced Messianic expectation"o By the time of the Ne\<J 
Testament 9 however9 it \'Tould seem that there was a clear area of thought 
\>it.ich conceived of the Messiah as a "Second Moses" or a "New Moses 11 &4 
"The unanimous testimony of the Damascus document Jos~ the Naw Testament 
and the Samaritan t:r.adi Uon shov1s that a Moses/Messiah typology 1.1as very 
much alive in the New Testament period and repeatedly exercised a 
decisive influence on the course of events 11 o Thus 9 at least in some 
areas of New Testament thought 9 at the time of the writing of the Synoptic 
Gospels it would seem that Moses was associated with the coming of the 
IJiessiah and that he had a role to play in the events of the Last Dayo 
Our chief problemlhol<rever9 lies in the failure of the Ne1.v Testament 
-
to attribute any direct role to Moses within the various books included 
in the Canono Only in John 5g45 is Moses uneqlli vocally gi. ven an eschato= 
logical role~ 
"Do not think that I shall accuse you to the Father; 
it is Moses t.1ho accuses you 9 on "t-rhom you set your hope 11 o 
Else"fuere (EgoMark 9g13) there is the suggestion that the community did 
1 0 AoPhilli}.)So p~u_t~e£2E..~o (1973)o Po126o 
2o Jeremiaso ar_t_o ~~t,o Po859fo 
3o Jeremias a fl}',t_oC~"t,o Po859o 
4o Jeremiaso ~rj;oci to Po863o 
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not expect a personal return of Moses before the Parousiao Indeed 9 we 
must conclude that the role of Moses in the New Testament is confusing 
and often contra.dictoryo Jeremias contrasts the person of Jesus with 
that of Moses in a summary of the New Testament evidence concluding that 
a clear typology is not in evidenceo 1 There are seve~al 9 clear examples 
of literature where Elijah and Enoch are cited as expected forerunners 
of the Messiah, (EthoEnocho 90g319 4 Esra 6g26l! ApocoPeter 2) 9 but 
there is unfortunately no comparable evidence giving Moses the same 
2 prominence. as Elijah o 
Other than their role in the eschatological events concerning the 
Messiah9 the traditional explanation accounting for the presence of Moses 
and Elijah on the mountain is that they represent the law and the prophetso 3 
More recently9 however9 this view has been challengedo Carlston shows 
that there is no evidence in JeHish literature to support the suggestion 
that the two Old Testament figures ever had. such a representative role 9 4 
vrhilst Chilton suggests that the Transfiguration "is the only place in 
Markvs work in which Moses is not explicitly representative of the law11 0 5 
Such a view = that Moses and Elijah appeared as representatives of tvro 
of the central foundation stones of Israelite religious history= now 
in this capacityo 
Throughout the discussion that has prevailed this century the role 
of Moses and Elijah seems to have been best understood9 in our opinion 9 
1o Jeremiaso artoci~o Po867o 
2o Cf 0 HoBousseto De:r:_~_t_:tchristo ( 1895) Po 134=139o 
3o Cfo Lagrangeo ?J>_o,S.~~t.o Po219 and also Bernadin 9 Filson9 Ra111linsono 
4o Carlstono ~!~oCJ~~o Po237o 
5o Chiltono artocito Poi18o Cfo Hark 1g449 7g10 9 10g34 9 12g19 9 12g26 'i:Jhm:·e 
J110SOS \·lOUld seem to be a representative Of the laU0 
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1 by GoHoBoobyer& "They can fittingly belong to a story understood by 
Mark as a confirmation of Christ 9 s Messiahship in the form of a prediction 
of his Second Coming"o 2 A majority of scholars9 since Boobyer9 have 
been sympathetic to his argu.mento Many remain unconvinced that Boobyer 9s 
answer is entirely correct but they sea in his reasoning an obvious role 
for the future as well as the pasta Even Riesenfeld9 who rarely agrees 
with Boobyer0 s arguments 9 is forced to admit that Moses and Elijah "jouent 
un tOle dans l 9 esohatologie non seulement juive mais aussi chretienn.e 11 o3 
AoRoCo Leaney suggests that in talking to Jesus about hie exodus the two 
figures are seen to share in the christological destiny which was about 
to be realised9 lm.ich included suffering9 resurrection and the final 
revelation of the do:xa which is temporarily revealed at the Transfigu:I'=> 
ationo 4 Caird agrees that they have a present significance but believes 
that they "belonged to the old order lvhich was now giving way to a more 
adequate and fuller revelation of God's character and purposa 11 0 5 The 
presence of Moses and Elijah in the Transfiguration narrative highlights 
the christological and eschatological significance of Jesus as Messiah 
and places him within the expected framevrork of God 0 s plan of salvation 
~4 h:l:_s i:~rtent!O:Q.J! concem_!ng th~ <;i,cs"t_iny of the 9_reated qrdero \-[he~:tler 
Moses and Elijah are as essential to the narratives as Thrall would have 
us believe 6 is a matter of opiniono It is our belief that they were 
probably not a part of the original tradition as it was passed on to Mark 
1o Boobyero £PoCito Po75o 
2o Carlstono artaCi!o Po237=238o 
3o Riesenfeldo .Q.lloCi_io Po297 o 
4o AoRoCoLeaneyo ~rist in thG S~o~tic Go~~o (1966) Po222=225o 
5o Cairda arta_c_:tt~~ Po 293o 
6a ThralL artocito= h0r g-eneral point that they aro 0o..bsolutcly 
essential to the narrative 0 a 
by Peter9 but that they were added to the Petrina story by the redact= 
ional work of Markp in order to explain the significance of what happened 
to Jesuso This explains the lack of any direct reference to them in 
the account recorded in 2 Peter l'Thich we have also attributed to Petero 
Although cer~ain doubts remain concerning the exact function of Ivioses and 
Elijah in the synoptic accounts of the Transfiguration9 it would seem 
that they were introduced into the narrative because the Evangelists 
thought that they helped to illustrate the importance of the glorified 
l\1essiah on the mountaino J..ike Moses 9 Jesus was transfigured9 like Moses 
and Elijah9 Jesus had divine authority and vindication from Godo In 
that the two figures are not totally irrelevant to any discussion 
concerning the return of the Hessiah 9 especially in the light of our 
discussions above 9 we must conclude that their presence with Jesus on 
the mount of the Transfiguration is not inconsistent vli th our overall 
conclusion that the Transfiguration is connected in some way with the 
Parousia9 and that they were introduced by Mark as part of his redactional 
intention in order that we should envisage Jesus not only in the light of 
the glory that was to come 1but also as a result of all that had gone 
beforeo 
This verse introduces Peter as the spokesman for the apostles but 
also brings with it several problems concerning the exact meaning of the 
apostle 0 s remarko To RaHlinson 9 Peter 9 s statement is 11half=related to 
the supposed tradition 9 serni=rcasonable and yet fundamentally foolish 11 o 
1 
He believes it is possible for us to interpret the statement as the 
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result of a man in a dream or trance 9 or even of someone hypnotised by 
the event he has witneosedo 1 Tho response of Peter has led some to suggest 
that the Transfiguration is "an experience of the disciples rather than of 
Jesus himselfoooooooa vision experienced by the disciples"o .An alter~ 
native suggestion has been put forward by Chilton29 who is certain that 
is an invention of Mark and was 
not a part of the original traditiono This would explain its absence 
from the account recorded in 2 Peter if 9 as we have already stated9 we are 
there dealing with an authentic 9 Petrina storyo If such a comment from 
Peter had been a part of Peter 0 s own story there is little doubt that it 
would have been recorded and accepted by the Early Church as historicalo 
Thus 9 it \vould seem that we are here concerned \vi th a creation of the 
Evangelist or an example of Hark drat·ring on a tradition other than that 
which Peter gave himo 
~vo points in this verse need some clarificationo The use of the 
term Rabbi is interestingo In its use 9 T·~ark prepares the vray for Peter 9 s 
suggestion to build three tabernacles but it is important to bear in mind 
that our contemporary understanding of the title Rabbi is rather different 
to that of the New Testament periodo In Jesus 9 day the title would have 
suggested someone who commanded respect from ordinary people = the scribes 
were often addressed in this way or a pupil could use it of his teachero 
Jesus is addressed as Rabbi by Nicodemus (John 3g2) 9 Nathaniel (John 1g49) 9 
Judas (Mto 26825 9 49) and elseWher~ by Peter (Mark 11g21)o The other 
disciples and other groups of people are also reported to have addressed 
figuration narrative 9 Peter,as a representative of his fellow=disciples 9 
1o Ro1:rla:.i'ldo 6Jlo c_i~ Po 366o 
2o Chiltono artocito Po118o 
tl r=--~"C-~~ 
UoBol''!uller~ "Die Christolog:i.sche Absicht des Markusevangeliums unidie 
Verkl"arungsgeschichte 11 o Ei!'JJ:!. LXIV (1973)o Po 179o 
addressed Jesus in a manner similar to that at Caesarea Philippi where 
Peter was also their spokesmano Despite this 9 1 "It is strange to find 
Jesus addressed as 9 Rabbi 0 in such a narrative as this,and not surprising 
that Matthel<r substitutes Lord and Luke l\1aster"o It is possible to 
conclude only that Rabbi emphasises the exclusive nature of the pericope 
and shows Peter's respect through a title rarely employed in the Gospel 
of Marko 
The second point needing clarification in this verse is Peter's 
offer to build three tabernacleso This suggestion has long baffled 
commentators because its immediate relevance to the scene is not obviouso 
The most frequently held viellr is that Peter somehow l'rished to prolong the 
_, 
sceneo The £){(."'{ tltLl were to be built for Jesus 9 Moses and Elijah and 
'\"le are not told what provision Peter suggested he should make for the 
two disciples \1ho were with him and for himself 9 l1ichaelis believes 
that "Peter's proposal 9 or offer to bUild three 9 is obviously 
with a view to a fairly lengthy stay rather than a temporary oneo 2 The 
"' purpose of the cr~~\/oLL- has been a source of much debateo 
In Lohmeyer 0 s opinion 3 it was the eschatological dwelling in crs::'1vclL 
which '\"las at the forefront of the Evangelist's mind lrlheh he introduced 
this detailo Bearing in mind the context of the Transfiguration narrative 
and other elements which tend tot·rards an eschatological understanding of 
the story in the Gospel of Mark perhaps this is hardly surprisingo 
Lohmeyer points out that there are frequent references in °Apocalyptic 
Judaism' to the day of Salvation as being a day tmen the Lord \'rould once 
,. 
more pitch his O'"t(ft1\JcLt.. with his people as he had dono during the forty 
years of the wilderness 1;Janderingo 4 Even the Feast of Tabernacles 
~~~-=-==~====~~=~======~-===============================~ 
1o Tayloro 2R,o~}-_to, Po391o 
2o l"lichaeliso a_~t~'?i t_o Po 379o 
3o Lohmeyero OPoCito Po191fo 
o-_;:;_~-=~-
4o Lohmeyer calls to mind= LXX of Exo37g27 9 43g7 9 99 Joel 3z21~ Zoch 2g10fo 
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(one of the most important of Jewish Feasts celebrated near the 
Passover) had itself acquired an eschatological significance 1 though 
it could not be regarded as essentially an eschatological feasto 2 It 
is 9 however9 certain that Mark was thinking 11of shelters made of intel:'= 
twined branches or twigs such as ,.,ere used in the Feast of Tabernacles" a 3 
Any conclusion concerning the theological significance of this 
reference to tabernacles in the Transf'igura tion narrative carmot ignore 
the opinion of Michaelisg4 "The whole context and the singularity of the 
r 
three figures who are to reside in the lrl'-"'\v"-l suggests that an eschato= 
~ 
logical or Messianic understanding of this dwelling in lrf'.'Jv,~..t.. has to 
be taken into account hereo But it is hard to say what the particular 
background is" o Michaelis believes that although our understanding 
of the event may well be eschatological,it is almost impossible to present 
historical or traditional data to support thiso Certainly9 the reference 
to the three o:-:-~'1 1/d..;:_ is not sufficient evidence in itself to deepen 
the parallelism that does or does not exist between Jesus and Moses 
(Dto18g15)g5 "At any rate <itL~\le~..<. played no part in either Exo24 
or Exo 34 and therefore the lf"!LA-t ve~...=- of M..ark 9 g 5 and par o cannot be 
claimed as arguments in favour of a Moses=Christ typology11 o Even though 
~tichaelis is convinced of the need to interpret the tabernacles as 
eschatological in their function within the story9 there is no overt 9 
persuasive evidence to persuade us that he is correcto Michaelis does 
point out that it cannot be proved that there was a notion of 
1o Ego Zecho 14g16=19o 
2o }lichaeliso artoCi!o Po371o 
3o Cranfieldo QRoC_2-_t_~ Po291 o 
4o r~chaeliso a~=t~c~to Po379o 
5o Hi..chaeliso Cfo also SoSchulzo Die Docke dio f·foseso ZI.\!U 49 (1958) Po30o 
GoSchille Die Topographie die Markusevangelium 
ZDJ:Y 73 (1957) Po159o 
eschatological dwelling of the Messian current at the time of the 
Gospel 9 and there remains the question of the three tabernacles as 
opposed to an exclusive dwelling for the Messiaho To this extent9 
the reference to tabernacles undoubtedly denotes something of the presence 
of C~d with his chosen people at that particular moment in time and 
" history~ lvhether the reference to tr~~ Jot L did have an eschatological 
significance remains uncertaino Nevertheless 9 the reference to Peter's 
remark and to the building of three taber.nacles 9 although undoubtedly 
an addition of the Evangelist as he went about redacting his Petrine 
source 9 teaches us something about the presence of God with Christ and 
does not detract from the possibility that the presence was meant to be 
interpreted as in some way pointing forward to the futureo 
.) .... 
This verse demands little comment since it is so obviously related 
to the preceding verseo It is a return to the "Petrine representation 
motif111 and forms a natural link '"i th f·1ark 14~40 9 perhaps emphasising 
the link between the Transfiguration narrative and the events in the 
Garden of Gethsemaneo 2 Certainly it is generally accepted that Mark 
uses this verse to excuse Peter's irrelevancy in va5 9 3 1tlhich we have 
already suggested is a creation of the Evangelist in order to emphasise 
Peter's role as spokesman for the discipleso Caird finds the 9apology 9 
interesting because there is a famine of comments that can definitely 
1 o Chiltono ~or,t.oe,i~t,o Po 105o 
2o AoKennyo artoci to has drai·ID parallels betvreen the two events using 
this as criTeriao= 
3o "So Nark excuses the incongruous remark" o Cranfieldo o~,o ci to Po 291 o 
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examples a Caird believes this could have been an addendum to Peter's 
1 
original story which has been passed on to the Evangelist some time 
later9 and this would explain why (if the 2 Peter account represents a 
primitive Petrina record of the original event) it was not included in 
the 2 Peter accounto Only the importa.i"lt facts of the Transfiguration 
are recorded in 2 Peter and "it is quite out of order to give Moses and 
Elijah a permanent position on the mount of revelationo There was no 
need for three tabernacles nor even for oneo Fbr Jesus himself was the 
new tabernacle of the Divine Glory" o 2 Caird' s understanding of Jesus' 
glory9 as it is revealed in this pericope9 establishes Jesus as a new 
order9 a result of a renewed attempt on the part -of God to reveal God.'s 
glory on the earth surpassing all that had gone beforeo 11\-Jhat '"e nO\·T . 
call the transfiguration of Christ is in a deeper sense the transfigUration 
of glory" o 3 \Ve must conclude that it seems likely that Peter missed the 
point of exactly what 1r1as taking place in his presence; the editorial 
comment of vo6 almost makes redundant his statement in the prevdous verse 
and simply reminds us of Peter's vulnerability as the spokesman of the 
disciples a 
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This verse introduces us to the final stage of the narrative in 
\'lhich the divine voice speaks from a cloud and confirms Jesus' messianic 
role as the Son of Godo The incident is strongly reminiscent of the 
1o Cairdo _?,rto_C}_to Po293o 
2o Cairdo ~!'.'t..o.Si_:i; o Po293o 
3o Cairdo !'t~t_o_ci to Po294o 
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baptism pericope where a similar voice is reported to have said similar 
1 
\'!OrdSo The theological significance of the voice and of the cloud 
will obviously play a major role in our overall understanding of the 
narrative because of their history in the Ju~~Christian traditiono 
And a cloud overshadowed the~ 
The bulk of this verse would seem to be traditionalo V~tthew slightly 
alters the rendering of Ma:r:-k to ";J-~v \l£~i'A~ f/>L • .rrE.I\1~ fflt.&tc.td..0""£\1 c{u-roJS 
whilst IJuke has lc!.~lcol 8-i.. oLVTO~ Afrovlo.{ f~Evc:lo \JE--cPU'1 tOl.~ 
) / ) _, 
£lT€.l::rK.IoLO"'"E.V ..L\JTOv.s and both Matthew and Luke link the arrival of the 
cloud more closely with Peter 9 s remark in the previous verse adding to 
the dramao In 2 Peter there is no direct mention of a cloud but we are 
. . J c , 2 
told that the voice speaks l.·(., Oufctvo'J and it is likely that this was 
interpreted by Mar~ as signifying a cloud similar to that frequently 
described in the Old Testamento 3 It is also likely that Mark wished 
us to see a close parallelism between the baptism and Transfiguration 
narrativeso 
The theological function of the cloud within the narrative needs 
some commento Throughout the Nevr Testament 9 we are presented with a 
mixture of Old Testament 9 Jewish and Hellenistic interpretations of the 
role of the cloud in the revelation of Godo It is certain that the Old 
Testament references 9 such as those mentioned above involving the \vilderness 
\'Jand~rings 9 played an important roJe in the understandinff su:r.:r:mmding the 
cloud in the :Nevi Testament erao In the Old Testament 9 a cloud denoted 
the presence of C,odo 4 In particular9 the accounts of the Wilderness 
1 0 Mark 1z9=11o 
2o 2 Peter 1 g 18o 
3o Rgo EXo 198169 24g 15fo 
4o Ego Dano 7g 13o 
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vlander:tngs give special prominence to the cloud as the vehicle by '"hich 
God manifests himself to his people.. In such cases 9 Lagrange envisaged 
the cloud "connne une manifestation exte'rieure de la p~ence divine 11 9 
and he underlines the importance of the fact that it is "Dieu qui entre 
' , 1 
en scene avec la nuee" o The Old Testament cloud could readily be ident= 
d£ied ~rlth the appearance of God to his people 9 especially in scenes which 
are generally regarded to be theophanic episodes where fire 9 thick dark= 
ness 9 thunder and lightening were frequently apparent .. (Ego Exo24g15=18)g 
"Then Hoses went up on the mountain and the cloud 
cove~ed the mountain.. The glory of the Lord settled 
on 11ount Sinai and the cloud covered it six days? on 
the seventh day he called to Moses out of the midst of 
the cloud,. Now the appearance of the glory of the Lord 
was like a devouring fire on the top of the mountain 
in the- sight or the people of Israelo- -·And Moses 
entered the cloud and went up on the mountaino And 
Moses was on the mountain forty days and forty nights" .. 
(EXo24815=18)o -
Apart from the purely theophanic influence that the Old Testament 
had upon later Jewish thought 9 there are other references which have 
obviously been taken up in the imagery surrounding eschatological expect= 
ation.. Passages such as Ezekiel 1 have had an obvious effect upon much 
of the 0apocalyptic' imagery used in the book of Revelations and else= 
whereo For example (Ezo 1g4)g 
"As I looked9 a storiny 1.vind came out of the north 9 
and a great cloud 9 vrith brightness around i t 9 and 
fire flashing forth continually9 and in the midst 
of the fire 9 as it were 9 gleaming bronze" a 
is typical of the kind of imagery referred to by Rowland 9 who insists 
that such Old Testament passages are major reservoirs of mythological 
ideas used in later apocalyptic . \·rri tings .. 2 The role of the cloud in 
eschatological expectation and thought can hardly be denied 0 He must 
bear in mind RoJ:Jland 0 s point mentioned earlier that apocalyptic and 
1 oLagrangeo pp.~ ci,!o Po230o 
2oROvllando ~!o Po60o 
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eschatological imply two very different concepts and it is quite obvious 
that some apocalyptic references to the cloud are not necessarily eschate= 
logicalo Despite this 9 however9 there are examples 9 even within the 
New Testament (Ego Mark 1):269 14:62~ Apoco1g7 9 14g14) of passages where 
the cloud has an obvious and undeniable eschatological role to playo 
Riesenfeld looks at the above passages and suggests that we are qealing 
with two different types of cloud~ "d'une parte la venue de Messie sur 
les nu.ees (Dano7g139 2 :Baro53g1=2~ 4 Esdo 1383) et d 9autre part la 
nu~e qui annonce la p£sence eschatologique de Dieu" o 1 Clearly9 on the 
evidence of Da..."lo7g13 and of !'lark 13s269 14862 9 the expectation that the 
coming of the Son of Man would involve a cloud (or clouds) was very much 
a part of contemporary thought and expectationo An eschatological Son of 
Man 'l:rould be 9 in part 0 identifiable because of the presence of God in a 
cloud a 
Sabourin suggests that Rabbinical writings gave birth to such expect= 
t . 2 a J.onsg "The themes of divine illumination form the pillar of cloud and 
the divine protection manifest in the covering cloud are used in the 
Rabbinical 'lllri tings to express the special care God will take in eschato= 
logical times" o Sabourin illustrates how a combination of Iso4g6 and 
-- - -
tso 35d0 9 as \iell as the Rabbinic composition Hekil ta 48 9 leads us to 
expect that "a canopy will cover the heads of the redeemed and this canopy 
is the cloud of glory"o 3 It is obvious 9 then 9 that we should see a link 
betvreen the tvro motifs of cloud and gloryo Boobyer suggests tnat in the 
minds of those responsible for the \·Tri ting down of the Targums 9 the glory 
was oft6n manifested at the same time as the appearance of a cloudo4 
1 o Riesenfeldo OJ.>_o_c_i~t.o Po 246a 
2a Sabourin \.L~o "The Biblical Cloudo Terminology and Traditions 11 a BTJ3 4 
( 1974)o Po303o 
3o Sabourino ~2~~~.o p~ 303o 
4o Boobyero ~~ito Po84o 
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This is obviously linked to the idea of the shekinah = God's presence 
or dwelling in glory o This leads us back to how v1e are to understand 
the Transfiguration cloud) vTi th all of this important background inform= 
ation to considero 
It is likely that the most obvious explanation for the Transfiguration 
cloud's p~esence is one which is rooted in an eschatological explm1ationo 
It is difficult to argue with Taylor9 who surmises that JVf.ark regarded 
the cloud as 1 11the vehicle of God's presence"o He suggests that 9 as we 
have already stated9 the 'revealing' function of the cloud was rooted in 
an Old Testament understanding (Cfo Exa33g9P 40g33~ Dta31g15) of God's 
self--revelation to his peopleo ~Te would therefore disagree with Riesenfeld 
who assumes that the cloud 2 '~e se trouve plus associ~~ l'idee de 
/ 
theophanie repctee" 9 and we would stress the need for an understanding 
of the cloud which is primarily for the purpose of revelationo It is 
also true that in later Israelite thought the cloud not only acted as a 
vehicle whereby God might be revealed but also as that which 1:1as expected 
to appear at the Second Corning of the Nessiaho Dano7g13 is a particular 
example of such an understandingg 
11and behold9 ·~,,.,i th the clouds of heaven there came 
one -like the- Son of JVT.an II o 
An eschatological interpretation is obviously required hereo Riesenfeld 
has also suggested9 with reference to this particular verse)th~t it had 
an important influence on the authors of the Targums (Eg9 in Riesenfeld9 
TargoHeiro on Exo12g42) 3 where clouds are frequently referred to in 
an eschatological contexto It se~s likely0 therefore 9 that ~arly 
Christians 'vho heard and read I'-1ark 9 s account of the Transfiguration 
narrative uould have presumed that the cloud had an eschatological functiono 
1 o Tayloro p_:Qo_~i=to_ Po 391 o 
2o Riesenfeldo OJ2_o.Q}_j;o Po248o 
3o Riesenfeldo £Ro~~:ij_o Po248o 
It was a cloud similar to the clouds which had continuously revealed 
the presence of God in the Old Testament 9 but which had 9 by the time 
of the New Testament 11 assumed an eschatological dimension fundamental 
to the community 9 s understanding of the presence of the cloudo 
Host critics believe that an eschatological understanding of the 
Transfiguration cloud is both necessary and obviouso 1 There are ttro 
points of interest which nevertheless ariseo First 9 Stein pinpoints 
the problemg 11v-1hereas the Son of Man at the Parousia comes with the 
clouds of heaven 11 in this account the cloud goes away and the Son of Man 
2 
remains 11 o :Boobyer and Lohmeyer have also both pointed out that Jesus 
should come on the clouds and not the clouds upon himo In one sense 
these discrepancies are important because it means that in the Trans= 
figuration sense9 Jesus does not totally fulfill the eschatological 
ex!>ectation of his dayo HOY.Tever 9 Bdobyer singularly fails to point out 
also that the Transfiguration is not 9 of course 11 the Parousia itself but 
a prefiguration of it9 and there is no absolute need to expect the events 
of the Parousia to occur on the mountain at the Transfigurationo The 
presence of the cloud denotes what ~ happeno The cloud serves only 
to remind us of \mat is to happen in the future follm-Jing the passion 
J . 
and- resurrection of Je6uso 
Secondly9 there are other significant references to clouds in the 
Ne't'T Testament other than those we have mentioned and not all of these 
are similarly explainedo The most important 9 perhaps 9 is the account 
of Jesus 9 ascension in Acts 1g9f where both the mountain and the two 
heavenly visitors also appear as they do in Nark 9g2=8o T'ne most 
important difference betueen the ascension and the Transfiguration clouds 
is that 9 at the ascension9 the cloud 11 rcceived Him out of their sight 11 o 
~...c::::_-= ---=--=:::=....::-.::::-.=....; -_;;- -
,- . -
1 o Ego I'~arshall 11 }3oobyer9 Tayloro 
2o Steino ~t~c~~o Po81o 
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Stein is quite clear on this point 9 concerning the Transfiguration 
1 cloudg "It is not an Ascension cloud at all 9 for when it disappears 
Jesus remains behind whereas Elijah (2 Kings 2g1=2) and Moses have 
ascended"o Despite this 9 the cloud represents the emphasis upon 
God revealing himself through Jesus in glortJ a11d the promise of future 
vindic~tion 9 in both incidents of Transfiguration and ascensiono 
J " The question of o\!U'IoiS , and to whom it refers~need not detain us 
hereo The most common interpretation is that the word refers to Jesus 9 
Moses and· Elijah 2 and Marshall is in no doubt that "the former group is 
meant (Moses 9 Elijah 9 Jesus); the doubts concern the latter"o The obvious 
has been stated by both Boobyer and Stein 3 who 9 though sympathetic to 
the view that the group of three is probably meant 9 suggest that vTe simply 
cannot be sure and that 9 in the final a.n.alysis lt does not really mattero 
The cloud motif in the Transfiguration narrative is 9 as we have 
attempted to illustrate 9 a symbol of present revelation and future gloryo 
In a unique v1ay9 it combines the role of the cloud in the Old Testament 
lrith a much later understanding of its role in the eschatological events 
of the End Timeo The Transfiguration cloud 9 unlike the cloud at the 
Bapti6m9 not only reveals Godis pleasure in the work of the Son of God 
but takes upon itself a theme of victory over suffering and death by its 
association with Jesusg transfigured stateg4 "The cloud in the Transfigur= 
ation is 9 without doubt 9 a theophanic cloud from which God speaks as his 
d\·relling placeo Its apparition and its function on the mountain point 
to a new exodus 9 to a new revelation 9 to the birth of a new people of God 9 
that of End Time 11 o 
1 o Steino a~"t_:o2_l:_to Po81 o 
2o r~arshallo 9~~l,o Po 387 o Cfoalso Riesenfeldo,ORo ci to Po 134 
3o Steino ar}~cl~o Po81o 
4o Sabourino artocito Po317o 
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And a Voice came out of the Cloudo 
Mark then describes the presence of a voice from the cloudo Chilton 
claims that this 11 is part of a deliberate borrowing from Mark 1 g 11" 
where a voice also appears 9 although the meaning is not the sameo 1 In 
the Baptism narrative 9 the \·lOrd order is varied and it is said to originate 
,> - ) .~ 
£K Twv ovpct\/wv. The voice is also referred to in the account recorded 
in 2 Peter 2 and would therefore seem to have been an accepted part of 
the apostolic understanding of this narrativeo In the Gospel of Luke 
the word order is slightly different 9 ( </Jw1!1 ~f-v€.To ) and in Matthew 
is replaced by I hv 1 but these variations are slight and the 
synoptics agree on the important detailso It is the voice of GOd which 
speaks from the cloudo 
In the LXX ~wl/1 usually translates ~1P which rarely employs 
the definite article and can signify a variety of different adjectiveso 
It frequently denoted the voice of thunder (Ego Exo9g23 9 29 9 33f~ 19z169 
20g18~ Job 28z26) 9 the roar of water (Ego Ps 42:7 9 93:3f~ :Ez 1g249 43:2) 
or even the cracking of the fire (Ego Jero11z16)o The most popular and 
l'rell=known meaning of the word ~iP , however> denoted the voice of a 
human being or the-voice of Godo .A:s was stated in the case of the cloud 
motif9 the voice of God was most prominent in the Old Testament in the 
'vildemess vlandering narratives ,.,here the voice of God emphasised his 
presence and his dealings lrith his people (Ego Dto5z4 9 9z15~ Exo3g2)o 
In Exo19g19 ( 'q;p~ ·lJ~~~~ U)TJ7~~1) and also in Exo20z18 
( 1~ WlJ 1iP -il?P ) "the reference is not just to the noise of 
-r 
thunder but also to the intelligible voice of God113o The function of 
2o 2 Peter 1:17o 
3o Betzo arto?J1o Po283o 
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the voice in these narratives is the personification of C-od in order 
to give him tho opportunity to make his vlill lmovm and 9 to that extentp 
is very simil?r to the function of the voice in the Transfiguration 
narrativeo Ber.nadin comments that the voice here is similar to that 
when "God spoke to ri:oses on Hount Sinai out of a cloud" (Exo24~16 9 
34g4~7) 1 9 and it is difficult not to agreeo 
The voice of God in the Sinai narrative is not the only important 
background that needs to be borne in mindo Betz points out that there 
is no famine of pre~:Nevr Testament references Hhich are important for us 
at least to consider 2 o In his extremely informative article Betz gives 
us the necessary background to the role of the voice in the thought of 
Habbinic Judaism and in the Hellenistic world9 which is an adequate 
SU:..:r.;JC1r'.f for our pu::i:poseso It must be sufficient foJ; :US to state 9 hovrever9 
that by the time of the Habbinic period the voice had been given and had 
assumed a place in religious literature uhich vras almost enti_rely eschato= 
lo{J'ical~ Betz informs us that "The apocalyptic vievl of God's voice. is 
influenced on the one side by expectation of a neH eschatological revel= 
ation and on the other by heightened avrareness of divine transcendence"o 
As ·well as denoting the abiding p~esence of C-od as is repeatedly the 
case in the Old Testament it is clear that the voice had come to have a 
close affiliation \1i th the events of the End Time in later Rabbinic 
Judaismo 
In his si;u.dy of the Transf'ieo,uration narrativev ])abrovrslct 3 states 
that 11])ans le Nouveau Testament 9 ce signe de la pr~sence de la di vini t~ 
/ / interv:i.ent dans CJ.twlque evenernents"~ he points to the ascension of 
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Jesus (Acts 1 g9) and the expected Parousia as examples of thiso It is. 
clear that the ~rord ~WI/~ 9 as it is used in the Ne,., Testa.ment 9 takos 
on a more clearly defined meaning than its Hebrew equivalent (kol)o 
In its most simple form ~Wv~ can denote a simple 9 human voice 
(Ego Acts 12g14)o Undoubtedly9 howover9 the majority of cases involve 
the direct 9 spoken voice of God based upon the Sinai traditiono As well 
as the references to God's voice in both the Baptism and Transfiguration 
narratives the voice of God has a revealing purpose in the Fourth Gospelo 
God is said to reveal his purpose through the speaking voice (John 3g8) 
and the hearing of the (>wv1 is linked to the idea of personal salvation 
(John 8g14)o 
In the Synoptic Gospels the voice of God first appears in the Baptism 
narratives Which 9 as we have already stated9 have a direct and obvious 
relationship with the Transfiguration narrati veo r·1ark 1 g11 readsg 
kG({_ ¢w\J~ [~{v~l"o e.~ -r~v 
Yeas yoiJ o ~<rQ{.rr'\ni.s , tv 
J L, 
ovpGt. vi:J\1 ,JIJ E.-L o 
:> :} u 
f5oc £v<IoK"icrct 
Riesenfeld believes that the voice here is "~ la m~e signification que 
celle de recit de la Transfigurationp elle rend manifeste la relation 
entre Pere et Fils 9 ce qui fait entrer dans le cadre des conceptions 
. - - 1 
messianiques"o Scholars remain uncertain as to the exact nature of 
the relationship between the Baptism and Transfiguration narratives 
although most agree that the Evangelists have redacted their material 
to enable us to see a certain parallelism between the two narratives., 
Lagrange stated that the Transfiguration vas "en rapport" with the Baptism 
especially in the case of the voice 2 9 whereas Bernadin believed that 
the Transfiguration voice was "similar to the voice which Jesus alone 
1o Riesenfcldo OP.oCito Po251o 
<=-~-;: .c=::c-=---> 
2o Lagrangeo ~:pocito Po139o 
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heard at the J3aptism111 o Chilton has laid great emphasis on the 
redactional work of Mark in the case of these two passages~ "As you 
\'rill see 9 this is part of a deliberate borrowing from Mark 1g11" 2o 
He regards both the Baptism and the Transfiguration pericopes as key 
events in the earthly ministry of Jesus which are endorsed by the 
presence of the divine voiceo A christological connection betwemthe 
two incidents is obvious 9 and we would agree t'li th Chilton that r/fark has 
clearly intended that we should see such a similarity between the events 
in the writing of his Gospelo 
The influe11qe of Rabbinic thought and especially the {if ..J\3.. on 
the writing of Mark is interesting with regar<i to th,e Baptism 13.1J.d Trans-
figuration narrativeso Betz informs us that 9 follmdng the destruction 
of the Second Temple 9 an idea developed amongst the Rabbis that the spirit 
had left Israel with the latter prophets (Ego Hag9 Zech 9Malaco) and that 
the voice from heaven replaced the spiri to Thus ~iP 41-J_ refers to 
"a voice that usually comes from heaven and declares God v s judgement 11 3 o 
Betz shows how no lasting relationship betv1een God and :f\1an is set up by 
the vo~ce n<;>r is there a call to the people~of Israel as the chosen 9 
exclusive people of Godo R~ther9 the '?}e__ {t}_i_s ~~ vers\3-l_ .in ! t_s 
- -
add.rE)ss to the \vorldg 4 "It is often addressed to the world and calls 
from the mountain tops in all directions"o The possible connection 
bett-.reen the Rabbinic understanding .of the ;11f Jll and the voice in 
the SY-noptic C~spels is clearly well fom1dedo There are 9 however9 several 
important differences between the twoo Even though it is arguable that 
the divine voice can be understood in a urii versal manner many scholars 
=~~~= I . 
1 o Bernadino .a_E~<o~C::,i_to Po 182o 
2o Chiltono a::rtocito Po119o 
• -=...-=- V ~- ~ -"'r - '> -
3o Betzo ~;"S,~_sJ-_to Po 288o 
4o Betzo ~rt=o c_!,io Po 289 o 
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argue that the voices 1 principal function is to underline ,Jesus v 
messianic status to those vrho had recognised him as I-'Iessiah only days 
earliero (8g28f)o In this sense 0 the voice is personal as well as 
universalo This interpretation is also true of other passages where 
the voice plays a dominant role I) in Revo 1 g 10 9 4g 100 ·JOg8 9 11 g 2 'Yre have 
examples of a more specific and less general function for the voiceo 
So far 9 it 'I:Wuld appear that the voice of God in the Transfiguration 
narrative is a rather curious mixture of references to the revealing 
voice of God as it is recorded in the Sinai narratives and to the under= 
standing of som e of the later Rabbinic thought \;rhich introduces eschato= 
logical elementso It is very difficult to emphasise an interpretation 
of the role of the voice motif in the Transfiguration narrative \·thich 
would alloH us to interpret the voice heard as the voice that 1rill be 
heard at the Parousia of Jesuso Certainly9 the emphasis 'YJould seem to 
be futuristic9 the divine_ voice brings a message of vindication 9 encourage= 
ment and an emphasis upon Jesus' role as the Son of Godo Boobyer? 
1 however9 remains cautious ; 11It is essential to avoid pushing the 
details of this story too hard to secure them a place in the theory set 
forHard and consequently 1:1e in no way wish to press a sug-gestion -vrhich. 
may be made about this point a But none the less it should not be ove~ 
looked that there is a voice to be heard at the Parousia"o Boobyer 
suggests that there may be an eschatological background to passages such 
a.s tnat found in 1 Thess o 4~ 16 9 
\rill descend tv ff-E..Ac..'0crfcLTL, 
\<There He are told of the hope that Christ 
iv ¢w\/i( lpX~~~~Aov ~U-'t. t\J cl~rr'~if ,8£o~. 
Furtherm.ore 9 the discoveries at Qumran have added 1rreight to the arc~uments 
for an eschatoloGical understandins of the voice of God9 in the hymnal 
pe,soa.;e of the r.-.rar Scroll 2 tho repr"osen:catj.v:cs of the true Isra.el a:ro 
io ~oobyero O~oc}~to PoB6o 
2o 1 QU 10o10fo 
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called hearers of the 11divine voice"o Although such references to an 
eschatological voice are irregular and infrequent it would seem correct 
for us to conclude that the evidence of later Judaism pointsu at least9 
to the voice of the Transfiguration as being partly futuristic in its 
significanoe a..'li.d messageo The influence of the Old Testament cannot and 
has not .. been underestimat,edo The fact that the voice 1vas more significMt 
than the voice which !?POke to the prophets and to l'Toses in the Old Test~ 
am~nt is a point vThich \ve must very much bear in mindo 
'Ihere WaS every reason for the Evaneelists to have vTanted to e$tablish 
the revealing function of the voiceo In 2 Peter9 the author of the source 
used by the writer of the letter most probably included a reference to 
the voice pJ:'obably beca~se it was historically correct 9 but also because 
he knew about the eschatological sienificance of the voice as the vehicle 
for the direct manifestation of God 9s presence to his peopleo The 
Evaneelists have clearly redacted their material so that there is a clear 
parallelism between the voice of God at Jesus' Baptism and that at his 
Transfigurationo It is possible that the Baptism voice has been adapted 
to fit that of the Transfiguration voice or vice-versa; this shall be 
discussed in Chapter Vo In whatever \'lay the Evangelist has moulded his 
m~teri~l 9 the importance of the vqipe notif lies not only in its presence 
but in the message it is there to proclaimo 
This is Il.V Beloved Son 2 Listeri.to Eim., 
This is very similar to the messa3-e recorded by the author of 2 Peter9 
( ·r. } (.' .: / c ')_ ~ ,. ~ ... .) ' Ovi'"os f.rJ1'"\IJ·- 0 VtOi foy 0 ~.it rr4ros '> f..tS 0\J £~W I 
t~£-0(~~..1. a:.tld is perhaps the most concrete evidence for our earlier 
theory that both Ear~c a;nd" 2 Peter use at'"l identical source 1.lnich 2 Peter 
has used 't:li·chout any additions "but \.Yhich f~a:rJ.r has redacted ai1d enla:rcedo 
Eattheu~s moaning is the sa..rne bu-G L1.ll~e :9uts it oomeuhat diffo:rcn·clyg 
0"[ " ' (. vc ,- c ) \ \ " ? ) cxto£ 'Eo-n\/ 0 HO~ fov 0 Etc-1\£-A€.-.(fjJ~\lOS oLulo\1 
Ut!.OJ't.f'£ c ·sH~te is correct in his observation that the specific 
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the Bat Qolo Both Carlston and Harshall 1 see a link in Luke here 
to Dt o 18 g 15 \'lh! ch ,.,e have mentioned earlier in the Chapter o Har.shall 
\'lri tesg "Like the voice at the baptismo o o oi t bea,rs \d tness to l'lhO Jesus 
is? l.llllike the voice at the baptism 9 but in tenus closely reminiscent of 
the promi~c of, a !:Zosaic eschatolog.ical prophet 9 it enjoins obedience to 
Him"., Similarly11 Har.shall identifies the imperative (listen to him) 
as a reflection of Dto 18g15 "and Hhich maybe meant implicitly to identify 
Jesus vdth the prophet like Hoses" o It is not surprising that Jesus is 
singled out as having a crucial role in God's plan and as being somehow 
directed by these authoritative wordso Some scholars 9 amongst them 
2 Hargaret Thrall 9 believe that this divine imperative directs "our 
attention to the sayings uhich immediately precede this section 9 ioeo 
the saying con ta..i.ned in 8 g 27 = 9 g 1 "o Lagrange9 -hovrever9 \·Tas not as 
certain:g 3 11ce qui di t la voix au nom do Dieu n 'est point une confirmation 
,-
de la confession de Pierre? il n'est fait auc~e allusion a la vocation 
" messianique de Jesus mais seulement a sa relation de Fils avec celui qui 
parle 11 o 
The function of the voice motif is almost certainly the emphasis 
given to the role of the person of Christ as T·1essiah and Son of C.,odo 
His messianic status 9 revealed by Peter at Caesarea Philippi is made 
manifest by God and ratified by God's personal vindication through the 
audible ,.,ords of his voice through a cloudg4 "in the declaration of the 
voice from the cloud it is expressly acknm·1ledged that Jesus enjoys a 
unique 9 filial relationship to God11 o Tbat both the cloud and the voice 
are to be tmderstood both in their present context a..11d as pointing foruard 
to that \·Jhich Jesus had to endure a11d c;ain victory over = the sufferinrr9 
1o Harshallo Onodto T>o387o 
Carls i;ono a'rc-~ ci'·t;" .. Po 230o 
~~--....:;;.~;:--=~ ~ 
2o T11rallo .~E_:f;~o}2J::l?.o Po314o 
3o La[;Tailg'eo :~"=qit~- Po 230o 
4o Burkillo O'Oocito Po158o 
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death 0 resurrection and Parousia of ,.,hich Jesus had foretold - is a most 
likely interpretation to vrhich '"e must give due consideration in o·ur 
final Chaptero 
And Suddenly looking around ~Y no longer sa\v =anyone ,.:-ti th them . but 
. -· ' 
This verse concludes the Marean narrativeo Lagrange has suggested 
1 ... . . 
that ''les _troi_s rega:r;d~nt autour d, 1 eux c.otmne s'.ils attendaien-t a vo~r-
encore quelque merveille"o Certainly9 the suggestion that this happened 
f.fa;"'f'ttv"'- brings the pericope to a s,.,ift conclusiono Taylor agrees 
that the story "ends abruptly" 2 and 9 like most commentators on Na;rok 9 
believes there is little of theological significance in this verse) 
FollovlinB' the descriptions of the transfigured Jesus 9 the appearance of 
r1oses and Elijah and the intervention of God by his voice through a cloud 0 
Nark uses this verse as a bridge between the narrative itself and the 
conversation between Jesus and h~~ di~cip_:L~s .Qn the? l:J~Y d_Q.wP:__:.th~ nuSJin:t= 
(iv) . .Conclusio~ 
The Iiiarcan account of the Transfiguration narrative is obviously 
a complex ~1d dif:fioul t episode in 'i.;he sense that the author introduces 
his reader to a uide variety of theological motifs and ideaso It is 
unparalleled in the Gospel of Hark 0 particularly vri th ree;a:rd to the ef.fect 
that it has on Jeaus 0 ministl:"J as a vrholeo 'J:'..o.e 'I'rru:lsfignration heralds 
the end of Jesuo' C<-'>li1.~flc.1'l min.i.stcy and the coroencement of hiG d5.scom:-ses 
; ..... 
~~
1o Itie;-ran~eo O)?ocito p~231o 
"'-,.<;::.--~.C:.;:o_:. 
2o Tayloro 0]>_,;_0~-~o- Po 392o 
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concerning his Passion in Jerusalem ~ events which he can now reveal 
to his discipleso Our brief examination of the narrative has revealed 
the complexity of the story ,.,i th regard to the :p;robl~m of identifying . 
the sources used by 1-lark and his own redactional work upon his sourceso 
\·Te have, hm.,ever11 Liiade various suggestions as to those elements 't'ri thin 
the pericope \'lhich are almost certainly Harcan redactiono For examp].;e 9 
the selection of the three disciples and the use of Peter as their spokes-
man is characteristic of the Gospel of !\lark as a \vhole; alsog the parallels 
\'lhich eY.ist bet't-ree:h the. Baptism of Jesus and the Transfiguration would 
suggest that ~Ta:rlc intended us to see a close allegiance bet,.,een these 
t\m narratives and 9 in particular0 their christological si_gnificanceo 
In the Baptism 9 Jesus is designated Son of God apd the context of his 
Sonship is the Kingdom of God (Nark 1 g 14)~ in the TransfiBUratio.n 9 Jesus 
is once Qorc dssiGQateg as the Son of God and the reference to the Kinsdom 
is also in evidenceo (Hark 9g1)o 
Despite I~"ark 9 s redactional activity 9 ho\·rever 11 the Transfiguration 
in Hark must ?-lso be based on_ a source Hhi9h \vas used by the Evangelist) 
but which he h~s r.edacted in order to portray the event of the Transfigur= 
ation in his mm 0 _individual uayo The identification of the source used 
by the Evangelist is oY great importance oeca:us_e_ of the theological unaer= 
' -
standing which may vrell have been attached to this SO'\lrce in the context 
of the Early Churcho If we could identify this sou+'ce used by the 
Evane;elist in his recording of the Transfi.::;uratton narrative9 it is 
extremely likely that l1arl~ \1ould have used the source in a similar, or 
identical Hay, to that of the Early Ch.urcho The nearest \·Te come to a 
solution to the Q.Uostion of the identity of this source is \·Jhat ue believe 
to be the primitive 9 apostolic account as it is prese:r;vod in 2 Pote:r 
IJ:he context of thia reference to the Transfi(;.uration is an 
apoJ.o.;y for the delay in the Pa:rousiao He must conclude that if Peter 
137o 
\vas responsible both for the 2 Peter accotmt and for the source used 
by Nark9 (before he redacted i t 1almost beyond recognition) it is more 
than likely that the Evangelist was influenced by the theological under= 
standing of the Transfiguration in the Early Churcho 
This conclusion brings u:s back to the sueeestions made earlier in 
this thesiso \'le must now proceed on the assumption that Peter played a 
dominant role both in providing inforoation to the Evangelist nark and 
in the telling of the Transfiguration sto~J as it is recorded in 2 Peter 
1 g 16c.18o Such a presupposition rests heavily on speculatio!lo There are, 
nevertheless 9 sufficient grounds for us to presume that the similarity 
that exists between 2 Peter 1 g 16-18 and the central framev1orl: of Eark 9&2=8 
is because the apostle Peter vias responsible for both accountso In 2 Peter.J 
Peter 9 s reference 1has been preserved for us by the pseudon~.n~ous author~ 
almost certainly Peter passed on to I·Iarlc9 a sioilar account of the ~Ta:q.s.;. 
figuration9 Hark has then redacted and this is preserved for us rie>'" in 
This account 0 which we have examined 0 relies heavily on the 
Petrina account for its outline but it has been added to and enlarged by 
Hark, both to strengthen its theological significance a11d to form an 
important and crucial demonstration of Jesus 9 true identity in the 
Throuctn.out our examination of the use of the Transfiguration in 
2 Peter it was obvious that it vras used very much in the context of an 
~J2_lo~'j.~ for delay in the return of Jesus at his Parousiao It vrould also 
seem that the context in which l\1arlc has placed the Transficurati6n in his 
Gos:9el could 'mll be because of the connection beh·reen the Tra.."l1sficruration 
a.:..J.d the Parousia9 accepted in tl·w Early C!mrch 0 a.nd buil·(; upon by the 
. . d . . "1 . 1 . 1 arrJ. ve . a "G a sunJ. a:c cone us,,. on g 11A retur:n to Iiark's Gospel as a i-Ihole 
looked for\vard. to the revelation of Christ at the resurrection and the 
parousiap and the immediate context of the transfiguration in the Gospel 
gave every ground for supposing Mark shared the attitude of others in 
the Early Church to this narrative" o Of course 9 even if v1e vrere to 
conclude that the Transfiguration is connected in the Gospel of Hark to 
the Evangelist's understanding of the nature of Jesus at .his Parousia9 
we could not deny that the Transfiguration also plays a very dramatic 
and significant role in the earthly life of Christ within his earthly 
ministry.. That Jesus \-ias transfigured si:l( days (or some time)· after 
Caesarea Philippi 9 not only infoxms us that Peter's response of Jesus 
as the Hessiah 1vas correct 9 but also that the r1essiah vrhom he identifies 
Hill return aeain 9 follot·ring his resurrection 9 in glory 0 
As scholars have debated the possible explanations concerning the 
theological sienificance of the T?:ensfiguration narrative in I~arkD many 
have failed to analyse the narrative through the eyes of the-Early m1urch 
and 9 in particular9 in light of the. expectations of the Early Church 
conceming the return of Christo In our vie\'19 the argum~nts of scholars 
such as Carlston and Bul tmann9 and of Riesenfeld and Dabrotlfski 
1 have 
singularly failed to put the Transfiguration back into its true p~.rspect~ 
There 
has been a tendency ~angst connnentators to_ explain the 'ITansfiguration 
of Jesus ex<?lusively in the lieht of the accounts recorded in the SJilloptic 
. Gospel~ 9 1rrhilst ienoring the theological ideas and expectations of the 
conununi ty in \·Jhich the~e stories evolvedo nany have been too pre= 
occupied 1·1i th the need·to find an explanation in the Old Testa.rnent 2 or 
Ni thin tl1.o eyn.optics themseJ.vos} 
~~-=:.c=·=···=-,· .- ' . . ' 0 .' ~·· • In our vicu it io t}1e Farly Cl+urch 
1 o .All these schola:rs have boon mentioned throuc~1out ov.x studyo 
2 o i:l5.:esenfe1d t-~is esgccially (;T!.il ty of thiso 
3o DoobyeJ;> and Carlston believed a theologiccl an::n·mr ues to be found in 
the s;Ynopti9s~ 
~- '-~-,_-' : . .... ..:.~ . _., ,: ' .. 
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which holds the key to our understanding of the Transfiguration in 
the synopticso To this extent 2 Peter illustrates the point that 
the Transfiguration in the Early Church was inextricably linked to the 
expectation of the Parousia of Jesus 11 which they expected to take plac"' 
at any time0 In \'That \'lay the Transfiguration and the Parousia is linked9 
arid how this affects our over~l conclusion as to the theological signi= 
ficance of the Transfiguration narrative is to be the subject of our 
final Chapter o 
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ORAPTER V o TRANSFI GURA.TION . AND. PAROUSIA 
Our discussion so far has enabled us to establish several points 
of great importapce in our attempts to discover the theological signif~ 
icahce of the Transfiguration narrative ~n the Synoptic Gospelso First 11 
that in the context of the Early Church t~ere was a close connection 
between the e~ected P~usia of Jesus and the Transfiguration scenso 
This is obVio11s ~f we are to understand the reference to the Tran.sfigu.r= 
atiqn in- 2~-Peter as representative of the Ea.:t>ly Church's understanding 
concerning th_e Transfigttrationo .;Also 11 it t'!ould seem likely that the 
apost1e ,Eater play~d an ~~;portent role in the emergence of the Trat:lsf:i,gur= 
ation na~tive both in 2 Peter and in 1Ylark 9.s Gos:Pelo In 2 Peter11 a 
pseudonY'J!l6us author has utilised an autht'mti0 9 :Petrina tradition in- order 
to ~bko hiQ 1'tbrk ,appear more authcntic 0 and it is reasonable to .suppos~ 
that Pet.er told. ~rk a s1rnila:r;11 if not identioal 11 story concemirig the 
events on the Transfiguration mountain9 which Mark has used as the frame= 
t-Tork for his narrativeo .In both c~aes 9 the Tra.nsfigu.rf,!.tioh ,;-{Cl,s<·soineli<h1 
' • ~ d ,- : 
related to the exp~otations Qf the Early Church concerning the Paro11siao 
I·n 2 P.eter9 this .is o'l;rv.io-qfl! from the Transfiguration n~rative,\s context 
in~ t}ie' ~istleo t -fi1Mark~ as ye~have. see!f in Our. prerlous- Chap-ter~:-the;oe 
is Qnough evitfence to suggest that l'IJa.rk basically understood the ~s"" 
figlll:'ation:a.s an eyent which uas· in.some w~y connected to the Farouf?:i,a.9 
as uell a_EJ beinlt an event of ,~at .immediata sisnificance in th~ life• of 
Jeswto ·in its con;fi:rmation of Jesus as Neos~E!.h,o The question l:Ye must 
nmY !ZlssaY, to ans\'ior is ~hat of t}le ~~ of tho rele.tion,ship betueon 
the Transfigui.~tion nm·T9 and the Paro:usiQ.0 .yet to comeo 
The rolo apd function of the Paro:usi:a in iho thought of tho E0,rly 
Chur¢}111 the Ne'1 Tosta.mani and also in the teaching of Joous 0 is extremely 
amh±ffU,ous end Uricertainq ; 'lhere. is no cloiir or obvious doctrine of tho 
...... _ ' 
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nature of the periodo This lack of any clear and concise :statement 
of the expectation of the Early Church conceming the Pa.rousia9 presents 
us with an obvious problem as we attempt to unravel the complex relation= 
ship that would seem to exist •between the Transfiguration and the _Parousiao 
Unce:t>ta.inty exists concerning the timing of the Parousia." its effects 7 
the nature of the .final judgementD the manner in which God will glorify 
himself andD most especially D the effects the Parousia will have on tho.se 
who ~e justified in Christo Our _aim in ~is Chapter is to briefly 
introduce the well=known expectations of the New Testament era concern= 
ing the ParousiaD before looking at parallels between this expectation 
and the Transfiguration of Jesuso 
-
The expectation that a Messiah "rould return at an un,disclosed time 
in tb,e future was very much in evidence duri,ng the pe.riod of Jesus v 
ministry and illll1lcdiately after ito It is also very likely that 9 by the 
time o~ the dea;tp of some of the fj:113t generation Christiane9 the i:mmin= 
ence of the Parousia was an idea frequently advocated and discussed even 
though an agreed timesca.le was seemingly totally lackingo It was this 
nindeffinite imminence" ·.which was at the root o£ the confusion as 
RoPoCo Hanson has recently exp:J.aiJ+ed9 1 "Indefinite iniminence is a 
contra.dfc-tfon In --tem~o o o o o oBUt--though- we m8.y demythologise- or transpose;, 
New Testament eschatol9gy it is much too deeply engrained in the texture 
of New Te~t~~t thought for us simply to excise it without damagso 
EacP.atological language was a Jewish .way of wri tingo Apocalyptic liter= 
ature 9 whj,:eh strikes us as biza.J?re and grotesque 0 was in fact a familiar 
form .of express~on in Jeyi~h circl~s from the ,siacop.d ccntu:cy BoCa to tho 
second century AqDo :.Eoc~atoloeical interpre-tation o£ Jesus Christ uas 
a Je;;·tj.sh nay of' em:phe.clising his vnlimitod signifiqance11 o Tho Socond 
E:pistl~ of Peter and the Synopt:i;,c Gosp.~ls rust ell be placed vrithin thio 
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Si tz im Leben Jin that the figure (and significance) of Jesus 't'Ias being 
compared directly with the eschatological thought and expectation prev= 
alent in the society into which he cameo vle must now considerp vary 
briefly 0 the background to the eschatological expectation of the New 
Testar,nei1t erap with particular reference to the event of the Parouslao 
Ao LoMoore 9 s contribution to the background of the Parousia in the 
'1 Ne\'1 Testament remains use:ful to the present day., 
. - ' -~ 
influence of the 019. Testament 0 Moore sUggests that "the central cOncern 
of the Old Testament is the sovereignty of G<)d"o 2 This sovereignty was 
an essential part of Israelite history since it was always of importance 
to the present day as v1ell as having clear associations with a more 
perfect sovereignty0 to be revealed at some time in the futureo In the 
history of Isra£ll 9 God's sovereigp.ty was linked to the l'rork of God in 
'tmoh God 0 s intention and plans for mankind. and -the C;t'eated order were 
revealedo Similarly0 in the establishing of a Covenant between God 
of the Lord 1:/aS made lmown in his dealings with mankindo As the archi teet 
of the Coven,m;tt 9 God was seen by his people in terms of a Kingly figure 
(Ego IE!o6g5) uho \'las to rule i:n the hearts of his people as ruler and 
judge ov~~ themo It was ~he failure of the people of God to accept the 
terms- of the Covenant which led to "an increasing longing for the time 
·-· -· -·-
wh~:n. Go_d w·ould .ma.lce his Kingship unaplbj.buouf.llY cle.ar11 o B It Has during 
the prophetic era that an expectation aros_e 9 despite the impending doom 
and warnings of destruction 9 in 1:rhich God \'las expected to reveal himself 
fina:tly a,nd completely to his peqplo o 
' ' 
1o AoLoi·'fOoi'eo ~e _}'alX)Usia in the _!)10\v Te_Stl¥fl_ent,o (1966)o 
2o A,; L2T·1ooreo opo ci to Po 7 o 
3o AoL;;Hooreo .£eoC~_:!;o Po 10o 
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It is the nature of this revelation which remains something of a 
mysteryo There is no clear definition of the expectationp nor of God 9s 
role in the events leading up to the final judgemento In some of the 
books of the Old Testament it is clear that God himself was expected 
to visit his people (Ega Iso44g6""23s Zecho 14) 9 whilst others looked for 
an intel:'IJlediary figure such as a Messiah 1 c a Suffering Servant 2 or· 
a Son of Man 3 to play an important role at the End Timeo The function 
of such .an intei'llle<i;i.ary9 arid his relationship with God9 has been the 
squ;rqe of .-much debate 9 if not only because this intei'lllediary figure had 
played an important role in the later Jewi-sh l'lritings of the intertest= 
amental periodo 
The messianic figure as a SUffering Servant is most-viVidly portrayed 
in neu_te:ro=I~aia.h a.nd there are frequent references. to the 1\ln.) : 1·1.~ 
in this booko 4 The chief problem lies in identifying 'l:lho the Serva.n..t J 
figure :i.sg because there is no clear eXplanatio]l of his. origin or purposeo 5 
His chief role would seem to be one who was chosen by God0 in order to 
help the people of God- as r::~, media.tor9 \vhen God reveals himself in glory9 
at some future timeo Parallels behreen the Suffering Servant and the 
person of Jesus are thus ob-tious 9 :since it is in his suffering that Jes'lls 
a.cc<_>mpl:l.shes an essential E!tage of,God~s proc~ss of reconciliation between 
himself and the created ordero 6 The essence of the role of the Suffering 
Se:tvalit is one of crepresentation9 for the community of the people of Godo 
·= 
1o Ego 2 s~11el 7g12~ HOBo 3~5o 
2o Ego Iso42g1o 
Jo Ego Dano7o 
4o Ego Isaiah 423111 4482p Cho53o GtCo 
·- - ·--~-----·-
5o Rol'ToH,hyb:taYo J.saiaho 40~o (1975) doals adequBtOly ui th those problems 
in the J:,>elovantverses~ · 
6o Cf.o JoJeromiaso '!T'n.e Servant of God11 o .§13_1_£, 20 (1957) Po81ffo 
. ---~- ::; '· ' . 
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Iso42g1=3 is particularly importantg 
"Behold my servant 0 whom I uphold0 my chosen in 
whom my soul delights; I have put my spirit upon 
him0 he will bring forth justice to the nationso 
He will not. cry or lift up his voice 9 or make it 
heard in the street~ a bruised reed he will not 
break0 and a dimly buming wick he will not quench~ 
he- \rill faithfully bring forth justice" o 
This short passa.ge 9 along \'lith the more extensive descrip.tion of Iso53 9 
are useful and precise descriptions of the role of the ~ figure as he 
1 ... - ---
was understood in the prophetic erao .In later Judaism the ebed figure 
. """'-=="' 
was more directly associated9 even equated directlyp with the expected 
l\Iessiah, although the relationship between the Servant and Messiah titles 
is ambiguous and must not be oversimplifiedo The complexity of the 
relationship between the expected MessiaJ1 and the SUffering Servant 
figure is also in evidence in Qumran material~'> where the Teacher of 
Righteousness assumes some of the characteristics of the Suffering 
2 Servanto In essaying to find parallels between the ~ figure and 
the expected Messiah = or even in trying to establiSh them as the same 
figure = our problem is the lack of any textual evidence suggesting that 
the Messiah must suffer before his arrivalo 
It is in the light of his own suffering that Jesus has been ident= 
ified with the Suffering Servant- figure and9 as Messiah9 has brought-
together the two concepts of Hessiahship and suffering so that 9 by the 
period of the Early Church 9 the two were inevitably linkedo This ident= 
ification of Jesus with the Suffering Servant has come about because of 
the emphasis 0 throughout Jcsuc 9 ministry9 on the need for him to suffer 
\'lords spoken by the divine voice at the Baptism of Jesusg "You are my 
beloved Son~''lith thee I am \'Tell pleased"o (Nark 1g11)o This is a direct 
1o Tho ebed figure is directly identified vrith the Hessiah in Enoch9 
Apocalypse of Ezra0 Apocalypse of Barucho 
2o Cfo \~oHoBX01tmleeo 11 The Servant of the Lord in the Qumran Scrolls 11 o 
Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Researohc 132 (1953) 
Po8ffo 
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borrowing on the part of Mark from Iso42g 1 and suggests that God 
addresses Jesus at his Baptism in the same way as the one is addressed 
at the beginning of the ebed hymn in Iso42o Later in this Chapter9 we 
shall be examining the obvious parallelism bet1.-reen the Baptism and 
Transfiguration episodes but the identification of Jesus with the~ 
figure who 9 in later Judaism9 was to assume an eschatological rolep is 
obvious a The role of the Servant figure in events leading up to the 
End Time was uncertain in the post~prophetic era but 9 in attributing the 
role of the Servant to Jesus9 the necessity of suffering was equated with 
the messianic figure who 9 before establishing glory on earth9 must suffer 
and taste death in a vicarious and representative mannero This would 
seem to be the understanding of the Early Christian community concerning 
Jesus as Messiah and Suffering Servanto 1 
Similar problems arise as a result of the title Son of Manp which 
like the abed Yahweh9 has its roots in the Old Testament but it assumed 
a new meaning in the light of Jesuso Textual evidence for the use of 
2 the title Son of Man outside of the Gospels is scanty but the most 
important occurrence is undoubtedly that in Dano7g13 3 where it provides 
us vnth some important guidelines as to the understanding of the title 
Son of Han in Jesus v dayo Some have suggested that this reference in 
Daniel provides us "ri th the beginning of a belief in a heavenly saviour= 
type figure ".rho would be present at the End Time 4 o 
1.o Cfo 1oCOro 15g39 Pho2Z71J Ramo 5g12fo 
2o Ego Enoch 37=719 4 Ezra 13o 
3o Excellent backgronnd on the Son of Nan in Daniel~ 
Cfo Po r·1o Casey o The Son of r·1an ( 1900) o 
JoDoGo Dunno Cl;'r~9',~n the Nalcingo (1980)o 
Othersp however9 
4o Cfo SoH01:Tinckelo He That Cometho (1936)o Po346fo 
HoEo~odto The Son oTI·{an i!J.j;he_ Syno:rrf;ic_ Tr?g}-_~~Ol'!,o (1965) 
"I saw in the night v1s1ons 9 and behold 9 with 
the clouds of heaven there came one like a Son 
of f.Tan? and he came to the Ancient of Days and 
'1-ras presented before him" o 
as a reference to a purely symbolic figure who would have no particular 
or definite role in the final revelation of God to the \vorld 1 o The 
problems surrounding the reference to the Son of :t-Tan in Da.niel 9 especially 
those of interpretation and its implications for the use of the title in 
the New Testarnent 9 are seemingly insurrnountableo Nevertheless 9 in the 
light of current eschatological expectation prevalent about the time of 
Daniel~ as well as apocalyptic imagery used generally within this period 
of Judaism 9 Rowland has recently suggested four concrete conclusions 
concerning the role of the Son of l'·'fan in Daniel 7 which we will agree 
First 9 Rowland points out that the Son of Man is more than a 
symbol of the·"Saints of the most high 11 9 because if he had only been 
this 9 it would have been made much clearer and it is noto This is 
connected to Rowland's second point which stresses the historical 9 rather 
than purely visionary nature 9 of the events recorded in Daniel 7o This 
leads Rowland to his third conclusion = that the corning of the Son of 
Man is 9 therefore 9 an event that we can expect to take place 9 and is not 
just a picture from which we must interpret something other than that 
which is describedo As a result of Daniel 7g13 9 the corning of a Son of 
~~ figure becomes a realistic expectationo Lastly9 Rowland qualifies 
his other three conclusions 9 to some extont 9 by stressing the point that 
there is no obvious reason to expect the Son of :f\1a.n to come as an eschato-
logical judge = an interpretation added at a later stage and not applic= 
able in Reuland's opiniono 
1o Cfo MoDoHookero 'l'he~Son of Han in Narko (1967)o 
2o Roulando QPocito Po180=182o 
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ToWoManson was convinced that the Son of Man in Daniel was a 
corporate figure 9 in the sense that he represented all those whom God 
had chosen by his redemption 1o Mowinckel 9 however9 disagreed and 
stressed the individuality of the Son of Man figure 2o The question 
of the nature of the Son of Man as corporate or individual was obviously 
subject to great debate 9 even in the intertestamental periodo It would 
have been easier to establish the Son of Man as an individual figure if 
the relationship between the titles Son of r~ and Messiah had been made 
much clearero As we saw in the case of the ebed Yahweh9 there was no 
clear identification of the Son of Man with the Messiah in Judaismo It 
was mainly through the coming of Jesus 3 that Son of Han came to be in 
some way equated with the f'1essiaho CUllmam suggests that Jesus probably 
did use the title himself even though some have suggested that it must 
have been a redactional addition of the Evangelists 4o "There are so 
many passages in the Synoptic Gospels in l1hich Jesus definitely refers 
to himself as the Son of r~ that we need not enumerate them allo Some 
scholars have asserted this title as a self=designation by him9 as an 
invention of the Evangelists based on the theology of the Early Church 9 
but this all too simple thesis is disproved by the fact that Son of MBn 
was not at all a common title for Jesus in the Early Church11 o Certainly9 
the employment of the title Son of 111an in the Gospels demands a variety 
of interpretations but its eschatological significance is extremely 
hardly be disputedo 
1 o To Hol•1ansono "The Son of ]\~an in Daniel 9 Enoch and the Gospels" 
BJRL 32 ( 195li) o Po 171=193o 
2o JIIOvr.i.nckelo .Q;Pocito Po348o 
3o Even though some scholars believe that Jesus did not readily think 
of himself as the Son of T·Tano Ego Ho Lietzmanno .Der r·1ensc_henso~o ( 1896) o 
4o Oo Cullman.no ,T.he~ristoloex___gf the WmrT _Testamento ( 1967 edo) Po 155o 
Son of Nan and Suffering Servant are just two examples of figures 
referred to in Jewish literature who have been directly compared to the 
kind of figure who would play an intermediary role on God's behalf at 
the End Timeo Ey the time of the intertestamental period 9 the emphasis 
upon some future 9 important event and God's judgement and authority being 
restored was very strong and Moore gives a thoroughly adoquate summary of 
expectations around this time 1 o Although he finds the famine of refer~ 
ences to the establishing of the Kingdom of God interesting (he suggests 
that this may have been supposed rather than stated)2 he is certain that 
there was an increasing sense of imminence present concerning the Parousia 
and that the central figure in the drama was about to return at any momento 
A typical example is the Qumran community where there is an obvious tension 
to be found in its wri tings 0 between the present and the futures "The 
intensity of the community's hope is reflected in the careful and detailed 
preparations for the work of its members in the Messianic Woes"o; 
It is against this particular background that we must assess the 
emergence of the idea of a Parousiao Various eschatological strands of 
tradition formed some kind of general expectation that God would re= 
establish his authority over the created order,but the nature 9 timing9 
effects and the identity of those to be involved 0 remained generally 
confusedo Nevertheless 0 we can safely suppose that 9 by the time of Jesus 9 
expectations amongst the Jews that a Messiah was to come 9 were very higho 
The person of Jesus 0 his proclamation of the Kingdom of God (Mark 9g 1) 9 
his euffering9 rejection and crucifixion (Ego Nark 8g 31) t·rere all inter= 
preted in the light of the understanding of the community into uhich he 
came as Son of God 0 Son of Man and Messia.ho The problem lies in the 
fact that there was no cloarly~dofined process of eschatological revelation 
1o l\'IoOreo .QJ2o ci to Po 19=33o 
2o Moore a Ql2oCi to Po 19o 
3o 1Vfooreo Q}2oCi to Po33o 
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that Jesus could fulfillo The crucifixion 9 in itself9 was abhorrent 
to any Jew who was confronted with the suggestion that Jesus was the 
expected Messiah~ As we will now argue 9 the Incarnation of Jesus as 
(John 1 g 1 ) 9 who was with God e_~.~ ~fX~) 
necessitated a re=valuation of expectation amongst the people of Godo 
The Old Testament and intertestamental period had prepared the way for 
Jesus.but the New Testament had to put Jesus fully into context" 
Two doctrines of eschatology in the New Testament have won partie= 
ular supporto The first is Consistent Eschatolog[ which relies mainly on 
the work of Albert Schweitzer 1o Schweitzer maintains that Jesus' 
eschatological role was rooted in the concept of the Kingdom of God \vhich 
is central to the teaching of both John the Baptist (as preparation) and 
Jesus (as fulfilment)o The Kingdom is heralded by John the Baptist who 
is presented to the readers of the Synoptic Gospels as a prophet of the 
Kingdom until it is proclaimed by Jesus himself (Ego Tlfark 9g11=13)o From 
the moment of his Baptism~ Schweitzer maintains that the theme of the 
presence of the Iungdom gradually becomes more important 9 particularly 
in Jesus' teaching (Eg., Mark 4)o Schweitzer attempts to explain how 
Jesus entered a society which was caught up in the eschatological con= 
fusion we have already examined,and brought with him the concept of the 
Kingdom of God as an example of his divine authority and as a sign that 
his coming was to have a major impact on those who believed in him., 
Consistent Eschatology relies on the centrality of the Kingdom of God 
as an idea associated ~dth God 0s eschatological intentionso Some scholars 2 
====~~==~==~==============~==== 
1 0 Ao Schweitzer 0 Jhe rtyste:rx of the ICiJlgd.Om of God ( 1925) 0 
2o MoHemer., The Fom.ation ofChr,>_istia..n Do~_§_o (1957) has argued that 
Schweitzer is basically correct 0 but questions his methodology on 
two accountsg first 9 that some events do not fit vmere they are 
placed by the Evangelists (Ego th0 Transfiguration is placed before 
Caesarea Philippi) and also 9 that Schweitzer fails to explain the 
complexity of ideas prevalent during Jesus' ministry and draws on 
eschatological and apocalyptic imagery rather too easily" 
have questioned Schweitzer 9 s methodology but his insistence that Jesus 
saw the imminence of the coming of the Kingdom of God as an essential 
part of his ministry is \~dely acceptedo 
The most serious alternative to Consistent Eschatology_ is that of 
Re&lised Eschatologr9 expounded mainly by CoHoDodd in his work on the 
parables 1o Dodd 8s concern is particularly with the parables of Jesus 
in which he puts fonrard a suggestion that the Kingdom of God has already 
come and is present now on earth (Ego Mark 1g14=15P Mto13g16=17P 
Luke 7g18=30)o In emphasising that the eschatological expectation of the 
period was fulfilled in the person of Jesus 9 Dodd suggests the following 
framework for our understanding of Jesus v ministryg 
1) Jesus always expected his own death (Luke 9g51=629 Mto8g34)o 
2) There was an impending disaster ahead for the Jews (John 28198 
Luke 13g1=5)o 
3)The inevitability of Jesus 8 suffering and deatho His resurrection 
(and Parousia?) Ego Mark 8g31 9 cho13)o 
The debate as to whether the eschatological expectation9 prevalent in 
Jesusu day9 was realised fully in his Incarnation 9 or whether9 as 
Schweitzer suggested9 Jesus' proclamation of the Kingdom was the beginning 
of a new era of expectation9 remains a key question in New Testament 
eschatolog&ro In whatever way0 however9 we interpret the New Testament9 
(and there are references and teachings to support both the consistent 
and the realised theories) it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that 
it vras in this era that the idea and expectation of a Parousia first arose 9 
in the sense that Christians naturally expected Jesus to retum in glory 
and majesty0 this time forevero ToFoGlasson 2 rightly suggests that 9 in 
the Early Church0 eschatology was given a ne1-r significance and that 0 
following the asc0nsion0 Jesusu role in future events became singularly 
~=~=----==--~-== 
- ·-- -·· 
1 a CoHaDoddo Parables of the Kin~om ( 1935) o 
2o ToFoGlassono The Second Advento (1947 revo) 
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importanto The post=resurrection and poe~ascension periods heralded 
a belief in the return of the crucified Nessiah 9 who had become Incarnate 
as man 9 but who would return 9 at his Parousia 9 complete in the glory of 
Godo No such expectation is obvious either in the Old Testament nor in 
the intertestamental period~ Hoare presents the views of .JoAoToRobinson 
on this particular point 10 Robinson is convinced that the idea of a 
Parousia was almost totally absent in traditional JevTish expectation and 
that it became an expected event exclusively amongst those who had recog= 
nised Jesus as Messiaho Confusion amongst Jewish=Christians was only to 
be expected., The Nessiah was not conceived of as a crucified man])convicted 
on the grounds of stirring up the crowds~ His return in glory9 a second 
time 9 was a unique ideao This is well illustrated in the opening chapters 
of the Acts where 9 in Chapter 2 the subject is the fact that Christ has 
already come whilst Acts 3 deals with the hope that Jesus will come again 
in the futureo 
We return now to the place of the Transfiguration in all of thiso 
The account of the glorification of Jesus was recounted in a society 
which needed fervent reminders of Jesus v divine authori tyo As we can 
glean from several of the New Testament Epistles 9 (Ego Colossians 9 
Galatians etco) the failure of God to come and redeem his people in one 
mighty and universal act meant that criticism and questioning of Jesus 9 
and his promises 9 became a major preoccupation of many of the Early 
Christianso It v1as obvious that many gret'l sceptical and some even began 
to doubt Jesus 0 0 imminent 0 retur:no That the Early Church expected the 
Parousia to take place vary soon can hardly bo doubted (Ego 1oThesso4g15ff9 
Romo 13g129 Philo3820) even if the delay of the Parousia ia not given 
great emphasis in tho Epistleso This can be explained simply by the neod 
of the Early Church to sort out its immediate problema and to establish 
1o JoAoToRObinsOno In the EndoooooooQQsi (1950)o 
l.\looreo .QRoCi to Po51f 
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itself truly as the 0 ~ Peter is 9 
however9 one Epistle which is almost totally concerned with the delay 
of the Parousia and9 as we have already stressed9 it uses thQ: 'Transfigur= 
ation in this very contexto The relationShip between the expected Parousia 
and Transfiguration reveals something to us of the theological significance 
of the Transfiguration both in the Early Church and in the Synoptic Gospelso 
At the time of the l1riting of 2 Peter it would seem likely then that 
the Christian Church was confused about the delay of the Parousiao Some 
questioned the role of Christ in the events leading up to the final judge= 
ment 9 ,,.,bile others suggested that the interpretation gi von by the apostles 
was incorrecta As we have already essayed to establish 19 it seems likely 
that whilst the fictive occasion for the writing of 2 Peter would seem to 
have been the imminent death of the apostle Peter9 the real occasion would 
seem to be as "an apology for the communi tyvs eschatological tradi tionstt2 
which had possibly suggested an imminent return of Jesus 9 in gloryo 
The use then 9 of the Transfiguration story in 2 Peter 1g16=18 is 
almost certainly in the context of an apology for the delay of the Parousiao 
It seems that we must accept that in the period of the Early Church the 
Transfiguration was inextricably linked to the expectation of the Parousiao 
2 Peter is only one exampleo 'l:le have already underlined the context of 
the Transfiguration reference in the Apocalypse of Peter9 where the narr= 
ative is· placed in such a way as to link it directly \rith the expectation 
of Christva Second Corningo Furthermore 9 it \tTOuld seem that the ideas 
expressed in Mark 9g1 were also prevalent in the Early Church even though 
such words are not attributed to Jesus directly in the Epistlesg Neyrey 3 
suegests that this is because the Parousia has not in fact arrived and 
1o In Chapter IIIo 
2o Neyreyo ~t_o __ ci to Po 506o 
3o Neyreyo arto cito Po514o 
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the Transfiguration is only a forecast of what is to take placeo To 
that extent we can concl~de that the Evangelists 9 in using Mark 9B1 
(and parallels) somehow saw the Transfiguration aa a fulfilment of this 
verse,but that the Transfiguration itself pointed forward to yet another 
and even greater evento Clemoot of Alexandria suggests that Christ '!.'las 
proclaimed dunamis at his Transfiguration because it was necessary that 
Marl~ 9z1 be fulfilled and that the tradition lying behind this verse may 
well have influenced the author of 2 Petero 1 Whatever the complexities 
involved in establishing coherent argument concerning the various sources 
and narratives available to us 9 we will proceed on the assumption that 
the Early Church envisaged the Transfiguration of Jesus as an event ex~ 
elusively associated with some future manifestation of the glory of Godo 
The Transfiguration in the Early Church seems to bear little relevance 
to the resurrection of Jesuso Neither does it seem to have been intor~ 
preted in the light of purely Old Testament imag®ry and expectationsJ 
even though some of the imagery is obviously reminiscent of theophanio 
episodes from the pasto 
This9 therefore 9 brings us back to the theory of GoHoBoobyer which 
was expounded in the first half of this c~mtury and '!clhich remains import= 
ant todayo Its chief importance lies in its affirmation of the Transfigur-= 
ation as an important event in the terrestrial life of Christ and in his 
suggestion that Bul tmann was incorrect to suggest that the Transfiguration 
was a mis=placed resurrection accounto BoobyerYs alternative argumont 
2 has commanded great respect amongst scholars right up to the present dayo 
1o Clemont of AleJrandriao _Exce~t_a ex Thoodoto 4o2=3o (1~J4) Po42o 
'ldo return to this argumoot shortlyo o 
2o In a private conversation 1:.ri th Bishop Hichaol Ramsoy in Durham9 1983 
the Bishop stated.tha.t "I think Booby0r hara stood up to the scholars 
who oxpress an intor®st in tho significanc0 of tho Transfiguration of 
JGsus rath0r uell9 his theory placoiJ a great emphasis upon glory 9 
both nmv- and then and ovorallp I think it is tho most credible oxplanation 
available to us 11 o 
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As we investigated in Chapter lip Boobyer argues that we must interpret 
the christology of the Gospels through the eyes of the Early Church 
and therefore through the Epistleso As we have already outlinedp his 
scheme of revelation would seem to be a plausible 9 if not entirely 
encom~~ssingP summary of the understanding of the Early Christianso 
His suggestion that a more satisfactory explanation of the Transfiguration 
might lie in an examination of the apostolic understanding of Christ is 
extremely important in the light of more recent studiesp especially of 
the Second Epistle of Petero Boobyervs own conclusion is quite straight= 
forward3 pointing to the structure of the Gospel of fvTarkp the context of 
the Transfiguration within the Gospel 9 the actual narrative itself and 
the imagery involved \·Ti thin i tp and bearing in mind throughout the 
apostolic influence and understanding9 Boobyer suggests that "the trans= 
figuration prophesies the parousia in the sense that it is the portrayal 
of what Christ will be at that day9 and is in some degree a miniature 
portrait of the whole second advent scene" a 1 The connection between the 
Transfiguration and the Parousia would seem to be well founded and almost 
taken for granted by the Early Churcho The question9 therefore 9 remains 
concerning the light this thrm..rs on the synoptic accounts of the Trans= 
figuration and 9 in particular9 the theological significance of the Trans= 
figuration of Jesus on the Gospels as a wholeo 
Before returning to the synoptic accounts of the Transfiguration let 
us summarise our arguments in this Chapter so farg 
(1) It is vecy clear that a great amount of confusion 1rras in evidence 
within the Early Church as to the role of Jesus both in the past 
and in the futureo The JeHish tradition spoke of one Ncssiah or 
expected figure who \·rould come into the world to save his peopleo 
A coming on t~ro levels (firstly as a man,and then. at some un= 
- . 
specified time in the future) uas not expectedo Tho Pa:rousia 
was a relatively new ideao 
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(2) The Gospel writers were influenced by the apostolic understanding 
of the nature of the Transfiguration of Jesus which suggested a 
direct relationship between Transfiguration and Parousiao 
Evidence of this is particularly strong in 2 Petero 
Bearing these important points in mind we must return now to the Trans= 
figuration of the Synoptic Gospels and attempt to highlight several import= 
ant themes that are consistent with our understanding of the Transfigur= 
ation as we have just explained it)as well as seeking to suggest reasons 
for redaction on the part of the Evangelists" 
(a) The Gospel of Mark 
We have already devoted much of this thesis to a consideration 
of the Transfiguration narrative in the Gospel of Mark and this section 
is simply aimed at summarising some of our earlier argumentso As the 
first Evangelist to record the Transfiguration 9 we have seen that the 
Marean account is a combination both of the various motifs of the 2 Peter 
narrative along ~dth certain ideas and additions which would seem to be 
the Evangelistvs Ol.ino The question of historicity need not detain us 9 
since whether the event actually happened as it is recorded9 or whether 
the event l.·ras a vision of the disciples 1 given to them by God>is 
relatively unimportant for our purposeso lt!hat is clear is that JI'Iark sees 
the need to place the Transfiguration of Jesus firmly into tho life of 
Jesus as he portrays ito Throughout our exegesis 9 tore have attempt0d to 
underline those elements within the narrative that are obviously a. part 
of the original tradition (Peter) and thoso vlhich he has added for his 
o"n1 historical or theological purposes• 
Of greatest importance in the Gospol of Hark would seem to be the 
Evangelist 0 s redactional activity in portraying both tho Baptism of 
Christ and the Trm>.~Jfi@.lration of Christ as events of similar significance 
and importanceo Throughout both stories there is a suggestion of the 
theme of Jesus as the chosen one 9 the MessiahQ the one ap~ointed by Godo 
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Jesus is affirmed Son of God in both episodes and the implications of 
this lie beyond this christological titleo We must agree with Cullmann 1 
who states that the synoptics use the titles Son of God and Messiah 
separately but it is also important to see ho,·r the vindication of Jesus 
as Son of God in both Mark 1 g9f and 1\Tark 9 g2f enhances our undereta.11ding 
2 as to the significance of Jesus' comingo Cullmann agrees here 9 stating 
that in all three synoptic passages where Jesus is referred to as the 
Son of C~d the following two aspects of his Sonship are always apparentg 
nnrst 9 the obedience of the Son in fulfilment of the divine plan? second 9 
the profound secret that Jesus had been aware of since his Baptism and 
constantly experiences in executing his obedience 9 the secret that he is 
related to God as no other man is" o 
In his use of the Transfiguration source 9 l'Thich we would maintain 
\-Tas very similar to that preserved \-Jholly in 2 Peter 1 g 16=18 9 Mark has 
been keen to stress the nature of Jesus as the Son of Godo There is a 
close relationship between Sonship and Servanthood and the suggestion 
( ' that the Servant of the Lord title lies behind Mark's portrayal of Jesus 
must be seriously consideredo3 \~atever background we may wish to apply 
to the two events in Jesus' life where he is emphatically designated 
Son of God 9 it would seem clear that the Baptism and Transfiguration 
narratives have been woven together by the redactional activity of the 
Evangelistso The Baptism "provides the introduction to an understanding 
of the whole life of Jesus = and of all Christologyo Who is Jesus?" 4 
and his unique role in the history of salvation is revealedo Cullmann 
then addsg "It is certainly no accident that the 1:rords from heaven at 
1o Cullmanno O_RoCi to Po278fo 
2o Cullmanno ~o-~ t_~ Po283o 
3o Cfois42g1 and earlier in this Chaptero 
4o Cullmanno ~ocito Po284o 
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the transfiguration partially repeat those of the heavenly voice at 
the baptism11 o In both pericopes Jesus is designated Son of God and 
we are meant_,to see the parallelismo 
There is 11 however11 an important progTession in our understanding 
of Jesus which has taken place in the C..ospel o.f f1ark bet\veen Jesus being 
designated Son of God in Mark 1811 and the Transfiguration sceneo Using 
the same imagery and similar wording11 ToAoBurkill suggests 1 that the 
Transfiguration emphasises temporarily the glory that will be the Son 
of GodVs completely in the future because of his role as Messiahg 
"Thus the Transfiguration story may be said to offer a dramatic demon= 
stration of the glory of Jesus 9 Messianic status"o JoBoBernadin went 
further than this in 1933 when he stated that 2 "The Baptism is the 
beginning of His Messianic activity 9 rather than of His Messia.h.ship9 
and to StoMark represents the first of the divine acknowledgements of 
this fact" o Bernadin then 't'Jent on to show how the Transfiguration is to 
be understood as a transitory manifestation of the pre=existent glory of 
the Messiah which is concealed for the majority of Jesus' time on eartho 
Mark then has not lost sight of the context of the Transfiguration 
as it was understood within the Early Churcho His aim would seem to have 
been to fit the Transfiguration tradition into the earthly life of Christ 
in which he establishes him as both Son of God and vindicated by God 9 
without losing sight of his identity of Messiaho In his use of the 
Baptism and Transfiguration narratives Mark establishes Jesus v uniqueness 
with Godo He also emphasises a much more important role for Jesus as 
Messiah both in his placing of the Transfiguration shortly after the 
confession of Peter at Caesarea Philippi and also by setting Mark 9g1 
immediately before the Transfiguration narrativeo 
1o ToAoBurkillo ~oCito Po158o 
2o Bernadino artocito Poi85o 
cf; also AoAoTrites 11The Transfiguration of Jesus" EvoQ_ 51 
(1979) Po67=79o 
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The connection between Caesarea Philippi and the Transfiguration 
has been a source of great debate amongst commentatorso Burkill 9 s 
suggestion 1 that the Transfiguration "provides a dramatic demonstration 
of the glorious nature which properly belongs to Jesus as Messiah9 tho 
Son of God" suggests that this "affixes the seal of divine confirmation 
to Peter 0 s recognition of the Messianic secret in 8g29 and to the Master 9s 
interpretation in 8g311Vo Carlston affirms that the Transfiguration is2 
"clearly a confirmation of Peter 0s confession and Jesus 0 prediction of 
his ovm suffering and death 11 9 whilst Bernadin 3 agrees that the event is 
~a divinely miraculous testimonial not only to the fact of Jesus 0 Messiah= 
ship but also to the truth of his startling statement that the Messiah 
must suffer and die"o Clearlyp Mark intended us to see Jesus as the Son 
of God but also 9 the connection between Caesarea Philippi and the Trans= 
figuration suggests that it is Jesus as the Nessiahp the Christ 9 vrho is 
also impliedo Peter's role in the Transfiguration (Mark 9g5) reflects 
his earlier confession of Jesus as Messiah (Mark Sg29)s the reference to 
"after six days" is frequently seen as connecting the two narrati ves8 
Mark 9g9 and Mark 8g30 both preserve the essentiality of the secrecy 
concerning Jesus' true identity and also suggest a. relationship between 
the-two narratives9 despite the fact that the-secrecy element runs through= 
out the whole Gospelo The connection between Caesarea and the Transfiguro 
ation9 therefore 9 emphasises the Messiaship of Jesus in a direct and 
powerful way9 based mainly on Peter 0 s direct and unequivocal confirmation 
as to Jesus 9 true identityo 
It is obvious from the narratives in the Gospels which report the 
events st Caesarea Philippi that Josus accepted Potor 0s designation of 
1 o Burkillo OJ2oCi to Po 163o 
2o Carlstono ~oCi_to Po233o 
3o Bernadino artoc.!h Po 118o 
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himself as the Messiaho Peter 9s confession of faith at Caesarea 
1 Philippi identifies Jesus directly ~rlth the figure expected by the Jews 
and uses the occasion to identify the transfigured Jesus with the glorious 
figure expected by the Early Church at the Parousiao That Mark used the 
Transfiguration in its proper context here is very obviousfl the Evaneelist 
"obviously feels that the situation calls for some convincing demonstration 
of the reality of the Messiahship"20 Hooker believes that the Transfigur= 
ation points beyond the suffering predicted by Jesus (Mark 8g31) and 9 by 
the Jewish thought appropriate to the Suffering Servant (Iso53) to a glory 
that was expected at the End Time? "they see him for a momont in the glory 
which he will wear when he passes through suffering11 3 o To this extent. 
we must regard Caesarea Philippi as extremely important in that J~sus is 
expressly revealed as the person identified by Peter only days before 9 
and EoJ a Martin suggcsto 4 that the Transfiguration is actually "the 
' 
symbolic vision" of the events at Caesareao That Jesus is to be regarded 
as the Messiah in the Transfiguration (as he is identified by Peter in 
Mark 8&29) \110uld seem to be very much implied by the Evangalisto As the 
Son of God 0 Jesus is also the expected Messiah Whose eschatological role 
was both accepted and anticipated within Judaismo Mark does not ignore 
·-
the present relevance of the Transfiguration event (Jesus as the Son of 
God9 as at his Ba.ptismh neither does he prevent us from arriving at a 
conclusion which would enable us to see the Transfiguration in th0 same 
way that it \'laS obviously regarded in the Early Church = that Jesus was 
the Messiah who was expected to return in gloryo 
1o Pso89g3f8 Pso of Solo 17g21fo 
2o Burkillo 2J2oCit,o Po 156o 
3o Hookero QEo~tio Po125o 
4o EoJor1artinc 11The Transfiguration'1o ExTo 38 (1926=27) Po189o 
This is further emphasised by the placing of Mark 9z1 directly 
before the Transfiguration storyo A summary concerning the arguments 
put forward by scholars as to Mark's intention in his use of this verse 
is contained in the previous Chapter 1 o Mark obviously intended us to 
see this verse in its natural context9 the coming of the Kingdom of God 
was also to be a part of the eschatological events of the End Timeo The 
parallels bet\-1een this verse and 2 Peter 1 g 16 are also obvious g 
MARK 9:1 
l(otl fA£~tv cL~n"ls Aff-lv Ai~tJ ~f7" OTL- c~u-lv ltJ£s 
W ft. \~\/ Eo--r'1~0Twv Oc,·., liES ov f~ <)"E-U(fW\JTo!L- &o!.ui..Tou 
~w.s d._v 'ifw<f,v 1~v ~oustA£-,~v -roL> 9Y..oZJ lAt\iAJeu~oL\1 £v 
<fvv:..f~v 
2 PETER 1g16 
p~ 6~, ntr_o~ I(Jf·!voi,J f~~o· s E.f.t.rt::oAov9~o-.;.vns qvwrlrr"'ft" 
(l1f'", ;vN \ov tvf1ov 'i(lJJt;hf ~l)ol) X;,~v kvv~"' t.~c.. Tf~o~Ja-r~v ci.A~ £. f!Otllal L. ~Ev~~~~JIL< ..,-~ $: ~f-1 V o v jVL<(ct~ f. lOlA-(_ 16 r . 
\Vhilst the author of 2 Peter uses the direct Greek word Parousia9 the 
Evangelist talks about the Kingdom tA~ ~ u 9-u~ c(l/ in powero The most 
striking parallel 9 however9 is the use of the word dunamis in both the 
apostolic account of the Transfiguration and here in l\lark 9g1 o The word 
is best translated as 9power 9 and is· usually designated as belonging 
totally to God (Mto 19g26s Mark 10g27~ Lulce 18g27~ Mark 14g35)o Most 
frequently 9 in the ministry of Jesus 9 the power of God is manifested 
through the miracles of Jesus (Mark 5g30 is a. good Gxample)p and the 
miracles are usually regarded as further evidence of Jesus 0 messianic 
statuso The sign of tho ;power of God with Jesus is also a sign of his 
Messia.hshipo It is here that the notion of the Kingdom coming "in pot-Jer" 
se0ms to have been introducodo vfuen tho power of God is manifeoted in 
1o See Chapter IVo Context of the Narrative in Marko 
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Christ totally9 once for all 9 Christ will return in glory (CfoMto24g32~ 
Mark 13g289 Luke 21g29)o It is to this final manifestation of the power 
of God that i"'ark 9 g 1 seems to refer 9 with the Kingdom as the bearer of 
the power which establishes Christ as Messiaho In 2 Peter the dunamis 
is equated directly tdth the Parousia and such a notion obviously current 
amongst those in the Early Church cannot have been unnoticed by the 
Evangelist Mark in the writing of his Gospelo 
In the case of the Gospel of Mark~therefore,the Evangelist can 
clearly be seen to be moulding his material to fit both into a present 
christological context (Jesus9 Son of God preaching the ICingdom) as well 
as a future expectation which had sprung up in the Early Church,and which 
is also represented in 2 Peter (Jesus 0 the Messiah9 who would return)o 
Mark was probably presented with an account of the Transfiguration from 
the apostle Peter ~mich was very similar to that now recorded in 2 Petero 
The reasons for the introduction of additional details (Ego Moses and 
Elijah0 the tabernacles 9 the cloud) have been investigated in the previous 
Chapter and should not detain us here0 since they are of secondary import= 
ance to the overall 0 theological interest of Marko In his formation of 
a relationship between the Baptism 0 the Transfiguration9 the events at 
Caesarea Philippi and Mark 9g1 9 as well as the use of the various motifs 
already analysed within his narrative in the previous Chapter9 there seems 
little doubt that Mark shared the conviction of the Early Church that the 
Transfiguration was an attempt to portray Jesus as the Messiah and as he 
could be expected to return at some time in the futureo 
(b) Th()~ Luke 
Bishop Ramsey believes 1 that the most reliable historical 
account of the Transfiguration of Josv.s is preserved in Mark9 and that 
in the Gospel of Luke t-Je e.re :presented trl th a theological assessment of 
the Transfiguration in Luke 1 s relating of the event "to the inner life 
of Jesus 11 o In the Lucan account 0 much obviously rests on our inte~ 
pretation of the Greek word exodus \'Thioh we examined briefly in our 
Introduction 1 9 but most important of all is LukeQs emphasis on the word 
doxa0 and the overall emphasis in his narrative that the Son of Jlfan ~ 
~ glorifiedo Feuillet points to similarities between the context and 
use of ~in Luke 9g32 with the passage in John 12&27=28g 
11 0Now is my soul troubledo And 'What shall I say? 
Father save them from his hour? No 9 for this 
purpose I have come to this houro Father0 glorify 
thy nameo Q Then a voice came from heaven 9 1I have 
glorified it and I will glorify it again Q o" 
Feuillet suggests that this is the nearest the Johannine corpus of 
literature comes to including a Transfiguration narrativeo 2 In both 
Luke 9g28f and John 12g27f0 the reference to glory and to divine vind= 
ication is obvious 9 with the emphasis on Jesus' glory being equated with 
his imminent suffering in Jerusalemo Luke seems keen both to stress the 
context in which Jesus manifested himself in glory during his terrestrial 
ministry (suffering9 death and resurrection) 9 whilst at the same time 
suggesting a vindication of Jesus that was already present in the post= 
resurrection community in which he was writing (ascension9 spirit9 future 
glory)o 
\ve must presume that Luke !mew of the Marean account as well as the 
source .that had been used by Marko If we are correct in our suggestion 
that Mark used a very similar if not identical source to that preserved 
in 2 Peter0 ue can su:rmise that Luke was more careful in his use of Hords 
to describe Jesus v appearance than was Marko In our Introduction ue have 
suggested that Luke did not use the verb fE--Tat..for4ow because of the 
1o See Chapter I (Introduction) 
2o AoFeuiJ.leto "Les Perspectives'vooo nrtocito Po290o 
possible pagan overtones known to have been associated ~dth it~ it 
is9 however9 just as likely that Luke used the word doxa9 as does the 
source quoted in 2 Peter 1g17 0 because it was a more accurate descriP= 
tion of that which was manifested to the disciples on the mountaino 1 
The context of the Lucan narrative is much the same as that in the Gospel 
of Markp 9g18=26 contains the confession of faith 9 though Caesarea Philippi 
as a venue is not actually named9 9327 is the equivalent of Mark 9318 
there is9 however0 no questioning of Jesus about the coming of Elijah 
directly after the Trans ftgurationo 
It is in his emphasis on the revelation of the divine glory in· 
Christ that Luke differs most from Marko The theological relevance of 
the glo:cy manifested in the transfigured Christ is -what concerns us hereo 
Certainly9 in Old Testament expectation, 9 a full manifestation of the 
glory (kabod) of God was expected to restore salvation to Israelo 
(Ego Psa9633=9~ Zecho 2g5=11) and it would seem that an association 
between ~ and eschatological events had become a major feature of 
the intertestamental period (Ego in Qumran IoQoHo 17315f0 CD 3a20) and 
later in the Early Christian Churcho In the Fourth Gospel 9 ~ always 
has a futuristic meaning which is either obvious or implied (Ego John 1 g 14 17 
2g11 9 7318 9 11849 113409 12g289 1784h in the Gospel of John "It marks 
a vital stage in the revelation of Jesus as the Messiah and Son of God19 o 2 
By the time of the Early Church it was obvious that a debate was under 
way concerning the significance of the glory of Christ who had now bcon 
raised from the deado Paul actually uses the verb 9 transfigured 9 in the 
following statementg 
"And vre all 9 ~ri th unveiled face 9 beholding the g~ 
of the Lord are being transformed into his likonoss 
from one de~ree of $10~ to anotherv for this comes 
from the Lord vrho is the spirit 1'o (2oCOro3818)o 
1 o See Chapter Io Po 7 o 
2o AoAoTri tesa "The Transfiguration of Jesus 11 o ~51 ( 1979 )o Po67=79 (Po 78)o 
suggests that during the period of Jesus' earthly ministry 9 his 
messianic glory was temporarily concealedg 11\>lhen the Hessia.h comes to 
earth to prepare for the coming of God's Kingd.om 9 His glory was concealed 
for the time being beneath the human flesh which he assumed"o It is at 
the moment of his Transfiguration that Jesus reveals the glory which was 
expected in the last days of the Messiah g 1 "The changed appearance of 
Jesus has clear affinity to the apocalyptic ideas of the glory of the 
Messiah and the saints in heaven and to Jesus 9 own predictions of the 
coming of the Son of Man in His glory" o It is the glory of the Messiah 9 
expected by the community into '~ich Jesus was born 9 which Jesus manifests 
on the mountain of the Transfiguration in order to confirm Peter's recog= 
nition of Jesus as the Christ 9 the Son of Godo FoJoBadcock has commented 
that the disciples "see him (Jesus) totally engrossed with the future 112 o 
In the case of Luke we have little difficulty in establishing a 
Sitz im Leben for the Transfiguration story which enables us to connect 
the Transfiguration directly with the Parousiao The context of the story 
is very similar to that of Marko The Transfiguration would seem to act 
as a confirmation of Peter 0s confession of faith as to Jesus' identity 
as well as being described as having taken place Shortly after Jesus' 
pronouncement that some will not taste death before they see the Iungdom 
of God come in pol:rero This would suggest that Luke treated the story as 
it had been regarded by the Early Church= as a vision illustrating 
something of the Messiah in his Parousia gloryo To this extent 9 Luke 
lays great emphasis on the ~ that was revealed and on the exodus 
which combines notions of suffering and death 1:1i th themos of future 
resurrection and glory o The theme of ~~ \mich runs throughout the 
Gospel of Lu..lco suggests not only that it is alt·rays present t-ri th tho 
earthly Jesus as the Son of God 11 but that it t·rill be mora perfectly 
1o Ramseyo £RoCito Po109o 
2a FoJoBadcocko "The Transfiguration"o JTS 22 (1921) Pa325a 
The glory is established by Christ but is to become something in which 
the community might share as it is suggested in Rom. 6;4: 
"We were buried therefore l'ri th him by baptism into 
death9 so that as Christ was raised from the dead 
by the glory of the Father9 we too might walk in 
the newness of life". 
Glory in the context of the Epistles was a characteristic facet of 
Christ which related him directly to God9 which was seen on earth, \~ich 
will be in the world forever~ (Eg. Rom.11:36~ Gal.1:5) and in which 
Christians can also hope to share. It has an eschatological flavour 
throughout the New Testament. 
Luke would seem to have used the word ~ throughout his Gospel 
with such an understanding in mind and his usage would certainly seem 
to be coherent with views expressed both in 2 Peter 1 and elsewhere in 
the New Testament. The concept of ~ is very important to Luke's 
theology as a whole and some examples in the early chapters of his Gospel 
include: 
"lind an angel of the Lord appeared to them 9 and the 
glog of the Lord shone around them and they were 
filled with fear". 2g9 
"~ to God in the Highest" o 2 g 14 
"a light for revelation to the Gentiles 
and the glory of thy people Israel". 2:32 
Such references appear frequently in Luke, where there is a continuous 
emphasis on the presence of the glory of God in Christ. Bearing this 
in mind, we must now consider whether the ~ in the Transfiguration 
narrative helps us to see the significance of Jesus' ministry not only 
in its present situation but also in the light of the Parousia expect= 
ations of the Early Church. 
The glory is once more connected 111i th r1essiahship in Luke, as we 
suggested it "'as to a more limited extent in J.Tarko JoB. Bemadin 1 
1. Bernadino artocit. p.184. 
revealed when he is recognised 9 once for all 9 as the Messi&1 in gloryo 
In many ways 9 the redactional interests of Luke would seem to be more 
intent on emphasising the understanding of the Transfiguration in the 
Early Church 9 and its connection with the Parousia9 than those of Marko 
In its theological emphasis 9 the Lucan account is most like that of 
2 Peter in its emphasis upon the ~9 and its significance for those 
who received the divine revelationo Luke would seem to have intention= 
ally fashioned the Marean story back to the theological emphasis of his 
source~ a close connection between the glory of Jesus now at his Trans= 
figuration and the glory that will be revealed at the Parousiao 
(c) The Gospel of Matthew 
Matthew 0 s account is more like the Marean story than that 
described by Luke and much of what we have already stated concerning 
Mark 0 s portrait of Jesus 0 glorification can be applied hereo The context 
of the story is much the same as that of Markz 
16o13 fo 
21 fo 
24 fo 
17o 1 fo 
9 fo 
Ma tthe,., would seem 
Caesarea Philippi 
Peter's confession of faith 
Prophecy of his sufferings in Jerusalem 
Path of true discipleship 
The Transfiguration of Jesus 
Questions concerning the coming of Elijaho 
to have redacted very little of Mark 0 s material in 
the actual account of the Transfigurationo There are 9 however9 some 
additional descriptions of Jesus 0 transfigured state which are of interesto 
and this imago 
is not rare in the Ne'trr Testament for the description of some glorious 
cases 9 the sun, represents the glory and splendour of God and tho rovel= 
ation of God to his people 9 as t-1eJ.l as an eschatological role 't·rhich 
evolved through the influence of Old Testament imageryo 1 Ivlatthew also 
( \ 
adds that Jesus~ garments became as white w.S lo fws ~and this direct 
reference to a ~ght also reinforces the eschatological ima~ery ~~thin 
the narrativeo This word has a detailed history in both the Old Testament 
and Greek world which cannot detain us hereo Certainly the continuous 
contrast underlined in the Fourth C~spel between darkness and ~~ 
(Ego 8g12 9 9g5 9 12g46) is based very much on a Greek understanding of 
light (Cfo PhilooSpecoLego 1o288)o That the imagery of li@i had an 
eschatological understanding within the Early Church can hardly be doubted 
(Ego 2 Coro6g14) and there is an interesting re£erence to those who believe 
as children of the light in Epho5g8o Matthew adopted this word probably 
to underline the eschatological connections between the transfigured 
appearance of Jesus and the future glory that would be revealedo It is 
also possible that he was influenced by 2 Peter 1g19g 
2 PETER tg19 
k~tt E)( Oft" ~f_ fd.LOT£fo\l .... ~" T1 ro4t--fTt K~u 
~\:Is rtolfcTt rrro"E-Xt>vT€-s w.s .A;Xv~ 
oLvXf'1fC! .-rorr~ , f.wJ; o~ 1t~f:<- ~lelv<tao-~ 
J.vcL~f ;A~ Lv -,-eLj s 1C.tLf [(,~, .s ufw v . 
;\~\}'OV) 0 
¢,{lvovTc Ev 
~t_ ~wr;~ofo£ 
phosphorus is usually translated "morning star" where ;phos is obviously 
a derivative of the Greek word ~o In Classical Greek the term usually 
meant Venus 9 the morning star \-Thich precedes the dawno In the later 
period of the Rabbinic writings 9 a star was clearly an eschatological 
symbol probably because of the influence of passsges such as Numo 24~ 17 
(There shall come a star out of Jacob)o In various passages (Ego Testo 
Levo18g3 9 TestoJUdo 2481=59 1 ~1 11g6f) the expectation and symbolism 
of the star in Jev1ish eschatological writings was apparent" The coming 
of Christ is to be a time of ereat light and 2 Peter 1g19 "gives a 
pictorial description of the way in vrhich 9 at His coming9 Christ "t·rill 
dissipate the doubt and uncertainty by t·rhich their hearts are meanwhile 
beclouded and 'IIJill fill them with a marvellous illumination11 ., 1 
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The addition of the adjective bright ( ~t..J"P€.1 v~ ) to describe the 
appearance of the cloud further sugges·bs that r-1a.tthew was well acquainted 
with imagery concerning the Parousiao 
Scholars remain divided as to the purpose of the Transfiguration 
within the Gospel of Matthewo Nevertheless 9 it seems undeniable that 
Matthew's basic understanding of the event he narrates is very similar 
to that of Luke and I"'arkg "The meaning of the story for the evangelists 
lies in the revelation of the glory of Jesus Messiaho ~1a.tthew has made 
a number of changes to embroider Mark's accounto o o o !' o 1 but these changes 
do not detract from the centrality of the revelation of the glory of God 
in Jesuso DroHill has highlighted a progression which may have taken 
place in the thought of the Early Church concerning the divine function 
of Jesus which helps us to understand how their concept of Jesus had 
evolvedo He points to three epochs which are essential to our undero 
standing of ~ Jesus iso First 9 the historical ministry of Jesus 
reported in all three Gospels vlhere Jesus appears "in lowliness and 
humiliation as the obedient servant of God 9 acting with God's full auth= 
ori ty 9 ministering in humility 9 and interpreting the Law according to 
the will of God" 2 o Here 9 it would seem that the Transfiguration was 
already associated with Peter 0s recognition of Jesus as Messiah and his 
future role in that capaci tyo The second epoch concerns the ;post=Easter 
period in which the Church (of which Jesus is the exalted Lord) "lives 
as a cormrruni ty organised under the net·T righteousnesEJ" in which it prepares 
itself for the substance of the third periodo It vJas at this stage that 
the 2 Peter account would have been recorded which suggests that a Parousia= 
Transfiguration connection 'i:Tas reinforced in this periodo The final epoch 
1o Hilla .QR_o£.;;iJ.a Pa267a 
2a Hilla QRaCito Po65 (and other quotes from this page) 
is designated by Hill as that of the "End Time 11 \men "by judgement 9 the 
Kingdom will be established"o Because of Matthew 0 s Jewish background 
it is interesting that final judgement is not to be passed on the Jewish 
people9 but on those who have become a part of the body of Christg
1 
"In presenting Jesus as the Lord of the Church = which is in the world 
to stay for some time and must therefore settle to organise its life= 
Matthew is struggling towards a conception of Jesus as the inaugurator 
of a new (and continuing) phase of redemptive historyo To the period 
of promise and fulfilment (i.,eo the Old Testament prophecy and the actual 
ministry of Jesus) 9 and before the end=time9 there is added the period 
of the Church 9 s life and mission 9 over which Christ is Lord." o The Trans= 
figuration was therefore written down in a period of tension between epochs 
... 
two and three o The Church was affirming Jesus as Lord and expected the 
vindication of their faith in fue shape of Jesus v innninent retlll'rio His 
delay in coming meant that some became concerned and even began to 
question the relevance of the existence of the Church by the time of the 
writing of 2 Peter a The author is obviously defending those t.,rho failed 
to see the importance of the work of the Church in the period before 
Christ comes againo 
In the previous Chapter9 our brief exegesis of the Marean account 
of the Transfiguration suggested that both the context of the narrative 
and the story itself were generally best explained in the light of the 
expectations of the Early Christians concerning the Parousiao The 
connection between the various strands of eschatological imagery and 
the motifs of the Transfiguration narrative would seem to be almost 
undeniable a Even \.,ri thout the reference to the Transfiguration in 2 Peter 
1g16=18 9 it \VOuld be sensible to suggest a connection between the o~~oct= 
ations of the Early Church concerning the Parousia and the Transfiguration 
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of Jesuso It is 9 ho\·Tever9 the importance of the three verses in 2 Peter 
which confirm many of the strands of our argument that we have suggested 
so faro Each of the Evangelists would seemingly hav0 been a\·tare of one 9 
central argtunentz that the Transfiguration was a historical event in the 
earthly life of Jesus and that it pointed forward in some way to the 
Parousia of Christ 1 Which the Early Church expected soon after the ascension 
of Jesuso In Mark 9 the narrative is placed after Caesarea Philippi and 
Mark 9g1~ the question of the coming of Elijah is introduced immediately 
afterwardso In Luke 9 an even greater emphasis is placed upon the ~ 
of Christ 9 whilst in Natthe"t<T Jesus' f/Iessiahship and the interpretation 
of this role "'i thin the Early Church 9 would seem to be an important part 
of the Evangelist's way of thinldngo In all three accounts 11 regardless 
of peripheral details in each of the accounts 9 the redactional intention 
of the three Evangelists would seem to be that of a connection bebTeen 
the Transfiguration and the Parousia in their descriptions of Jesus in 
glory on the mountaino Each has redacted and built upon a Petrina 
source 9 similar to that used in 2 Peter 1g16=18jto produce three different 
accounts of Jesus 0 Transfiguration9 at the root of them all 9 however9 is 
the fact of Jesus 0 future glorification to which the Church now looks as 
it affirms Christ as Lordo 
In Chapter IV11 IJTe concluded that the Transfiguration narrative..Jand 
the context of the story in the GospeL of :Hark as a \.rhole 9 were best 
explained in light of the expectations aroused IJTithin the Early Church 
concerning the Parousia of Jesuso The connection between the theological 
motifs of the Transfiguration (E~o glory9 cloud9 voice etco) and various 
strands of eschatological imagery evident in the period just before and 
immediately after the Incar.nation 9 loads us to conclude that the Trans= 
figuration 9 in the mind of the Early Church 9 vras direc-tly associated 
\-lith some form of eschatological expectationo The evidence of 2 Peter 
1g16=18 9 coming as it does in the context of an ~lo~ for the dolay 
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in Christ~s Parousia9 leads us to suggest that the Transfiguration was 
interpreted as revealL~g something to the disciples present of the glory 
of God as it will be revealed more completely and finally at some time 
in the futureo As we have seen 9 the context of the narrative in each 
of the Synoptic Gospels 9 as well as the detail used in each indiYidual 
account of the Transfiguration 9 emphasises the connection between Trans= 
figuration and Parousiao 
The emphasis in all three synoptic accounts is9 therefore9 a combin= 
ation of a present emphasis on Jesus 9 Son of God; along with a future 
emphasis on the divine glory as it will be revealed vrhen the Kingdom of 
God comes finally in powero The narrative thus has a dual role 'd. thin 
the Gospelso On the one hand 9 it suggests to us something of the person 
of Christ and of the intention of God in the ministry 9 teaching and 
miracles of Jesuso In the Transfiguration 9 Jesus is revealed as Son of 
God with an earthly and relevant message ( -ro ~ £~.ll(_.{~ c. XI ov ) 
\'lhich he is obliged to proclaimo On the other hand 9 however9 the Trans= 
figuration has a significance at a much higher theological level = as a 
prefiguration of Jesusv heavenly state when he retums at his Parousiao 
It is now important that we begin to draw together the various 
theories and ideas we have promulgated throughout this thesis 9 having 
established that, in our view9 there is a definite connection between 
the Transfiguration and Parousia in the Early Churcho The Parousia was 
a revrorking of various 9 and often confused 9 eschatological expectations 
1:1hich \'rare to be .found amongst the early Christianso Jeeus v Passion 
meant that they must look for another and yet more splendid coming than 
that \·Thich Jesus experienced from Bethlehem to th0 CroEJso Tho Trans= 
figuration of Josus 0 in the Early Church9 'I:Jas a.lmost certainly :reforred 
to as an event in the terrestrial lifo of Jesus 11 which pointed fo;r'l;Jard 9 
in some dynamic and lvonderful way 11 to the Parousia glory 'tmich Jesus 
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had yet to reveal 9 at a time as yet unknown to the Christian community 
that awaited his retumo \ve no'lrl tum to a summary of our conclusions 
reached in the various Chapters of this work and a general statement 
as to 9 what is in our opinion 9 the theological significance of the 
Transfiguration within the New Testamento 
173o 
SUMMARY M~D CONCLUSION 
A brief SUllliilary of our debate so far is no\'1 called foro In Chapter I 
v1e introduced the synoptic accounts of th€' 'Transfiguration by underlining 
the major differences in detail and emphasis between the three accountso 
We suggested that this was basically due to the redactional interests of 
each of the Evangelists (Nark = discipleship9 Luke = elory8 Hatthew = Ne\'1 
Jl1oses)o \~e also introduced the reference to the Transfiguration in 2 Peter 
1~16=18 and emphasised the relative lack of interest shown in this account 
by commentatprs on the Transfigurationo Bearing in mind these four refer= 
ences to the Transfiguration vTi thin the New Testament 9 we then proceeded 
to outline the four main interpretations given to the Transfiguration so 
far this century (Bultmann = mis=placed resurrection account? Boobyer = 
prefiguration of the Parousia9 Riesenfeld = Old Testament Enthronement 
Festival? Rowland = a visionary experience of the disciples)o In order 
to pursue our mm inquiry into the theological significance of the Trans= 
figuration 9 it was decided that we should assume Marean priority and examine 
the Marean account in some detailo 
Chapter II \'las therefore concerned \d th the question of the sources 
used by Mark 9 and the various influences upon the Evangelist in the ~ 
im Leben in which he found himselfo The nature of any apostolic influence 
(mainly in the form of the apostle Peter) was exarnined9 especially in view 
of Boobyer 9 s claim that l\1ark was influenced by the apostolic scheme of 
revelationo Our consideration of Boobyer 0s arguments led us to conclude 
that ,.,e must interpret the Gospels \d th regard to the thought and exper= 
ie..nce of the Early Church 9 Hhich is most clearly represented in the Epistleso 
Boobyor 9 £J suggestion that ue should interprot the C',ospels via the Epistl£w 9 
rather than vice=versa9 was accepted as plausible and this brought the 
Transfiguration reference in 2 Peter 1 g16=18 into a ne\'1 perspectiveo The 
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context of the 2 Peter reference to the Transfiguration is obviously 
that of an apology for the delay in the Parousiao This was then explored 
further in Chapter Illo 
An examination of the reference to the Transfiguration in 2 Peter 
demanded a brief consideration of the p~~blems surrounding 2 Peter as a 
document '1-ri thin the New Testament Canono We decided that 9 although a 
late document 9 which obviously meant that it was the work of someone 
other than the apostle 9 the Epistle did contain elements of tradition 
which were authentically derived from the teaching of the apostle Petero 
The author9 in a real attempt to appear to his readers to be the apostle 
Peter9 uses references such as the Transfiguration to suggest his 
authenticity9 and to convince his readers of his Apostolic Testimony and 
authorityo T\·ro conclusions followed as a direct result of our exegesis 
of 2 Peter h 16= 18 o First 9 it is likely that the pseudonymous au thor of 
2 Peter used the authentic 9 primi tive 9 Petrina account of the events on 
the Transfiguratiun mountain to convince his readers that h0 was 9 in fact 9 
Petero In other words he told the story Peter told to the community of 
the Early Churcho And 9 secondly9 his use of the Transfiguration narrative 
in the context of an apology for the delay of the Parousia9 seems to be 
perfectly plausible and realistico In the context of the Early Church9 
the Transfiguration would seem to be best interpreted as in some way 
explaining the theological significance and the,expectations surrounding 
the event of the Parousia which was obviously seen to be imminent Hi thin 
the community of the Early Churcho This 1r1as further emphasised in a brief 
consideration of the Apocalypse of Peter 1:rhere the Transfiguration t1as 
also directly associated 1:ri th expectations in tho Early Church conc0ming 
the Par-ousiao If 2 Peter therefore provides us with the Apostolic Testlmony 
of Peter concerning the Transfigu..ration of Josus 9 and if tve are correct 
to approach: the Synoptic Gospels via an understanding of the Epistles 9 it 
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is plausible to suggest that the synoptic writers received a similar9 
if not identical 9 account of Jesus 9 Transfiguration to that which is 
recorded in 2 Peter 1g16=18o Bearing in mind the connection between 
the Transfiguration and the Parousia in the community addressed by the 
author of 2 Peter9 as well as the context of the 1Tansfiguration in the 
- . 
Apocalypse of Peter9 we were obliged to reconsider the synoptic accounts 
afresh 9 in view of the understanding of the Early Churcho 
The substance of Chapter IV was 9 therefore 9 a re=examination of the 
Marean accounto The context of the narrative in Mark proved interesting9 
and we concluded that the proximity of the Transfiguration to the events 
at Caesarea Philippi 9 Mark 9g1 9 and Mark 9g9=11 suggested that Mark may 
well have presumed that his readers would make a conscious and obvious 
association bet1:reen the Transfiguration and the coming of the Kingdom in 
powero It is clear that I"lark's mind was on events spanning much further 
into the future than Gethsemane 9 Jerusalem and the Mount of Oli veso An 
examination of the narrative itself illustrated the point that Mark contains 
all of the elements of the 2 Peter Transfiguration account 9 with an obvious 
element of redactional material and detail added to emphasise particular 
aspects of Jesus' ministry alluded to elsewhereo The details common to 
both the 2 Peter and Marean accounts 9 we must presume 9 are from the apostle 
Petero The additional details (Ego descriptions of glory9 tabernacles etco) 
can be explained as redactional activity on the part of Marko This is 
particularly apparent in the parallelism between 9 for example 9 the Baptism 
and Transfiguration accountso A re=examination of the Marean account 
readily underlined the common detail and frame1tmrk 9 provided for the 
Evangelist 1 s use by the apostle Peter9 and many of these details could 
emsily be interpreted as eschatological symbols (Ego mountain 9 voice 9 
glory) 9 associa.ted \\fi th the coming of Christ at his Pa:rousiao It also 
underlined9 however9 a watering down of the emphasis on the Transfiguration~ 
Parousia relationship in the Gospel of Nark0 because of Mark 9 s obvious 
desire to fit the Transfiguration story into his Gospel 9 as a wholeo 
So what is the connection between the Parousia and the Transfiguration? 
That is the question we essayed to answer in our previous Chapter and9 it 
must be stressed9 the response to this question is neither obvious or 
clearly definableo The Parousia emerged in the Christian era as an event 
which was a response to those who denied the status of Jesus as Messiah 9 
Son of Godo The expectation of the intertestamental poriod relied on 
the prediction that God would send an intermediary (the Servant of God9 
the Son of Man 9 the Messiah etco) 9 who would redeem the people of God 9 
once for allo The Epistle of 2 Peter provides us with an example of a 
Christian community t1ho had begun to question the authenticity of Jesus 9 
message and statuso The Parousia \·las envisaged as the rotum of Jesus 
at sometime in the future when 9 as the author of 2 Peter suggests 9 the 
glory of God as it is revealed in Christ at the Transfiguration 9 would be 
manifested finally and completelyo The problem was that the Parousia was 
a relatively new event which originated from Jesus 9 teachings (EgoMark 9g1 9 
Mark Cho13) 9 and the interpretation of them in the Early Church 9 but it 
also gre\v out of the general confusion9 prevalent at the time of Jesus 9 
as to how God would act at the End Timeo The Incarnation9 ministry9 
crucifixion 9 resurrection and ascension of Jesus failed to answer9 in 
themselves 9 the eschatological expectations of his dayo Rather they 
pointed forward to a yet more significant event which would take place9 
\'Then God desired i t 9 and this event became known as the Parousiao To 
this extent 9 the author of 2 Peter envisaged the Transfiguration as a 
prefiguration of the Parousia and as a dramatic demonstration of th0 
glory of God manifested in the person of Jesus Christo 
VIe began this thesis 'l:li th the statement that 11The Transfiguration is 
one of the most profound theological mysteries of the New Testament" and 
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our consideration of the role of the narrative within the New Testament 
confirms this viewo It has confused critics because of the wealth of 
imagery contained within the narrative 9 as well as the variations which 
are characteristic of each of the synoptic accountso As we have contin= 
ually stressed throughout our discussion 9 the Transfiguration of Jesus 
is not a mis=placed resurrection account 9 nor is it a fulfilment of purely 
Old Testament expectations9 as suggested by Riesenfeldo 1 It is our view9 
as a result of our examination of the references to the Transfiguration in 
2 Peter0 as well as our reconsideration of the synoptic accounts 9 that 
the Transfiguration was definitely connected in the Early Church 9 to the 
expectations concerning the Parousiao 
Our conclusion is therefore relatively simple even if its implications 
suggest that even more work needs to be done on the understanding of the 
Parousia in the Early Churcho It is quite clear that the Parousia was 
already being misunderstood and questioned in the Early Churcho The Trans= 
figuration narratives 9 as ~ey are recorded in all three Synoptic Gospels 9 
are written from the same source (oral or written) as that which is re= 
corded in 2 Peter 1g16=18o There is probably no direct relationship 
between the emergence of the four narratives (2 Peter 1g16=18~ Mark 982=89 
Luke 9g28=36P Matthew 1781=8) except that it was an authentic 9 apostolic 
witness which was responsible for the source used by them allo It is 
likely that the original source has been produced most reliably in 2 Petero 
Each of the synoptic authors has then used this source and 0theologised 0 
the person of Jesus adding to it their m-m particular and common details 
'!:!hich 't·re have essayed to underline throughout our discussiono 
It is beyond reasonable doubt that the original source was grounded 
in neither an Old Testament fulfilment context 9 nor in tho contoxt of 
Jesus 0 resurrection 9 but that it was undorstood by tho Early Church purely 
1o Riesenfeldo QRoCito 
in the context of explaining the significance of the glory of Jesus at 
his Second Coming. Even though~ in the Gospels 9 the Transfiguration 
seems to have assumed a present emphasis (i.e. its relationship to the 
Baptism and Caesarea Philippi incidents in particular) within the Gospels 9 
we must conclude that the Transfiguration was primarily understood by 
the Evangelists as an attempt of God 9 through Jesus 9 to demonstrate to 
the disciples present with Jesus on the holy mountain 9 what the Parousia 
was all about and ho1>1 the glory of Jesus would be manifested to those 
who confess him as Messiah at his Second Comingo To this exten t 9 the 
context of the Transfiguration in 2 Peter9 where the Transfiguration 
is produced in its most primitive form 9 enables us to ascertain the 
theological significance of the Transfiguration in the Synoptic Gospels. 
The Transfiguration is a prophecy of the Parousia of Jesus. It is 
an attempt by God to demonstrate to those present ,.n. th Jesus 9 and to those 
who confess him as Messiah9 that he is indeed the Son of God and Messiah. 
It looks forward beyond the GrOss and beyond the resurrection. It is 
concerned \ofith a universal event which lies beyond the ascension of Jesus. 
The Early Church 9 already impatient for Christ 9 s return 9 appeal to the 
Transfiguration as a reminder of Jesus' embodiment of the glory of God 
which will once more be revealed at the time of his Parousiag "The 
radiance is a vision of Jesus as he would be when he returns in glory o 
The comment of st.Basil is true to the meaning~ 9Peter and the sons of 
thunder saw his beauty on the mountain 9 outshining the brightness of the 
sun 0 and they '\>Tere deemed worthy to receive the anticipation of his 
glorious parousia Ni th their eyes 9 o Jesus is seen in glory in spite of 
the coming suffering and death. One day it would be knovm that the glory 
is not in spite of the suffering and death 9 but in its very midst. But 
1 that day had not yet come" a 
1. A.M.Ramsey. Be Still and Khm'lo (1982)o 
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